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Local photographers
have their work
shown in an "uncommon" exhibit at Murray State. Main
Street, page 4

SPORTS:
Calloway County's
new boys' basketball
coach may be a wellknown name to MSU
fans. Page 10

TODAY
Thursday, June 6
WORLD
ABIDJAN, Ivory Coast —
Strikes, riots and protests hit
eight nations of West and Central Africa on Wednesday, with
demonstrators demanding democracy and blaming dictators for
economies wrecked by corruption and mismanagement. Page
2

STATE
LEXINGTON -- .A state labor
lawyer has been charged with
first-degree assault for allegedly
shooting another attorney inside
a Lexington court building in an
apparent personal dispute. Page
3

SPORTS
Wanda Brown and Mary Bain
captured the Hart Memorial
Wedriesday at the Murray Country Club, while local golfers are•
gearing up for the first Shelby.
Morgan benefit lournamefit. Page 10

BUSINESS
The productivity of American
workers posted a barely perceptible gain of 0.3 percent in the
first three months of 1991, sitnificantly worse thin—first
believed. The revised increase
announced Wednesday was
much weaker than the 1.0 percent rise first reported by the
Labor Department. It is one
more piece of evidence about
how poor the nation's economy
did in the January-March period,
analysts said.

FORECAST
Tonight, mostly clear, low 55 to
60, light east wind. Friday,
mostly sunny and 'continued
pleasant, high 80 to 85.

LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY LAKE
358.9, +0.1; below 304.4, -2.2
BARKLEY LAKE
358.8. +0.2; below 306.8, -9.4
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Subscribers who have not
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p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30 to 4 p.m. Saturday.
Regular office hours are 8
a.m.-5 p.m. Monday through
Friday, 8 a.m.-noon Saturday.
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City Council OKs
bond issue for new
treatment plant,
annexes property
Staff Report
Murray Ledgor & Tana*

The Murray City Council during
special session Wednesday elected
to allow the city to sell bonds for
the construction of a new $4.39
million water treatment plant.
The bonds will be sold after a
second reading of the ordinance on
June 13, according to city officials.
The new treatment plant will
replace the current plant which has
been working at its five-milliongallons a day capacity for the last
year, officials said.
Twenty-year bonds will be sold
through a local brokerage firm to
finance the project, allowing the
bond holders to make profits on
interest accumulated on the bonds,
officials said.
The new plant will handle seven
million gallons a day and be
located on tile site of the current
plant near South Miller and Elm
streets.
Construction of the plant,
granted to Judy Construction of
Cynthiana, Ky., is expected to take
about 18 months.
The new plant will also allow
the city to install newly-regulated
treatment processes, officials said.
In other business, the council
held a public hearing on the city's
199l-,92 fiscal year budget but
rece ved no opposition to it,
atc rding to Mayor Bill Cherry.
The council also approved an
_ Ordinance annexing land along River Road into the city at the request
of the landowners, Cherry said.
The council also approved an
ordinance closing a proposed road
at the city's industrial park.

50 CENTS

Civil rights bill approved but
Democrats miss veto-proof margin

Lakeside lunching

By WILLIAM M. WELCH
Associatod Pros* Writer
WASHINGTON — The House
approved the Democratic civil
rights bill Wednesday but fell short
of the margin it would need to
override a veto by President Bush,
who has attacked the measure as a
formula for racial quotas.
The House approved the bill
273-158 after two days of contentious debate in which opponents
restated Bush's charge that the
measure would push employers to
resort to hiring quotas out of fear
of discrimination lawsuits.
Supporters angrily disputed that
contention, saying the bill would
actually outlaw quotas. They
accused Bush of exploiting racial
divisions for political gain.
The bill is designed primarily to
overcome a series of 1989 Supreme
Court rulings that have made it
more difficult for minorities to win
job discrimination suits.
It also would change job discrimination laws to expand the rights
of women, religious minorities and
the disabled to collect monetary
damages if they are victims.
House Speaker Thomas Foley
asserted that Democrats had not
failed, despite missing a veto-proof
total by more than a dozen votes.
He said they would attain the
added strength by the time the job
discrimination bill passes the
Senate and reaches Bush, who vetoed a similar measure last year and
has promised to do so again.
White House press secretary
afternoon
Wednesday
met
administrators
Western Kentucky school
Marlin Fitzwater said Bush was
for dinner at Kenlake State Resort Park as part of the third annual
gratified by the outcome that
School Administrators Picnic sponsored by Educational Leadership
strong support for sus"indicates
Education.
of
College
University's
State
Murray
and
Counseling
and
taining a presidential veto."
Above at right, MSU President Dr. Ronald Kurth brings up the end
Supporters would need 288 votes
of the line while Murray Middle School Principal Marilyn Willis and
to achieve a veto-overriding-1*-o=
Murray High School Principal Bill Wells, from left, do the same.

thirds majority of 431 House members, the number who voted Wednesday. The required number
would be 290 if all 435 House votes were cast.
Rep. Henry Hyde, R-111., who led
opponents of the bill during debate,
summed up the uncertainty that
remained despite Wednesday's lopsided vote. "We didn't win but we
didn't lose," he said.
The bill now goes to the Senate,
where efforts toward a compromise
already are under way.
A group of nine moderate Republican senators announced their
own legislation aimed at finding a
middle ground between Bush and
House Democrats on Tuesday. The
House defeated both a more liberal
version of the bill and Bush's less
far-reaching alternative before
Wednesday's final vote.
Foley said he had been assured
1py Senate Majority Leader George
Mitchell, D-Maine, that the Senate
would begin consideration promptly, and the House speaker said he
still held out hope of agreeing on a
version Bush would sign.
Despite the Democrats' gain of
eight seats in last fall's elections,
supporters of the Democratic bill
ended up with exactly the same
number of votes, 273, that they had
when the bill was approved in final
form last year and vetoed. Opponents picked up four votes over last
year.
Nine Republicans switched from
supporting the bill last year to siding with Bush this time.
If the issue returns to the House
this year, Foley said supporters will
also gain the votes of one Democrat who was absent and of the
__Democratic winner of a special
election in Massachusetts on
Tuesday.

Soldiers in doomed barracks followed orders not to flee
WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S.
soldiers at a barracks in Saudi
Arabia that was destroyed by an
Iraqi Scud missile followed standing orders to go or stay inside the
building rather than try to escape,
Army investigators say.
The Scud's 800-pound highexplosive warhead turned the

building into an inferno, killing 28
soldiers and injuring 98 on Feb. 25.
It was the biggest single loss of
American troops in the Persian
Gulf War.
Army officials, briefing reporters
Wednesday on the investigation of
the attack, said the troops had only
30 seconds' warning of the incom-

ing missile,
They said previous Scud attacks
showed that the main danger was
flying pieces of missile debris
rather than a direct hit on a building. Therefore, it was standard procedure to go inside rather than outside, they said.
There were no concrete bunkers

or bomb shelters near the barracks, missiles intercepted virtually all
said the officials, who spoke on -other Scuds in the war.
The computer in the Patriot batcondition of anonymity.
The Army also disclosed that a tery whose radar had picked up the
computer problem in the Patriot air incoming Scud failed to track the
defense system that permitted the missile as it roared toward DhahScud missile to enter Saudi Arabia ran. Thus, no computer instructions
unopposed had been detected five were given and no Patriot missiles
days before the fatal attack. Patriot were launched, the Army said.

Charges dropped against lawmaker-reservist who exceeded authority during Persian Gulf War
CONCORD, N.H. (AP) — A
state lawmaker has been cleared of
Army charges and faces honor
instead of prison for bucking
authority in the Persian Gulf.
David Young, 28, a lieutenant in
the Army Special Forces reserve,
could have been sentenced to up to
10 years in prison if convicted on
charges that he stole some vehicles

and equipment, lost some of it, had
subordinates get rid of some more,
and then lied under oath and
obstructed justice.
The Army said Wednesday that
it has dropped the charges, and a
heavily censored Army report supported claims by Young's lawyer
that he broke the law to serve his
country.

Thornburgh urged to quit
WASHINGTON (AP) — Democrats in Congress want Attorney
General Dick Thornburgh to leave
office immediately now that he has
announced plans to run for the
Senate from Pennsylvania this
summer.
"I think it's very unwise for
someone to continue in a law
enforcement position while an
announced candidate for office,Senate Majority Leader George J.
Mitchell, D-Maine, told reporters
today.
"I think he is inviting unnecessary problems for himself ... and
questions about propriety," Mitchell said.
House Speaker Thomas Foley
and several key House Judiciary
Committee members said Wednesday that Thornburgh's planned candidacy posed a conflict of interest

with his duties as the nation's chief
law enforcement official.
"I do not think it is a good practice for officials in sensitive positions of government, where they
have almost judicial, quasi-judicial
responsibility, to be announced as
political candidates," Foley, DWash., told reporters.
"It would be better practice, I
think, for (the) announced political
candidacy of an attorney general to
be followed by an immediate
ending of his responsibilities as
attorney general."
President Bush said Tuesday that
Thornburgh will seek to fill the
unexpired term of the late RepubliHeinz in a special
can
i°1vember. He said he
Sen.itl
had asked Thornburgh to stay at
the Justice \Department at least
through July)

"There has been absolutely no
indication that Lt. Young committed any of these acts for personal
gain. His sole motivation appears
to have been ... (censored) to
accomplish his mission," said the
report by an investigating officer,
whose name was blacked out.
"It should be noted that Lt.
Young's actions occurred on the

eve of the ground war against Iraq.
during which Lt. Young would distinguish himself in action against
armed and hostile forces."
Tom Christo, Young's lawyer,
had maintained that during the liberation of Kuwait, Young "borrowed" two vehicles to lead a daring mission through artillery fire
that captured Iraqi soldiers who

had stalled an allied advance.
Christo, who provided the censored report, said earlier that an
Army investigator recommended
that Young be cleared, but the
Army refused to confirm it. Christo
also said Young had been recommended for medals for bravery in
combat and meritorious service.

Opry performers

je
t.„ fiv
Grand Ole Opry stars Lonzo and Oscar performed at the Woodmen of the World camp Tuesday night as
part of senior adult week. Both Woodmen members, they were the first Opry stars to be on television.
Staff photo by Cyrus Afsali

Southern Baptists urge Bush, Presbyterians to uphold sexual morality
ATLANTA (AP) — The Southern Baptist Convention gave
the Presbyterian Church and an Episcopalian president advice
on upholding traditional Christian sexual morality as it staked
out a clear conservative agenda at its annual meeting.
President Bush, scheduled to meet today with 30 Baptist
leaders and give a short talk to the annual meeting, was sharply criticized by Southern Baptists Wednesday for his handling
of National Endowment of the Arts funding.
Representatives of the 15 million-member denomination
urged Bush to fire NEA Chairman John Frohmayer and cut
off money for the arts agency unless it can be prevented from
supporting "obscene, offensive, morally repugnant and sacrilegious 'art.' "
The Baptist convention also jumped into the middle of a

controversy dividing the more liberal Presbyterian Church
(U.S.A.), approving a resolution saying sex should be
reserved for marriage and urging "all Christians to uphold the
biblical standard of human sexuality against all onslaughts."
The Presbyterian General Assembly is scheduled on Monday to discuss a church committee report that would give
church approval to homosexual, premarital and bisexual
relationships.
"Any abdication of the clear bibilical morality ... should be
out of the question for any religious body," said R. Albert
Mohler Jr., a member of the convention's Resolutions
Committee.
Mohler said the resolution was not intended as an indictment of a "sister denomination," but that Southern Baptists
a

were compelled to state their position because the Presbyterian report put the issue in a public forum.
"This is a call to conscience," Mohler said.
Gordon Stewart, moderator of the Presbyterian sexuality
corpmittee, refused to comment on the Baptist resolution.
The convention approved a resolution sharply rebuking
Bush and his administration for federal financing of organizations that "promote sexual immorality."
"The committee will expresg its support for the president
where it can and its disappointment where it must," said
Resolutions Committee Chairman David Hankins.
The Southern Baptists were one of the few Christian
denominations to support Bush's decision to go to war in the
Middle East.
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Strikes, riots, protests hit eight African nations
By MICHELLE FAUL
Associated Press Writer

ABIDJAN, Ivory Coast — Strikes, riots and protests hit eight nations
of West and Central Africa on Wednesday, with demonstrators demanding
democracy and blaming dictators for economies wrecked by corruption
and mismanagement.
The actions against military regimes or one-party states were reported
Wednesday in the Ivory Coast, Zaire, Gabon, Togo, Central African
Repubic, Mauritania, Nigeria and Ghana.
Troops fired guns and tear gas at protesters in some cities, but there
were no reports of deaths Wednesday.
In Congo, another Central African nation in turmoil, a national conference stripped President Denis Sassou Nguesso of many of his powers. The
conference members plan to set up a provisional government to transform
the former Marxist-Leninist-ruled nation into a democracy by June 1992.
In the post-Cold War period, pro-democracy movements have gotten a
boost in much of Africa. which has few elected leaders.
The ouster last March of President Moussa Traore of Mali and the election defeat of President Mathieu Kerekou of Benin — both military dictators — encouraged foes of one-party rule elsewhere in Afnca.
In Ivory Coast, police fired tear gas to disperse up to 300 university
students hurling stones. The students were demanding an independent
inquiry into a student riot in May during which, they said, troops killed
four protesters.
In Zaire, where President Mobutu Sese Seko has held power for 26
years, rioting broke out Wednesday in Kinshasa, the capital. Rioters
smashed windows and looted shops after protests against get-rich-quick

NEWS OF THE WORLD
By The Associated Press

swindles promoted on government radio and TV.
Some Zairevis sold their homes in hopes of enriching themselves, onls.
to lose all their money. The schemes were banned a week ago by a new
transitional government, but it was too late for many Zaireans.
General strikes paralyzed Gabon, an oil-rich Central African state. and
Togo, a small West African nation of 3.5 million.
Violence last October forced President Omar Bongo to hold Gabon's
first multiparty elections in 22 years. Bongo's party kept power with a
bare majority. He is one of the few elected civilian leaders in the region.
In Togo, opposition parties said a strike would go on until President
Gnassingbe Eyadema's military government resigns. Violent strikes in
April forced Eyadema to allow opposition parties.
Elsewhere:
*Government workers in the Central African Republic cdntinued a strike
begun March 29 to demand salaries unpaid since March.
*In Mauritania, in northwest Africa, the Workers' Trade Union called for
a general uprising to overthrow the six-year-old military government of
Col. Maaouia Ould Sid-Ahmed Taya, who has promised free elections. On
Sunday, thousands rioted and looted shops in Nouadhibou, the country's
second-largest city, to protest increased bread prices.
*In Ghana, demonstrations against the military leader, Flight Li Jerry
Rawlings, have taken place this week in the towns of Cape Coast, Kumasi
and Tamali. Rawlings' opponents have criticized his program to return to
constitutional rule. They say the military has no intention of yielding
power.
*In Nigeria, Africa's most populous nation, with about 119 million people, it sk as impossible to buy any of the 50-odd newspapers or 100-plus
magazines this week after newspaper vendors struck for more money.

A C__ARseniolAr
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Bulgarian officials say
they're convinced agents of the ousted
Communist government killed a dissident
in London with a poison-tipped umbrella
in 1978 Scotland Yard is helping Bulga
rian investigators in the probe a British
spokeswoman said in London today Two
British intelligence officials arrived Wednesday, Bulgaria s official news agency
BTA said One Bulgarian official said he
expected indictments in the case In
another development. Italy says it has
begun looking into allegations by a per
ported former Bulgarian intelligence official that the Soviet KGB ordered the
shooting of Pope John Paul II in Rome in
1981 Under its new non-Communist
president, Zhelyu Zhelev, Bulgaria is
allowing investigations into the two
cases, which touch on events that
occurred during the regime of Todor
Zhivkov, the longtime Communist ruler
ousted in 1989 Georgi Markov, a British
Broadcasting Corp Journalist, was killed
with a poison-tipped umbrella as he
waited for a bus in London. "No one can
ever convince me that writer Georgi
Markov was not assassinated by the Bulgarian secret services,- Interior Minister
Hnsto Danov told BTA on Wednesday
Danov said -sensational- disclosures
could be expected soon about Markov's
murder and the disappearance of his
police file, BTA reported. The file fills 17
200-page volumes.

Police crack down on universities, company
IL

In the raid on the cosmetics firm,
GARLAND S
Pacific Chemical Co., police
PROFESSIONAL
•
arrested 475 union members and
PAINTING
labor organizers.
Phone 753-8823
No injuries were reported in
FREE ESTIMATES
either raid.
•Dve, 5 vs Excifyie-oe
The raids came as President Roh
•",e.c. & •-ienoi
Tae-woo's government moved
PROMPT
aggressively to stem six weeks of
PROFESSIONAL
- violent protests.
SERVICE
a.
The government has launched a
nationwide manhunt for 150 dissident leaders accused of instigating
violent demonstrations after the
fatal April 26 police beating of a
For our Comenience Now Offers
student.
Until recent days, the public had
generally condoned the antigovernment protests, but there
were increasing signs that ordinary
Daily Monday - Friday
citizens were becoming fed up.
Ship Weekly & Save money
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753-23140
police and students.
01,mpic Plaza
Iik” 641 NI.
On Wednesday night, as police
and student protesters battled outside Seoul's Korea University, 20
.
I
neighborhood women rushed into
the middle of the fray and sat down
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bombs and tear-gas canisters.
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"We have had enough," shouted
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Kim Yong-kyu, 53, a shopkeeper.
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doing? We cannot live like this.Dale Carnegie Founder
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ion
may have come Monday when
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students roughed up Prime Minister
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Chong Won-shik and hurled eggs
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SEOUL, South Korea (AP)
About 4.000 police officers raided
two Seoul universities and a cosmetics plant today. searching for
student and labor leaders of nationwide. anti-government protests.
At the universities, police
arrested 85 students, but later
released all but five. None was
aiming the leaders whowere being
sought.
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ISRAEL
JERUSALEM — Peace crusader Able

D C No official cause of the May 26
crash has been disclosed All 233 people
aboard were killed when the plane blew
apart as it approached cruising altitude
and tell in pieces into thick Thai jungle

NIGERIA
ABUJA — African leaders have voted at
a summit to maintian economic sanctions
against South Africa, but a splinter group
defied consensus by announcing that its
members will now openly trade with Pretoria For the first time in the 27-year history of the Organization of African Unity,
its members were openly divided over
the sanctions question Kenya, Madagascar and other nations say they will
restore trade and transport ties as a signal of support for President F W de
Klerk s political reforms Most of the
organization's 51 member states voted
Wednesday to keep up the pressure of
sanctions to ensure that de Klerk keeps
promises to abolish all racist legislation
and move toward democracy As the
organization's leaders met in Abuja. the
parliament of South Africa took another
step in that direction by abolishing apar
theid laws that segregated neighbor
hoods for more than 40 years

IRAQ
WASHINGTON — The Bush administration says Baghdad is diverting emergen
cy food supplies, including flour intended
for the *Kurds that wound up in Saddam
Hussein's hometown of Tikrit White
House press secretary Marlin Fitzwater
said the United Nation's World Food
Program has frozen shipments into Iraq
and is demanding full restitution of the
missing food He called it a cynical
attempt by the Iraqi president to buttress his regime's standing " Fitzwater, in
We have
a written statement said
reports that Iraq has systematically
diverted substantial quantities of World
Food Program (WFP) food shipments
into the Ministry of Trade's regular food
ration system ' The World Food Program
is a U N ,administered relief agency
based in Rome

Nathan today ended a 40-day hunger
and flour at him.
strike. staged to protest a ban on Israeli
Many Koreans were already
contacts with the PLO, by drinking a hot
cup of chicken soup "I didn't last to die I
upset over the disruptions caused
want to live and let others live," Nathan,
by the protests — air laden with 64,
explained to reporters as he heeded
tear gas, traffic jams created by
an appeal by President Chaim -Herzog at
the Israeli leader's residence Palestinian
blocked streets and lost business in
leader Yasser Arafat had also urged
areas where clashes take place.
Nathan to end his strike Nathan insisted
The unrest has been Roh's most
he had proved his point. although Parliament reiected a bill last week to repeal
serious political crisis since he took
the 1986 law that prohibits Israelis from
office in 1988.
meeting with officials of the Palestine
The government faces local
ALGERIA
Liberation Organization. Nathan had
ALGIERS — Heavily armed Algerian
council elections on June 20. the
demanded repeal of the law
troops backed by tanks guarded main
first in a series over the next 18
squares in Algiers today to prevent a new
outburst of Muslim fundamentalist viomonths, including presidential elec- POLAND
OLSZTYN— To a country emerging from
lence in this North African nation Also
tions in which Roh cannot succeed
tour decades of Communist censorship
today Sid Ahmed Ghozali, the newly
Pope John Paul II warned today that the
himself.
named prime minister, began talks to
freedom does not give
found
newly
worker
and
Students, dissidents
form a new Cabinet Ghozali was 'foreign
license to preach lies and hate Poland
minister until being appointed premier by
protesters have demanded the resand other Eastern European countries
President Chadli Bendiedid on Wedneswhere Communism has fallen in the last
ignations of the Cabinet and broad
day Bendiedid dismissed the previous
two years have been troubled by the
economic and political reform.
government and postponed Algeria's first
renewal of bitter ethnic and nationalist
multiparty general elections because of
They accuse the government of
rivalries and outbursts of anti-Semitism
riots, which were triggered by Muslim
the
to
prolong
backtracking on reform
fundamentalists of the Islamic Salvation
GERMANY
power and suppress dissent.
Front The front is composed mostly of
BERLIN— A Berlin court today convicted
Sunni Muslims who seek to remove
Park Sang-cheon, spokesman for
powerful
most
Germany's
East
of
one
Bendiedid and establish an Islamic state
the main opposition New Democraleaders on corruption-related charges It
Streets in Algiers were quiet today followthe
of
was the first trial of a member
tic Party, issued a statement today
ing the imposition of a curfew on the capousted Communist regime Harry Tisch.
ital and surrounding regions Two people
warning the government "not to
18
to
sentenced
64, was immediately
were killed and 14 injured in clashes
that
tighten suppressive rule by abusing
allege
Authorities
months in prison
Wednesday between police and demonroutineleaders
East German Communist
law enforcment power."
strators in eastern Algeria, near the Tuniplundered their late country's meager
sian border, according to the official
Park agreed, -however,- that- the • - ly
themfor
luxuries
finances to provide
Algerian news agency It said the deaths
government should seek "fundaof
Millions
families
and
selves, friends
occurred about the same time as Bendieperhaps
—
currency
Western
dollars in
mental and overall countermeadid declared a nationwide state of
hundreds of millions — was allegedly
emergency for up to lour months. There
sures" for the attack on the prime
country
the
of
out
smuggled
or
misused
were no reports of serious rioting elseminister.
and much of it remains unaccounted for
casualty
No

Jay Leno to replace
Carson as host
of'Tonight Show'

Tisch was a member of the ruling Politburo and, as head of the nine-million member, state-run labor union, he was
one of the country's most powerful
officials

NEW YORK (AP) —
Heeeeeere's Jay. ,
NBC officially announced today
that comedian Jay Leno will take
over as host of "The Tonight
Show" when Johnny Carson retires
next year.
Leno, 41, has been exclusive
guest host of "The Tonight Show"
for the past three years.
The New York Daily News said
Letterman, once considered Carson's heir apparent, was described
by an unnamed source as "fit to be
tied" when told of Leno's appointment. "Late Night with David Letterman" is broadcast immediately
after "Tonight."
Carson's company produces
"Tonight" and, in association with
NBC, the Letterman show. The
News said "Tonight" brings in an
estimated $60 million annually for
the network, which is 15 percent of
NBC's revenue.

JAPAN
GHIMABARA — Mount Unzen continued
`lo smolder, shudder and spew lava
today, and one expert said the thousands
of people who evacuated homes at its
toot will not return for months, perhaps
years Newspapers published pictures of
the volcano's Monday eruption taken by
photographers among the 38 people
killed in the sudden storm of searing gas.
molten ash and rock. Three nationally circulated newspapers, the Yomiuri. Mainichi and Nikkei, published such pictures,
some of which were marred by black
holes and marks where the film apparently was damaged by the heat The body of
one photographer, Tadahoshi Tsuchiya,
58, was identified by his wristwatch, itsglass cover blown off and the hands
stopped at 4 18 p m , the time the
4,452-toot volcano erupted

official
where in the country
toll has been announced, but at least
seven people were killed and dozens
injured in Algiers on Tuesday when
police fought supporters of the Islamic
Salvation Front

NICARAGUA
MANAGUA — The legislature on Wednesday revoked a law demanding that
the United States pay Nicaragua $17 bil
lion in compensation for its activities dur,
mg the Contra • Sandinista civil war The
39 Sandinista Front deputies in the
National Assembly walked out in protest
before the 49-1 vote Three government
coalition deputies were absent from the
92-member single-chamber assembly
Wednesday's move paves the way for
President Violeta Chamorro's government to drop the compensation demand
begun by her predecessors in the leftist
Sandinista government The Chamorro
admtnistration has cordial relations with
the United States It says that if the compensation issue is dropped, it can press
instead for more U S aid

THAILAND
BANGKOK — In a chilling cockpit transcnpt of the minutes before last month's
Lauda Air crash, the pilot and co-pilot
struggle to interpret warning signals
related to a reversal in let engine thrust
The transcript, made available today by
Thai investigators, was released after the
cockpit voice recorder of the Boeing 767
was analyzed by the U S National Transportation Safety Board in Washington,

SUMMER LUNCH SPECIALS

CLARIFICATION
Due to late grades being
reported, two local Murray State
University students' names were
inadvertently omitted from the
recent story concerning Dean's List
scholars. Mark Henderson compiled a 4.0 grade point average during the spring semester, while
Bruce Thurmond was also named
to the Dean's List.
•

Deluxe BLT Sandwich

$4.29

Strips of crisp bacon, American cheese, lettuce, tomato and mayonnaise on grilled wheat bread.

Chicken Salad Sandwich

$4.29

7 Star Top of Line

ACE

Interior Flat

Chicken Salad, lettuce, tomato and mayonnaise all on grilled wheat bread

Club Sandwich

Your choice of tender baked ham or sliced turkey breast, Swiss and American cheeses, lettuce, tomatoes,
mayonnaise and bacon on grilled wheat bread.
All sandwiches served with French fries.

Barbecue Chicken

Reg '1 7 66

$4.29

$5.29

A boneless breast of charbroiled chicken smothered in barbecue sauce. Served with your
choice of rice or potato and slaw.

7 Star Top of Line

ASCE.

12.99

Sale
Reg. '21.36

$6.29

A boneless breast of charbroiled chicken smothered in barbecue

Half O'Pound

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

$6.29

Tender beef tips sauteed with green peppers and onions

*Barbecue Chicken

• •

5 Star
Exterior White ACE

SUMMER DINNER SPECIALS
*Beef Tips

Exterior

•

A story in the May 29 edition
incorrectly identified the winner of
a road construction bid granted by
the Calloway County Fiscal Court.
Emerine Construction of Murray
won the bid of approximately
$100,000.
The Murray Ledger & Times
regrets the error and is happy to set
the record straight.

$5.29

Heg '1399

Sale 8.99

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Here are Wednesday's winning numbers selected by the
Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3:
5-8-9. Lotto: 7-8-15-20-21-25.
Estimated jackpot: $3
million.

A juicy half-pound ground beef patty charbroiled to your order, topped with onion rings or sauteed
mushrooms

Steak N' Shrimp

$7.29

A USDA Choice steak charbroiled to your taste and served with your choice of charbroiled or fried shrimp.
All dianars 0011V•41 with your choice of rice or potato and our All You Care to Eat Soup,Salad and Fruit Bar.

1$991Y wig*
YEN IBA 200116 A DAY,SA111117WICOVI
WM'MI ALafliki
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`The Kentucky that Daniel Boone saw'

State accepts gift of 700-acre forest preserve in Hardin County
ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky. (AP)
— One of the oldest forests in central Kentucky, a 700-acre preserve
in Hardin County, has been turned
over to state officials what may be
the National Audubon Society's
first-ever land gift to a state.
"One-half of 1 percent of Kentucky today resembles the Kentucky that Daniel Boone saw,"
said Richard R. Hannan, director of
the Kentucky State Nature Preserves Commission, which assumed
ownership of the tract during a
ceremony Tuesday.
"We're not trying to lock up our
entire state," Hannan said. "We're
trying to find the jewels that are
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left."
Audubon Society President Peter
Berle said he believes the new preserve, which the society has held
for about 20 years, is the society's
first land gift to a state government. It will be the second-largest
preserve owned by the state nature
preserves agency.
"This is a piece of ground that
just ought to sit here," said Peter
Berle, president of the society,
moments after he officially handed
over title to the Vernon-Douglas
State Nature Preserve before a
group of state and local dignitaries.
This particular jewel — distinguished with large beech, sugar

maple and tulip poplar trees — sits
just off the intersection of Blue
Grass Parkway and Kentucky 583.
Most forest land is periodically
cut for timber; but that hasn't happened for decades in this parcel, so
the forest is a mature, diversified
ecosystem with some trees boasting
diameters of nearly 21
/
2 feet and
ages approaching 150 years, commission officials said.
The preserve, which is named
for the family that originally settled
the land and for the family that
donated it to the Audubon Society,
also includes an 800-foot-long
cave.
The commission, which also

owns a preserve of more than 700
acres in Greenup County, administers some larger preserves — within state parks, for example — but
does not own them. The commission was formed in 1976 and
instructed to preserve pockets of
natural land throughout the state.
In all, 23 nature preserves with
about 6,200 acres are being protected, and an additional 38 areas
of about 5,700 acres are being protected by landowners through a less
binding program.
The preserve will be left essentially untouched, although trails
will be more clearly marked and
signs will be posted. Joyce Bender,

the stewardship coordinator for the
commission, said she would be
working with the local Audubon
chapter and other concerned groups
to see that the land is used only for
"passive" activities such as bird
watching or hiking.
Berle said the composition of the
crowd, which included a variety of
environmentalists, state Sen. Tom
Smith, Elizabethtown Mayor Pat
Durbin and Barry Bingham Jr., a
representative of nearby Bernheim
Forest, was heartwarming in that it
illustrated that "open space is just
as important as a new shopping
center."
Not everyone is likely to agree.

WKU urged to improve minority recruiting, retention
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BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— A state education panel is suggesting that Western Kentucky
University become more aggressive
in recruiting and keeping minority
faculty.
There's room for improvement,
concluded the state Council on
Higher Education's Committee on
Equal Opportunities after a tour of
the campus.

It was the first in a series of
inspections that will involve all
eight state universities in the next
two years.
"There seems to be a decline in
the recruiting and retention of
black students and faculty," at
Western, said Wendell Thomas,
chairman of the committee.
'We received some explanation
why things have changed; some of
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amount of state money Western
receives. The school receives more
than $190,000 annually to spend on
providing equal opportunities to
minority students.
University President Thomas
Meredith said he didn't believe the
visit had been entirely negative.
"I think they realized that we
were doing a lot of positive
things," he said.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
state labor lawyer has been charged
with first-degree assault for
allegedly shooting another attorney
inside a Lexington court building
in an apparent personal dispute.
The two tumbled into a packed
Fayette District courtroom in Lexington's Municipal Building on
Wednesday. Within a minute, a
bailiff subdued the lawyer with the
gun, and the judge whose courtroom had been disrupted grabbed
the weapon.
William Clayton Evans, 47, was
charged and lodged in the Fayette
County Detention Center on a
S7,500 cash bond. He was to be
arraigned today, said Sgt. Barney
Kinrnan of the Lexington-Fayette
Urban County Police Department.
William Davis, 36, was shot
once in the abdomen with a pistol.
He was reported in stable condition
following surgery at the University
of Kentucky Medical Center, Kinman said.
Fayette County Sheriff Harold
Buchignani said.the two men were
seen talking in the warrants section
of the building before walking
down the hallway where the shot
was fired outside Courtroom 5.
Davis- then staggered into the
crowded courtroom of District
Judge Thomas Clark. Evans followed and was wrestled to the
floor, Buchignani said.
"I automatically hit the ground.
Everybody did," said Alice
Covington, who_ was in the courtroom. "The n-ext thing I heard,
amidst all the crying and praying, a
guy said ... 'He'shot me."

District Court records showed
that Evans had filed a complaint
earlier in the day against Davis,
accusing him of terroristic
threatening.
The complaint said that Davis
had accused Evans of seeing
Davis' ex-wife and then threatened
Evans by saying, "I've got a bullet
for you," said Linda Johnson, head
of pretrial services and criminal
complaints at district court.
Clark said he was "shaken and
concerned" by the incident that
terrified about 150 people inside
the courtroom.
"They were all terrified and they
were all going every which way,the judge said.
-We didn't hear any arguments.
We just heard the shot."
After bailiff Norman Morton got
control of Evans, Clark took the
gun from his hand.
"He recognized me .and said,
'OK judge, I'll give you the gun,'"
Clark said.
Authorities evacuated the building for about an hour after the
shooting. When people were allowed back in, they were not allowed
on the second flQpr until late in the
afternoon.
Both Davis and Evans reside in
Lexington and are graduates of the
University of Kentucky law school.
Davis, an Alabama native,
served as an assistant in the state
Attorney General's office from
1981-87. He has since been in private practice in Lexington. Evans,
a native of Louisville, headed the
black adoption program for the
Lexington Urban League from
1985-87.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Closure of Kentucky's old state Capitol for restoration has been
delayed, a Kentucky Historical
Society official said Wednesday.
Work to restore original interior
colors and to repair water damage
to plaster and woodwork had been
expected to start this month.
But the work instead will begin
in late July or early August because
consultant studies and other preparations are taking longer than
expected, said Nicky Hughes, manager of the historical society's
museum division.
Completion is still scheduled for

November, however, Hughes said.
The work is part of a long-term
project to return the 1830 Greek
Revival landmark in downtown
Frankfort to its appearance in the
1850s.
State government moved across
the Kentucky River to the present
Capitol in 1910. The Old Capitol
and its annex became the historical
society's home in 1920.
The Kentucky History Museum
in the annex will remain open
while the Old Capitol is being
repaired, according to a statement
from the historical society.
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Tracy D. McKinney

614 South 4th Street Murray, Ky.

25% 0FF
• ALL MEN'S SHORTS FROM DOCKERS', PAR FOUR",
ST JOHN'S BAY', THE FOX'
• ALL YOUNG MEN'S SHORTS INCLUDING BUGLE BOY',
WEEKENDS', JIMMY 26, UNION BAY"
• ALL MEN'S SWIMWEAR INCLUDING BODY GLOVE',
OCEAN BLUE", JIMMY 2", AND SURF 'N SPORT'
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• ALL PAR FOUR', FOX' AND VAN HEUSEN 417
SPORTSH1RTS
• ALL YOUNG MEN'S SPORTSHIRTS AND CASUAL SLACKS
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COTLER", OZONE', UNION BAY", REACTOR", BON HOWE',
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of Complete Exhaust Systems
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Attorney charged with shooting
another in Fayette courtroom

Old state capitol restoration
delayed due to preparations

PION

them seemed to be reasonable.
Members of the committee felt that
Western had done a good job until
recently."
The committee's recommendations on all schools inspected this
year will be turned over to the full
council this fall, said Roy Peterson,
assistant to the council's executive
director.
That report could affect the

Smith, for example, said the new
preserve is nice but not as exciting
as a new factory.
"I'd rather have a new industrial
park because that generates a lot of
jobs," he said.
The Vernon-Douglas preserve
was initially given to the National
Audubon Society in 1972 by Eleanor L. Douglas, who still lives near
the site, and her brother, 011ie G.
Douglas, who has since died.
Eleanor Douglas was 4 when her
family purchased the land in 1910.
She could not attend Tuesday's
ceremony but said in a letter that
the transfer brought back
memories.

25%

TO

400/00FF

• ALL BRAS BRIEFS SHAPE WEAR, AND DAYWEAR COORDINATES

FOR THE HOME
WHITE SALE NOW IN PROGRESS
SAVE ON ALL SHEETS, COMFORTERS, BLANKETS, PILLOWS,
TOWELS, SHOWER CURTAINS, BATH SCALES, RUGS, BATH
ACCESSORIES, AND MATTRESS PADS.

JCPenney
Fashion comes to lifem
Chestnut Hills • Murray

Sale prices effective through June
8th unless otherwise noted. Percentages
off represent savings on regular prices or
original prices. Intermediate markdowns
may have been taken on original prices.
Reductions on original priced
merchandise effective until stock is
depleted All sales exclude JCPenney
Smart Values

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 10-9
Sun. 12:30-5:30

Salon Hours:
Mon.-Tues.-Wed.. 10-8
Thurs. & Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6; Sun. 1-5
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PERSPECTIVE
Letters to the editor

AMVETS ladies raise funds
ki"V,,Nra _P

Dear Editor:
All of the Veterans Organizations in Henry County, the AMVETS,
VFW, Amencan Legion, DAV and their auxiliaries, were joined by Nashville and Memphis Hospital Veterans for the annual Fun Run (walk) on
Memorial Day.
The walk started at the airport. Two and a half miles later, with lots of
sweat and gusto, we arrived at the Amzican Legion Post 164.
The walk is held each year as a fund riFser for the Veterans Hospital
Recreation Fund. It is also a time to honor our deceased members. Each
Post has its own Memorial Ceremony.
i•
The walk was started with wheelchair veteradrThey bring their special
racing chairs. They were followed by runners, joggers. trotters. strutters,
walkers and a few draggers, waking up many calf muscles to experience a
burning sensation. A few had back pains to start. Dry mouths were experienced by some while others had enough spit to smoke while we trudged
onward non stop up and down hill. The Yucca plants were in bloom and
very plentiful in well kept yards. The day was great for the occasion. The
sky was cloudy overcast with a nice breeze in the air. We were a very'
colorful parade of walkers. Most were wearing red, white and blue patriotically decorated. A few had the new yellow ribbon included. Dia new
president Bonnie Scott was sporting a new hat she painted with red, white
and blue with stars on it. Our oldest walker is Nora Sway, 82 years old.
carrying the American Flag. She is a member of the Post 45 Ladies Auxiliary of AMVETS. Judy Boone and Edna Coles were our ladies to finish
first. We were greeted at the end of alot of huffing and puffing at the
Amen'can Legion Post 164 with trays of ice water and other beverages
available to us. We then had oar ceremonies after which we all enjoyed a
barbeque ribs dinner. Post 45 then had open house for all.
The event was a success bringing in S1,388 with AMVETS Post 45
responsible for S900.
Gloria Green, AMVETS Post 45 Ladies Auxiliary
Rt. 2 Box 550, Big Sandy. TN. 38221

•

_

Local artistsfeatured in 'Uncommon'show
Although more than 550 Kentucky artists submitted their work,
only 57 were chosen, and three of
those hail from Murray. Local
photographers D.H. Jackson, Ronnie England and Jackie Jones were
among those selected for the exhibit "Uncommon Views of the
Uncommonwealth," a juried show
sponsored jointly by the Kentucky
Arts Council, Kentucky Department of Travel Development and
Kentucky Tourism Federation.
A reception for the exhibition is
planned for tomorrow, June 7, 5-7
p.m. at the Clara M. Eagle Gallery
on the Murray State University
campus. The show will be on display unlit June 28.
An 'instructor in the MSU art
.departme.nt.. Jackson won first
place in the competition for "Winter Solstice," which depicts an
unusual winter landscape. The
skeletal trees in the picture huddle
miserably in a stark Kentucky forest. The brittle black and white
scence is shattered and distorted by
the cold, an illusion created by the
use of mirrors. As first prize winner, Jackson was awarded S975 for

MAIN
STREET
By Constance

his piece.
England focuses on early spring
in his photo entitled, "Surprise in
March." A log structure with a
scrim of snow on its roof squats in
the roadside, from which the snow
has already melted. The photo
appears tek, be black and white, as
muted as the winter landscape,
except for the hint of yellow_ from
the center line of the road. Amidst
the drabness, the line of color is as
welcome and surprising as the first
crocus of spring, sprouting spunkily in spite of a late winter snow.
Signpainter Charley Raines is
featured in Jones' entry in which a
man concentrates on his work
despite the clutter and mayhem that
surrounds him. As the artist leans

gracefully into the "S" he painstak- hoists the sign for a transmission
ingly letters, he is oblivious to his shop on a busy strip clogged with
environment. Discarded paint cans gas stations and fast food
and splashes of paint are every- restaurants.
While many of the pictures in
where, but the emerging sign is as
Views of the Uncom"Uncommon
barbershop
a
as
trim
and
neat
monwealth" are thought-provoking,
tenor.
Although the exhibition features some are merely pretty. There are
scenes from Kentucky exclusively, daffodils and dogwoods, babbling
many of the pictures on display brooks and bright blue skies. There
reflect themes that go beyond the is something for everyone in this
bounds of familiar tobacco barns exhibit that opened at last year's
and horse fences. In the shots Kentucky State Fair and is touring
depicting people, for instance, each the state through July.
one is as unique as a thumbprint.
Van Deren Coke, former curator
"Guests: Viva House Shelter," of photography for the San 'Francisby Tamara Fitzpatrick of Lexing- co Museum of Modern Art, a
ton, highlights a group we often native Kentuckian and nationally
might want to ignore — three acclaimed photographer, judged the
apparently homeless men who have show. The competition was open to
taken advantage of the shcher's amateur and professional_photograservices. The men are serious, dig- phers, and prizes totalling $1,975
nified even, as thcy sit for their were awarded.
The Eagle Gallery is located on
picture. Though their faces are
the 4th floor of the Price Doyle
careworn, one has a slight smile
Fine Arts Building, at the corner of
that seems to say, "I may be down
15th and Olive Streets on the MSU
but I'm not out."
campus. Summer hours at the gal"Rescuing the By-Pass," by John
Mandile of Bowling Green, is a
lery are 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.. Monday
through Friday. There is no admisportrait of a modern folk hero, a
cartoon-like muscle man who sion fee.

U.S.SENATOR FOR KENTUCKY

Mitch McConnell
•
CARE AFFORDABLE
HEALTH
WORKENG TO MAKE
Thirty-seven million Americans do not ha% e access to adequate
health care. Yet, $600 billion is annually spent on health care in this
country. Billions of those dollars are lost in malpractice lawsuits and
medical procedures to guard against such Suits.
,Earlier this month, President Bush sent a proposal to Congress
to help combat this wide-spread problem. The proposal would limit
medical malpractice lawsuits - a plan endorsed by the American
Medical Association (AMA) for the past five years.
The plan emphasizes reduction of insurance premiums, lowering the number of defensive medical measures, and increasing public
access to health care_ It is estimated that malpractice lawsuits add
$5.6 billion a year to insurance premiums. Defensive medicine adds
another $15 billion to $40 billion annually to the cost of health care.
Total medical liability ,premiums tripled_ from 1982-1988._
The high price of malpractice insurance affects not only the cost,
but also the availability of health care. Many doctors choose to give
up high-risk specialties such as obstetrics in order to avoid malpractice suits and high insurance rates.--Four out of live obstetricians in
the United States have been sued. For every $3,000 paid for the
delivery of a baby, $500 of it is for malpractice insurance.
Kentucky is not immune to this crisis - 73 of Kentucky's 120
counties do not have a obstetrician.
Medical malpractice is an issue which must be addressed to make
health care more affordable, and accessible to all Americans. We
must balance the rights of patients to fair compensation with the
rights of all Americans to affordable health care.

Today In History

-

,

0

Today is Thursday. June 6, the 157th day of 1991. There are 208 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 6, 1944, thee"D-day" invasion of Europe took place during
World War II as Allied forces stormed the beaches of Normandy. France.
On this date:
In 1918, the World War I Battle of Belleau Wood, which would result
in a U.S. victory over the Germans, began in France.
In 1925, Walter Percy Chrysler founded the Chrysler Corporation.
In 1933, the first drive-in movie theater opened, in Camden, N.J.
In 1934, the Securities and Exchange Commission was established.
In 1942, Japanese forces retreated in the World War II Battle of
Midway.
In 1966, 25 years ago, black activist James Meredith was shot and
wounded as he walked along a Mississippi highway to encourage black
voter registration.
In 1968, at 1:44 a.m. PDT, Sen. Robert F. Kennedy died at Good
Samaritan Hospital.in„Los Angeles, 25'4 bows, after he was shot at the
Ambassador Hotel by Sirhan Bishara Sirhan.
In 1977, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled states could not impose an automatic death sentence for defendants convicted of murdering a police
officer.
In 1978, California voters overwhelmingly approved Proposition 13. a
primary ballot initiative calling for major cuts in property taxes.
In 1982. Israeli forces invaded Lebanon to drive Palestine Liberation
Organization fighters out of the country. The Israelis withdrew in June
1985.
In 1984, government forces in India stormed the Golden Temple in
Amritsar in an effort to crush Sikh extremists. At least 1,000 Sikhs and
200 soldiers were killed.
In 1985, authorities in Embu, Brazil, exhumed a body later identified as
the remains of Dr. Josef Mengele, the notorious "Angel of Death" of the
Nazi Holocaust.
Thought for Today: "The Golden Age was never the present Age."
Thomas Fuller, English historian (1608-1661).
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Memorial Day and the Persian Gulf War
This was the first Memorial Day
on which the 147 Americans who
died in the Persian Gulf War joined
the honor roll of those who fought
and died in America's other wars
and are offically honored by a
grateful nation.
Since the war ended, some have
tried to minimize the victory
because Saddam Hussein remains
in power in Iraq, or because of the
suffering of the Kurds,- or because
we fought a "third-rate military"
(in fact, we turned the world's
fourth-largest army into a third-rate
military by confronting Iraq with a
first-rate fighting force).
These critics wanted limited
goals, and when President Bush's
limited goals were achieved with
such astounding success, the limitation brigade suddeny demanded
a broader victory.
U.S. fighting forces demonstrated skills and character beyond
their combat ability. Lt. Gen. Gus
Pagonis reported that in seven
months he had not heard one
reported incident of an American
soldier violating the laws or customs of the Arab nations where
they were posted. American men
and women acted with bravery,
winning honor above all expectation and beyond all precedent.
This victory will be a lasting
warning against aggression and a
testament to American principles

and strengtn. Our mission of rescue
and retribution was moral in its
aim, bold in its planning and brilliant in its conduct.
Lessons abound for us and for
future observers of Memorial Day.
The first lesson is simple and
fundamental: aggression that is not
_confronted is rewarded,. This has
been the amply demonstated political fact of our bloody century. It is
the lesson that dlvided Chamberlain from Churchill. The lesson of
Munich. But it is a lesson that
.niany in our Congress — very
nearly a majority — tried to ignore.
And that should not be forgotten.
The policy of most Democratic
leaders, though not most Democrats, was to delay. It was irresponsible to hope for the best while
Hussein promised the worst.
Infinite delay and hope against
hope are precisely what practitioners of the land-grab depend upon.
It's been said that criminal
methods, once tolerated, are soon
preferred.
The chant of "No blood for oil"
was tired and empty. It rang hollow
in the face of advancing, aggressive brutality. Hussein did not seek
control of oil to squeeze consumers
for a few extra pennies at the
pump. He sought it to find a military machine, to gain nuclear weapons. to unleash worldwide terrorism, to tyrannize his neighbors.

never saw our soldiers coming.
American planes, tanks and artillery struck Iraqi targets without
being detected in time for their fire
returned.
to be
Perhaps the greatest lesson of
our latest war is a rebirth in our
By Cal
nation of heroism. It is exhilarating
Thomas
to discover-that- courag is still
common in Americans. It is equally
encouraging that this virtue still
This was threat of global reach and commands broad respect.
Again, Chesterton noted. "Couragainst clear American interests.
The moral case was so clear — age is almost a contradiction in
as clear as in the gathering storm terms. It means a strong desire to
before World War II. Hussein is live taking the form of a willingnot an Arab nationalist, a reincar- ness to die." C.S. Lewis argued,
nated Nasser. He is the author of "Courage is not simply one of the
uncounted atrocities. He is a self- virtues, but the form of every viraggrandizing aggressor of limitless tue at the testing point."
That is quite a list of accomambition, and he had to be stopped.
"One thing is certain," wrote plishments for one fighting force in
G.K. Chesterton, "if such men are one war to bequeath to a nation.
not held answerable for doing such The Desert Storm veterans have
things, such men will do them thus raised their own glorious
again; and myriads of such men monument, not made of marble, but
will do myriads of such things, of an intangible that cannot be
again and again until the crack of eroded by time or corrupted by
those who would rewrite history to
doom."
The second lesson of the Gulf conform to their political world
War was the vital importance of views.
Those who served and survived,
the military buildup of the 1980s
— spending criticized at time as and especially those who fought
wasteful and excessive. As Adm. courageously and died, will be
Hyman Rickover observed, "The remembered and honored for what
more you sweat in peace, the less they gave back to their country as
long as America observes a
you bleed in war."
Iraqi soldiers remarked that they Memorial Day.

—CAL'S III
THOUGHTS

Looking back
Ten years ago
A mock disaster drill was conducted by local agencies on June 4.
Treated were 42 persons in a mock
drill of a tornade striking the depot
during a performance of MurrayCalloway County Theatre.
Willie F. Jackson was recently
promoted to lieutenant colonel in
the U.S. Army Reserves. He is
director of pupil personnel and
director of transportation for Murray Independent Schools.
Flight winners of George Hart
Memorial Golf Tournament at
Murray Country Club were Vickie
McLeary, championship flight; Sue
Taylor, first; Joy Wyatt, second:
Sally Crass, third.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy West. May 8.

terbury Estates has been chosen as
Twenty years ago
Yard of the Month by Garden
Carl Roberts graduated from
Officers Candidate School at New- Department of Murray Woman's
port, R.I., on May 14 where h- was Club.
commissioned as an ensign. He is
Thirty years ago
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Hollis
James Garrison, general manager
Roberts.
Mrs. Olga K. Freeman of Hazel of Ryan Milk Co., is pictured by
who is reteiring from librarian post the revolutionary new machine just
at Hazel and New Concord installed at the plant.
Elton R. House of Murray will
Elementary Schools was honored
by students, parents and faculty at -receive the degree of Doctor of
Medicine at Howard University on
Hazel Elementary School.
June 9.
Births reported include a boy to
Recent births reported at Murray
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Miller, May
include a boy to Mr. and
Hospital
Michael
Mrs.
and
Mr.
27; a boy to
Mrs. Glenn Hartley Henson and a
Bowman and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Parks.
Dan Poyner, May 28; a girl to Mr.
Piano students of Mrs. John C.
and Mrs. Will T. Winchester. May
presented a recital on May
Winter
30; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Will Ed
hall of First Methodist
social
in
26
31.
Dunnaway, May
Church.
The yard of Mr. and Mrs. Cook
Mrs. Bob Moore presented a lesSanders on Chaucer Drive in Can-

son on "Hanging Pictures" at a
meeting of West Hazel Homemakers Club held at the home of Mrs.
Tom Nesbitt.
Forty years ago
Major Oliver C. Hood, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Hall Hood of Murray,
flight surgeon at Fifth Air Force Jet
Fighter Base, Korea, has been
awarded a Bronze Star.
Announcement has been made of
the marriage of Betty Sue Hutson
to Robert Ray Buckingham which
occurred on Dec. 28, 1950.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Cavitt, May
24; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. James
Jones and Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Galloway, May 25; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Emmett D. Burkcen, May 29.
Frank Shroat of Murray presented a baton twirling exhibition
at Campbellsville.

Retrial of Warford suit against
Herald-Leader set for Monday
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
retrial of a libel suit filed against
the Lexington Herald-Leader by
former University of Pittsburgh
assistant coach Reggie Warford is
scheduled to begin Monday in Fayette Circuit Court.
The U.S. Supreme Court, without comment last January, let stand
a Kentucky Supreme Court ruling
that Warford did not qualify as a
"public figure" who would have
to prove the newspaper published
statements with "actual malice"
— knowledge or reckless disregard
of falsity.
The state Supreme Court ruling

/11)
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MANITOU, Ky. (AP) — Police
are seeking leads in the stabbing
death of Sheila Hargrove, whose
body was found Tuesday by a
fisherman in a water-filled strip pit
about five miles from her Hopkins
County home.
State police spokesman Bryan
Pitney said Ms. Hargrove, 30,
apparently was slain at her home
about 12 hours before the body was
discovered.

ocated on
cc Doyle
corner of
the MSU
t the galMonday
no admis-

Rally welcomes
National Guard
company home

Pitney said police were called to
the house early Tuesday by a boyfriend who had gone to visit Ms.
Hargrove. When officers arrived,
they found blood stains on the front
porch and in the living room. Furniture in the home had been
moved, Pitney said.
Neighbors said Ms. Hargrove
had lived in Manitou about a
month, but had lived in the neighborhood once before and had relatives in the area. She worked at a
Madisonville restaurant.
Authorities said Ms. Hargrove
had three children who were staying in Ballard County.

BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— The Kentucky National Guard's
2123rd Transportation Company
will be welcomed home Saturday
with a rally to mark its participation in the Persian Gulf War.
Members of the unit have been
at Fort Campbell since their return
Sunday from the Middle East.
"When we did the Desert Christmas — getting Christmas gifts to
the troops — we all decided back
then that we needed to do something when they come back
home," said Tim Andrews, promotions director for WDNS-FM radio
station, one of the event's
sponsors.
--The homecoming will be similar
to rallies held in other cities for
returning troops, Andrews said.
Bowling Green Mayor Patsy
Sloan and Warren County JudgeExecutive Basil Griffin will issue a
joint order that proclaims the -dty-1:--one of honor for the unit and its
service to country.
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FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Ray
Corns has filed a counterclaim
against four creditors who allege
his campaign for lieutenant governor owes them $104,711.
Corns, who finished fifth in the
Democratic primary, denied the
allegations. Gov. Wallace Wilkinson last week appointed him Justice Cabinet secretary and acting
state police commissioner.
The counterclaim said various
sums were paid to the creditors and
should be repaid because goods
and services they provided Corns'
campaign "were defective in quality and performance."
Three companies sued Corns'
campaign in April: WUSSOW
Consulting Group of Brentwood,
Tenn., seeking $90,647; Jones
Printing Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.,
seeking $7,386, and The Aware
Group of Louisville, seeking
$5,957. A former Corns campaign
employee, Wayne Aitken of
Washington, D.C., joined the suit,
seeking $721 in moving expenses.
The suit and counterclaim were
filed in Franklin Circuit Court,
where Corns was a judge before
becoming a candidate.
The counterclaim said Corns'
campaign had no contract with the
creditors. Aitken now works for
WUSSOW, whose principals
include Corns' brother-in-law,
Charles Fentress.
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Band awards
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The Calloway County Middle School Band members pictured were presented with the following awards:
Jay Stark — 7th Grade Most Improwd; Matt Pate — 7th Grade Honor Bandsman; Erin Owen — 8th
Grade Most Improved; Jeremy Long — 8th Grade Honor Bandsman; Keila Edwards — Outstanding Color Guard; Blu Norsworthy — Outstanding Musical Achinement; and April McKee! — Outstanding Drum
Major.
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2 CASES FOR THE PRICE OF 1

11.95
Hal Nance - Broker
(502) 759-1591

24 - 1 Liter Plastic Bottles
DELIVERED TO YOUR HOME!!
753-0819, 210 Main Street
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adio/hack SINCE 1921

7

GRADS
& DADS

60-Min.

90-Min.

1.49 890

Reg.1.99 119

$44-921

IDEAL GIFTS FOR GRADUATION & FATHER'S DAY

444-922

Includes 10
Easy-to-Use
Software
Applications I

100-Watt Receiver
With Matrix Surround

Save 100

29% Off 4995

Reg
69 95

in You'll Never Have to
Drive "Alone" Again
#21-1509

339.95

Low As $15 Per Month.
100 watts per channel, minimum

rms into 8 ohms from 20-20.000 Hz,
with no more than 03% THID #31-3004

9

179 :
8
995

Reg

1099 95

Monitor e?-a

Low As $15 Per Month •

•Space-Saving
P CompatibleDesign•

Low As $20 Per
Month.
425-1603

'26-2821

•640K Tandy 1000 TL/3
•3'/2' Drive
al Includes MS-DOS'

Save $711 on System
With CM-5 Color Monitor
(#25-1043) & 20M8
SmartDriyer" HD
(#25-1047), Only 1088 00
Reg Separate Items 1799 85

Convenient Cellular Phones
Portable Handheld

'70 Off 16995
Low As $15 Per Month •

149.95

•24 Watts Total Power
•5-Band E0•12 Presets
412-1930

Reg
239 95

Low As $15 Per Month •

•Play Through Headphones
Or Home Stereo System
*42-5027

Toneipulse dialing

99 95

•Alarm Clock/Timer
•Built-In Speakerphone

beparaf
Items 584 90

#43-611

Low As 115
Per Month.

a With Charging
Stand And AC Adapter
*17-1050/602273-1653

sioo '199*

Save

Reg. 299.00

Cut 39%
•Huge 17.6 Oz. Magnet
•5'/4" 3-Way System
*12-1708

16 Reg.
27.95

•Ideal for Testing Home
And Car Electronics
*22-171

Wired Intercom System

4 Off 1888
/
373

Reg
295

•Super Lightweight
•Ideal For Exercising

Cut 33%

9
95Reg
Pao

•Battery-Powered So You
Can Use It Anywhere

Cordless Phone
Blowout!
Incredible
Low Prices!

#43-393

(1) ET-396. Save $40.
Features 3-number priority dialing. Built-in security code. Reg. 99.95.
#43-557. Sale 59.95
(2) ET-421. Save $50.
30-number speed -dial
memory Maximum legal output. Reg 119.95
*43-558, Sale 69.95

33-Memory Telephone
Cut

45%

95
29
Reg.
54.95

Tone/pulse dialing

•One-Touch Dialing of
Three Priority Numbers
Toneipuise dialing

043-222

412-144

33% Off 391,5
5.15
Greeting—No
.Built-In
Need to Record Your Own

14 95

Hurry, They'll Sell Fast

No Rain Checks

#43-536

Nearest You
Check Your Phone Book for the Radio Shack Store oryouDealer
can still use services requiring tones FCC regispaSe (rotary dial, kines
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and
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Private citizens must show only
that the allegedly libelous statements were false and made
negligently.
The newspaper appealed the
state Supreme Court ruling to the
U.S. Supreme Court.
The state court also weakened
the newspaper's case by excluding
evidence about two people the
newspaper contended were
"recruiting aides" for Warford.

State lottery sales
hit all-time high
SOMERSET, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky Lottery Corp. sales have hit
an all-time high.
Lottery President Jim Hosker
announced Wednesday in Somerset
that Tuesday's daily sales totaled
$82,000. That is the largest daily
amount since the lottery's beginning more than two years ago.
Wednesday night's jackpot was
$2.5 million.

THURSDAY, UNE 6. 1991

Keller dismissed the suit after Warford's attorney had presented his
side. Keller had originally ruled
that Warford was not a public figure, but then he reversed himself
and ruled that Warlord was a public figure.
Last year the state Supreme
Court reversed the dismissal, ruling
among other things that Warlord
must be considered a private individual for purposes of his suit and
ordered a retrial.

overturned a lower court decision
in the case.
The suit stems from a reprint of
an October 1985 series for which
the newspaper won a Pulitzer
Prize.
Warlord, a former University of
Kentucky player, contends the article has damaged his career.
One of the articles in the series
said that Warford offered money to
Steve Miller of Lexington if Miller
would agree to play basketball at
Pittsburgh.
Warlord denied the allegation
and sued.
Fayette Circuit Judge James

Police investigate stabbing
death of Hopkins woman
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Holt and Statom vows are solemnized

In an afternoon ceremony on St.
Thomas, Virgin Islands, Miss
Amanda Ruth Holt became the
Thursday, June 6
Rabies Clinics at HazeV9-11 a.m., bride of Edward Franklin Statom of
Almo/2-4 p.m.; Health Center/1-8 Moultrie, Ga., on Friday. May 17.
The Rev. Drew Wallen perp.m. Info/753-3381.
formed the simple double-ring
National Scouting Museum/open ceremony at 4 p.m. amid a beautiful setting on a grassy hill on St.
:9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Thomas overlooking the Caribbean
Sea.
p.m./Murray
Moose/8
Women of
Parents of the couple are Mr. and
Moose Lodge.
Mrs. William Joseph Holt of Murand Mr. and Mrs. Elwood
Prepared Childbirth Class/7 ray,
McLaughein and Mr. and
Francis
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Edward Gladden Statom, all
Mrs.
Hospital.
of Moultrie, Ga.
The bride is the granddaughter
Prime Time of Memorial Baptist of Mrs. Noble Adams of Mayfield
Church/6 p.m./Murray-Calloway and the late Mr. Adams, and of
County Park.
Mrs. Velma Holt Simpson of
Sturgis.
Singles Friendship of Paris.
The groom is the grandson of
Tennf7.--30 p.m. at Farm Bureau
Mrs. Ella Ruth Mayne and Mr. and
Building, Paris. Info/Kennith
Mrs. Edward Gladden Statom, all
Broach. 753-3580.
of Anniston, Ala.
She chose for her wedding an
Open meeting of Narcotics ankle-length gown of candlelight
Anon)mousP p.m./Parish Center. peau de soie and Alencon lace. The
St. Leo Catholic Church.
fitted bodice featured a scoop neckline and a deep low cut back. The
AA and Al -Anon closed
elbow length sleeves were caught
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens' with small Dior bows.
Center, Benton. Info/759-4059 or
The bride carried a cascade bou753-7663.
quet of pink and white sweetheart
roses, tied with pink satin
Murray Kiwanis Club/6
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.

Flint Baptist Church Vacation
Bible School/6:30 p.m.
Knights of Columbus/7 p.m. K/C
building.
Murray Ciritan Club/7
p.m./Homeplace Restaurant.
(Cent'd on page 7)
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Only the Lonely

130
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Wild Hearts Can't
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Golf
Oaks Country Club will sponsor the first Shelby Morgan Benefit
tourna18-hole
This
8.
Tournament on Friday and Saturday, June 7 and
may
ment is open to anyone wishing to play. Each two-member team
men,
two
of
up
made
be
may
Teams
play.
to
wish
they
day
which
choose
seriously in
two women, or one woman and one man. Morgan was injured
making
been
has
she
time
that
Since
1989.
1,
July
on
a traffic accident
remarkable progress and is looking forward to being able to return to
school, drive a car, and to hit the comeback trail on the golf course. Cost
to Morof the tournament will be $30 per team with all proceeds going
country
A
awarded.
certificates
gift
gan. There will be door prizes and
The
day.
each
p.m.
1
at
start
shotgun
a
be
will
There
ham will be raffled.
public is urged to support this tournament to help Shelby realize her goals
more quickly, said Norman Lane, club officer.

Heart Golf Tournament Friday
Al& it.

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Franklin Statom
streamers.
The bride is a graduate Of Murray High School and Murray State
University. She is general manager
of Insurance Services of the South.
The groom is a graduate of Val-

Writer's Potpourri will be Saturday. June 8, at 9:30 a.m. at Calloway County Public Library. All
interested writers are invited -to
attend.
Gladys Jarrett, director. has
released some of the poems written
by participants as follows:
Heart Failure
By Marie Jarrett
He thanked God for our food
Together we ate our lunch
He took his Bible and books
into the living room to study
I stacked our cups and plates
Heard a thump. a hang
Ran to see
Dialed 911
He was gone
when they
came.
Mother's Day
By Charlie E. York
Hello operator give me long
distance
connect me to Heaven.
Person to person please
I'd like to talk to mother.
Please operator I'll hold
she'll be listed under LOVE
Operator she's expecting my call
connect us if you please.
Hello mother I miss you
so very much today.

VACATION BIBLE
SCHOOL
9-11 a.m.
June 10-14
Live in family units like the
children of 29AD
"Everyone welcome"

GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
METHODIST CHURCH
Hwy. 121 South
Cherry Corner Rd.

DY
RU
Y
SPECIAL

perverted.
It caused:
painful memories.
unhappiness,
misery without
mercy.
To the home where
Gossip
pointed its
ugly finger.

This is the day
all mothers are honored.
You deserve the best
for you were -and are the
greatest.
want to tell you I love you
one more time:
The dogwood that adorns
your body's resting place
This year is beautiful
a ball of immaculate white.
Though I'm sure it's ordinary
compared to Heaven's beauty.
Watch the gate for me for soon
jOin you.
MOTHER

JOIN US FOR A SPECIAL DINING EVENING
WITH A NIGHTTIME MENU OF:

To A Hummingbird
By Linda M. Siebold
Little bitty birdie
Sitting on a twig,
If you were twice your size
You'd not be very big.
Little bitty birdie
Feasting at my flowers,
You're so fascinating
I'd watch you for hours!
Little bitty birdie,
You move so very fast
I can hardly see you
When you zip past.

Babies, dismissals
and expiration are
listed for Tuesday
Two newborn admissions, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
for Tuesday, June 4, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Stone baby boy, parents, David and
Sherry. Rt. 1, Box 74, Calvert City:
Hall baby girl, parents, David and
Cindy, Rt. 1, Box 159-2, Hardin.
Dismissals'
Thomas L Watkins, 1409 Vine St
Murray; Mrs. Hilda M. Kramer, CR Box
249A, New Concord; Miss Mary Beth
Warnecke, P.O. Box 45, Murray;
Mrs. Patricia Crump, P 0 Box 733,
Cadiz, Mrs. Janet Marie Miller, Rt. 3,
Box 193E, Mayfield: Mrs. Robbie N.
Shields, P.O Box 93, New Concord;
Mrs. Ailene Barnhill, Rt. 2, Box
45-B, Buchanan. Tenn ; Lendon S.
Nance, RI 6, Box 349, Murray, Mrs.
Verida Senseman, Rt. 6. Box 7A,
Murray,
Cecil B. Farris, P.O. Box 128, Murray. Mrs. Charity M. Garland, 521
South Seventh St., Murray; Claude 0.
Jones, At. 5, Boix 257, Benton;
George J. Seller, Rt. 7, Box 266,
Benton, Mrs. Carrie S. Story, 1317
Poplar St., Murray;
Mrs Willadean Walker, Rt. 2, Box
142A, Murray; Mrs. Cynthia Hughes
and baby boy, At. 3, Box 381, Murray
Expiration
Edwin T. Stokes, 1613 Magnolia,
Murray.

The 'ing Words
By Wilma Jean Sanders
I like 'ing words, because they
flow and sing
They're moving, even grooving,
and what's hap-pe-ning
They're the present. near future,
this at the same time
I use them and abuse them, as 1
make them mine
They fit my personality, as they
flit 'cross the page
They're dancing, even prancing,
and living near the edge
They're happy, uplifting as they
march along
I gueis I'll still use them, even
when ttty are wrong.
Gossip
By Marie Jarrett-The story was
stretched,
twisted,
warped,

Enjoy "A Taste Of Home Cooking- With Us.
Court Square

Murray

753-1632

A buffet dinner will be served at Murray Country Club on Friday night,
June 7. This will be an all you can eat Peel N Eat Shrimp, corn on cob,
baked potatoes, salad bar, garlic bread and pecan pie at a cost of $12 for
adults and of $8 for children,- 1.0 and under. Reservations should be made
by tonight by calling 753-8116 or 753-6113.
4

Sgt. Mark A. Jackson will be honored at a homecoming reception tonight
(Thursday) from 6 to 8:30 p.m. in the multi-purpose room of Glendale Road
Church of Christ. Sgt. Jackson has just returned home after a tour of duty in
the Persian Gulf. All friends and relatives are invited to attend this special
occasion to welcome Sgt. Jackson home.

Freedom Fest Pageant planned
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce in cooperation with MCC
Fourth Annual Freedom Fest Committee will host a 'Mr. and Miss Freedom
Fest' Pageant on Saturday, June 29, at Lovett Auditorium, Murray State
University. Girls, ages 0 and up, may enter as well as boys, ages 0 to 7.
This is a 'Sunday Best' pageant. Pageant dresses will only be required in
the girls 16 and up category. Winners will receive some great prizes and will
be special guests at all festival activities on July 3-7. For more information
and applications call Vonnie Hays at 753-5-1-71; or after 5 p.m. call Jana
Barnett, 753-0137 or write P.O. Box 190, Murray, Ky. 42071. Deadline for
applications will be June 20. Cash only entrants will be accepted at the
door.

Reunion planned Sunday
A reunion of the Bivens and Windsor families will be Sunday, June 9, at
the large pavilion at Paris Landing State Park. A potluck meal will be served
at 1 p.m.

The Alumni of Hazel High School will hold their annual reunion on Saturday, Juno 15, at 6 p.m. at Hazel Community Center. Charlotte Wilson, president of the Alumni, has an interesting program arranged. Cost of the dinner
will be $10 per person. Anyone that has ever attended Hazel School is
invited to attend. For information call Betty Hill, 753-1381.

Bible School at Mason's Chapel
Mason's Chapel United Methodist Church will have its Bible School starting Monday, June 10, and contiouing through Friday, June 14. 'Jesus and
You at Camp Can-do!" will be the theme for classes for children, age 2 and
up through youth to be held from 8:45 to 11:30 a.m. each morning. For
transportation or information call Karen Coles, 492-8425.

Locust Grove plans Bible School
Vacation Bible School will be at Locust Grove Baptist Church starting
Monday, June 10, and continuing through Friday, June 14. Classes for all
children, age three and up through sixth grade will be from 6 to 8:15 p.m.
each evening. The pastor, the Rev. Jeff Fuller, invites all children to attend.

Bible School starts Monday

FOR THE ART
IN ALL OF US

rtlines

Rules • T-Squares • Acrylics • Pastels '
Oils • Water Colors • Canvas and much more.'
Custom Framing Vacuum Mounting - Shrink Wrapping
753-0017

FRAMINGARTMATTINGFRAMINGARTMATTING

AA,
To You!

Ferguson Springs Baptist Church, located on Highway 80, seven miles
east of Hardin, will have Vacation Bible School starting Monday, June 10,
and continuing through Friday, June 14. Classes for all age groups will be
from 7 to 9 p.m. each evening. The Rev. Darvin Stom, pastor, invites the
public to attend.

Good Shepherd plans Bible School
Good Shepherd United Methodist Church will have its Vacation Bible
School starting Monday, June 10, and continuing through Friday, June 14.
'Marketplace 29 A.D.' will be the theme of the school to be from 9 to 11
a.m. each morning. Wood working, weaving, pottery making, baking, tin
shops, leather working, and other activities of family units like the children of
19 A.D. will be featured. The public is invited to attend.

First Baptist plans Bible School
First Baptist Church of Murray will have Vacation Bible School beginning
Monday, June 10, and continuing through Friday, June 14. This will be for
all children, age 3 (by Oct. 1, 1990) through the sixth grade. "Celebrate
Jesus!" will be the theme of the school which will include :Bible stories, arts
and crafts, music, recreation, puppets, mission stories, special guest speakers, refreshments and much more. Debbie Seay, Bible School director, said
parents and friends will be invited to a closing program on Friday at 11:30
a.m. For information or transportation call the church office, 753-1854.

Summer Reading Program available
Registration for the annual Summer Reading Program at Calloway County Public Library is continuing, according to Sandy Linn, youth services
director for the library. 'Summer Splash" will be the theme for the program
to start June 12 and continue each Wednesday through July 17. Reading
Partners for preschoolers, 2 to 5, and their parents or an adult will meet at 2
p.m. for one year and grade schoolers, kindergarten through grade 5, will
meet from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. To register a child call the library, 753-2288.

Stubblefield named

Come to SEAFOOD EXPRESS
on your birthday and get your age
as a percentage off your tIcket.
NNW r11.10

ID

SEAFOOD EXPRESS
SEAFOOD RESTAURANT & MARKET
sun.-Sat. I la.m.-9p.m.

.

Jackson homecoming tonight

FRAMINGARTMATTINGFRAMINGARTMATTING

1409 Main Street

•Rudy's Fried Chicken•All You
Can Eat Fish Dinner•Ribeye Steak
Dinner•Delicious BQ Ribs•Fried
Shrimp Special•Rudy's Famous
Plate Lunches

Buffet dinner at club Friday

Alumni of Hazel will meet

As A Child Grows
By Linda M. Siebold
A child is born, and as it grows
It learns right from wrong.
The child is taught the Golden
Rule:
To have faith; to be strong.
The child reads in his or her
Bible
Of the Christian way
And finds there the perfect
prayer...
Still in use today.

NIGHT

Beginning Friday, June 7, 1991

Association will
A golf tournament for the benefit of the American Heart
will be at 1
be Friday. June 7, at Murray Country Club. A shotgun tee-off
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dosta State College, Valdosta, Ga.
He is president and owner of Insurance Services of the South.
Following a Caribbean cruise,
the new Mr. and Mrs. Statom
reside in Moultrie, Ga.

GladysJarrett.
Director

Open 11:am te, Wpm

FRIDA

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

WRITERS'
POTPOURRI

First Baptist Church events
include Exercise Classes/11:30
a.m. and 6:30 p.m.

JO'S DATEBOOK

Olympic Plaza

7534149

Chad Stubblefield, student at Murray State University, has named an AllAmerican Scholar by United States Achievement Academy. To be eligible, a
scholar must earn a 3.3 or better grade point average. He was nominated
for this national award by Ms. Betty Driver.

Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals include the following: Miram R. Gamster, S.S. Turnbow, Donald Dowdy and Judy K. Rickman, all of Murray, and Charles E. McKinney Jr., Dexter, all from Lourdes:
Hester Sims, Hazel Hamm and Dinah Westerman, all of Murray, from Western Baptist.
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Roach and Baker wedding in May Bogard-Finley wedding will be July 6
Ms. Eva Louise Hester Roach of
1410-B Stadium View Dr., Murray,
and Kerry Walter Baker of Rt. I,
Murray, were married Friday, May
10.
Judge/Executive George Weaks
officiated at the wedding at 7 p.m.
held in the Community Room of
North Branch of Peoples Bank.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Hester of Rt. 1,
Kirksey.
Parents of the groom are Mr. and
Mrs. John W. Baker of Rt. 1,
Murray.
Given in marriage by her
parents, and by her uncle, Frank
Lamb, the bride wore a peach
street length dress adorned with
lace, and peach shoes. She had a
pearl necklace, bracelet and earrings. Her flowers were in the colors of peach, light blue and white.
Ueather Dawn Roach, daughter
of bride, was the maid of honor.
She wore a white lace dress with
peach flowers in her hair and in her
bouquet.
Kenny Roach was ring bearer.
Richard Coleman was best map.
Ushers were Kenny Roach and
Mitch Reeder.
All the flowers used in the wedding and the wedding cake were by
the bride's mother.
'I A reception followed the
ceremony.
Serving were Nina Hester, Kathy
Henson, Martha Reeder, Peggy
Bucy and Josephine Baker.
After a wedding trip to Nashville, Tenn., the new Mr. and Mrs.
Baker are now residing on Rt. 1,
Box 320, Murray, in the Coldwater
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Mr. and Mrs. Kerry Walter Baker
community.
The bride attended calloway
County High School.
The groom is A 1972 graduate of
Calloway County High School and
is owner of Baker's Auto Repair.
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Hazel Community Center/open 10
a.m.-2 p.m. for senior citizens
activities.
George Weaks Community
Center/open 9 km.-4 p.m. for
activities by senior citizens.
Senior Citizens' Greenhouse/open
9 a.m. to 12 noon.

June 9, at
be served

Games/8 p.m. at Murray Moose
Lodge.
AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m./J.U. Kevil
Center, South 10th Street
Extended, Mayfield.

on Saturton, presithe dinner
School is

Main Street Youth Center/205
North Fourth St./open 6-11
p.m./Info 753-TEEN.
National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

loci startJesus and
age 2 and
-ning. For

Alford Chapter 445 Order of
Eastern Star/7:30 p.m./lodge hall
at Aurora.
Aurora's Fabulous 50's
Weekend/Aurora/7 p.m.

The parents of the groom were
hosts for a rehearsal dinner held .at
Seven Seas Restaurant.
Parents of the bride entertained
with a dinner it their horte in
K irksey.

Alpha Mu installs officers

Friday, June 7
Twilight Golf for men and
women/5:30 p.m./Oaks Country
Club.
Rabies Clinics at New
Concord/9-1I a.m.; Duncan's
Market/2-4 p.m.; Health Center/7-8
p.m.
Flint Baptist Church Vacation
Bible School/6:30 p.m.
West Fork Baptist Church Vacation Bible School/9 a.m.
Cooperative Vacation Bible
School/9 a.m./St. Leo Catholic
Church. -

SALT LAKE CITY (AP) — Jimmy Osmond, youngest member of
the Musical Osmond family, is getting married.
The 28-year-okl entertainer plans
to marry Michelle Larson of Salt
Lake City on Friday, June 7, at the
Mormon Temple here.
About 100 friends and family
members will attend the private
ceremony, and 1,000 are invited to
a reception, according to a news
release.
The newlyweds plan to take a
three-week trip around the world.
Osmond met Larson, 24, in Salt
Lake City, where she was a student
at Brigham Young University.

Alpha Mu #4760, Epsilon Sigma Alpha International Sorority installed new officers on Tuesday, May 21,
at the home of Karen Goetz Falwell. Betty Alder, pictured left, Kentucky State Council past president and
current state council corresponding secretary of Alpha Delta Chapter, Hopkinsville, was installing officer.
Officers, pictured from left, are Margaret Terhune, junior past president and treasurer, Kathie Fleming,
vice president and educational director, Helen Campbell, proxy for Mary Vidmer, recording/
corresponding secretary, Nancy NIeloan, proxy for Helen Steffen, parliamentarian, and Mrs. Falwell, new
president. Guests present were Marguerite Klingerman and Charlotte Rankin. Kathie Gentry, member,
was present. "Love Blooms Like A Flower," Falwell's theme, was used by Alder for the installation service
who was presented by a gift from the chapter. Refreshments were served by Mrs. Falwell.

Ettaqion

Immanuel Lutheran Church Vacation Bible School/9 a.m..
Daddy Date Night/South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist Church/6
p.m.
LBL events include Iron
Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
Buttermaking/2
and
p.m./Homeplace-1850; Eagles Up
Close!/2 p.m./WNC: Planetarium
Show/2 and 7:30 p.m. and
Stargazing/8:30 p.m./Golden Pond
Visitor Center.

Early June Savings
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Selected
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8:15 p.m.
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Dustin York honored
Dustin Lee York, a seventh
grade student at South Marshall
Middle School, was honored for his
academic achievement at a statewide ceremony on May 31 at Western Kentucky University, Bowling
Green.
York received a certificate of
distinction at the ceremony.
He is the son of David and Donna York, and the grandson of Darwin and Eloise Lee and Toy and
Ruby York, all of Hardin and
South Marshall area.
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LOS ANGELES (AP) — Actress
Esther Williams was asked to leave
the Los Angeles Country Club
because she wore pants to a charity
function, though she was the guest
of honor. /
Miss Williams, 67., said a man
told her she could don a skirt kept
handy for dress-code violators —
or leave.
"I thought he was kidding. I
she said.
really
Miss Williams, MGM's "Bathing Beauty" of the 1940s, said she

way Counservices
e program
'. Reading
meet at 2
ado 5, will
753-2288.

The countly club did not reply
Wednesday to a request for
comment.
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She wore an Oscar de la Renta
outfit with black pants, matching
camisole and floral jacket to the
May 15 party for Childhelp USA
fund-raisers.

,
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June Bra Sale

200,0 to50
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off

Shoes

1/4 off

41-irw`

0
0/

Reg. 32°° to 94'
Dressy & Casual Styles

Reg. 44°° to 64

Entire Stock

,

Jewelry

,

Full Slips
_

1/3 off

can College Testing Assessment
(ACT) comparable to the average
scores of college bound high
school seniors.

told the crowd, "I haven't done
anything to offend anyone here
tonight, except that I have silk on
my legs and they want my legs
bare." Then she left.

Spring & Summer

Swim wear

The ceremony was sponsored by
Duke University Talent Identification Program (TIP) to salute the
seventh grade students from Kentucky who qualified in TIP's llth
annual Talent Search. All students
invited to the ceremony have
earned scores on the Scholastic
Aptitude Test (SAT) or the Ameri-

Williams asked to leave
beginning
will be for
'Celebrate
pries, arts
1st speakactor, said
f at 11:30
753-1854.

Sherrie Leigh Bogard and
Frank Henry Finley Jr. to marry

Jimmy Osmond
to be married to
Michelle Larson

ENDAR
CAL
(ConI'd from page 6)
United
mee

Miss Sherrie Leigh Bogard of
Rt. 8, Murray, and Frank Henry
Finley Jr. of 1511 Diuguid Dr.,
Murray, announce their engagement and approaching marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Don Spiceland of Rt.
8, Murray, and Phillip Bogard of
Murray.
She is the granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. C.W. Outland of Almo
and the late Mr. and Mrs. Rude!
Bogard of Murray.
The groom-elect is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Finley Sr.,
South Pleasant Grove Road,
Murray.
He is the grandson of Mrs. Conme Johns and the late Sylvester
Johns of Nahunta, Ga., and of Mrs.
Mary Finley and the late Jay Finley
of Aberdeen, Wash.
Miss Bogard, a 1989 graduate of
Calloway County High School, is
employed at Dennison-Hunt Sporting Goods of Murray.
Mr. Finley attended Calloway
County High School and is
employed at Fisher Price of
Murray,
_
The wedding will be Saturday.
July 6, at 2 p.m. at Westside Baptist Church, South Johnny Robertson Road, Murray.
Only out-of-town invitations will
be sent. All friends and relatives
are invited to attend.

1/3 off
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Handbags
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Entire Stock
Playtex, Maidenform, Oloa,,
Wow, Bali, Vanity Fair

Reg. 9'to 145'

30°'° on
Reg. 1 2")to 46°°

Entire Stock Spring & Summer

Laps Activewear

1 /4 to 1 /3 off

,,

Reg. 155"° to 29'

Coordinates

1 /4 to 1/2 off
Reg. 24"to 96'

Tropical Violet, Rio Blue, Wild Orchid,
Watermelon, Cantaloupe, Seaside Green
Kentucky Oaks Mall, Paducah

Sleepwear

110 South 5th, Murray

Graff Russ, Lucia, Leslie Fay,
Catherine Hall, Koret, That's Me, California Ivy
Reelfoot Shopping Center; Union City
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Miss Teresa Renee Carroll and
Plobby Jason Peery were married in
a spring wedding at 3 p.m. at Westside Baptist Church, Murray.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Franklin Carroll. Her
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas E. Lovett, Mr. and Mrs.
Hugh Kelso, and Mrs. Modena
Carroll and the late Fred Carroll.
Parents of the groom are Mr. and
Mrs. Gene Outland of Benton. He
is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
William P. Camp and of Mr. and
Mrs. Bob Thompson.
The Rev. Glynn M. Orr officiated at the double ring ceremony.
Scripture was read by the Rev.
Lawson Williamson.
-Music was by Mr. and Mrs. Tho
mas Scott.
The wedding was directed by
Mrs. Kathy Ligon.
The altar was adorned with a
single heart candelabrum flanked
by two spiral cancklabra. Family
pews were marked - with - peach
bows.
The bride was escorted by her
father and given in marriage by her
parents.
She wore a formal gown of
white satin and pearled lace design.
The fitted bodice was designed
with a deep v-neckline and long fitted sleeves of silk illusion accented
_by shoulder capeletS of shirred
satin. The full skirt and attached
chapel -train Avere. botdered..in..a.
wide lace border of Chantilly lace.
A fingertip veil of delicate silk
illusion was attached to her pearled
floral wreath. She carried a cascade
of white and peach roses accented
with pearls and white satin ribbon.
Leigh Ann Grady was matron of
honor. Bridesmaidsfwere Meta Brewer and Jeanne' Carroll, sister of
the bride. Johnna Stockdale, cousin
of the bride, was junior bridesmaid.
The matron of honor and junior
bridesmaid wore peach tea length
dresses, and the bridesmaids wore
teal tea length dresses. They.. had
bouquets of peach roses with teal
accents and wore pearl necklaces
and earrings, gifts of the bride.
The dresses and flowers were
made by the bride's mother and her
Grandmother Lovett.
_ Miss Kaylee'Ligon, flower girl,
wore a peach dress and carried a
white basket which the bride had
carried in her aunt's wedding.
Jamie Rogers, cousin of the
groom. was best man. Groomsmen
were Kevin Graham, Clint Adams
and Timmy Lax.
. Ushers were Jason Carroll.
brother of the bride. and Jamie
Stockdale, cousin of the bride. The

Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Jason Peery
ring . bearer was Adam/Scott..
The groom wore a white tuxedo.
The men attendants and fathers of.
the bride and groom wore black
tuxedoes. Their boutonnieres were
peach roses with teal baby's breath.
Presiding at the guest register
were Julie Smothcrman and Andrea
Scott.
George Ligon and Johnny Stockdale. uncle of the bride, video
taped the cerernony.
A reception followed in the
church fellowsh0 hall.
The three tiered bridal cake was
decorated with flowers of peach
and teal accents and topped with
traditional bride and groom.
statuette.
The groom's chocolate cake with
chocolate icing was dec-orated with
a hunting scene.
All tables were overlaid with
white linen cloths. Silver and crystal appointments were used.
.. Serving were Mrs. Cathy Stockdale. Mrs. Ann Lovett and Mrs.
Dean Cochran, aunts of the bride.

and Mrs. Angie Outland, sister-inlaw of the groom.
Vickie Geurin was in charge of
the receptiOn.
After a short wedding trip, the
new Mr. and Mrs. Peery was residing in Murray.
The groom's parents were hosts
for a rehearsal dinner held at the
church.
Bridal events included the
following: IP
A household shower by Westside
Baptist' Church at the church:
A household shower by Sandra
Outland. Dean Cochran and Angie
Outland at Community Room of
North Branch of Peoples Banki;
A pounding by Young Adult
Sunday School Class of Westside
Baptist Church at home of Mr. and
•
Mrs. Larry .Cherry;
shower
practical
and
Her
A His
given by Raymond and Leigh Ann
Grady _ at their home'A personal
shower given by Charlene Knight
and Rhonda Kirk.

Special oatmeal bread recipe released by Byal
By NANCY BYAL
Boner Homes Magazin* Food Editor

Home-baked loaves of bread are
like green salads and baked potatoes: its not what's in them that
raises the fat quotient, it's what
you put on top. For this wholegrain bread, choose low-fat spreads
such as mustard or reduced-calorie
mayonnaise for sandwiches, and
jams or fruit preserves for toast.

Oatmeal Bread
4V. to 4'4 cups all-purpose flour
1 package active dry yeast
1/4 cups water
1 -3rd cup packed brown sugar
3 tablespoons shortening, margarine, or butter
1 teaspoon salt
2 cups quick-cooking or regular
rolled oats
In a large mixer bowl combine 2
cups of the all-purpose flour and

JUST WHAT THE DOCTOR
ORDERED
Fast, Accurate Prescriptions
•PCS-Medimet-BC BS
Pa{C State Aid
•Medical Claims Service

•• 5 Cash Discount
on Prescriptions
np very
C

HOLLAND DRUGS
753-1 462
109 S

Bob Dunn, R.Ph.

St.

RENT-TO-OWN
.T.V.'s•VCR's•Appliances•Furniture•Stereos
"Now you have a choice!"
Hwy. 641 S

Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center

753-2600

Miss Amy Lynn Valentine and
Donnie Lynn Salentine were married in a candlelight ceromony on
Saturday, April 20, at i p.m. at
First Christian Church, Murray.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Steve Ladd of Murray.
Her grandparents are Mrs. Ruby
Elkins and the late Andy C. Elkins
of Murray, Oaylon and Oneita Valentine of Puryear, Tenn., and Bill
and June Ladd of Murray]
Parents of the groom are Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry Salentine of Rt. 1, Dexter. He is the grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie Parrish, the late Bessie Parrish, and the late Audie and
Florence Salentine. He is the greatgrandson of Lanis and Beatrice
Phillips of Rt. 1, -AIM°.
The Rev. Elijah Salentine, uncle
of the-groom, read the vows for the
double in ceremony. A program
of music was presented by Mrs.
Oneida White.
The altar was centered with a
branched illuminated candelabrum
adorned with pink and lilac carnations, chrysanthemums and snapdragons, interspersed with lilies
and gladioli, flanked by two
15-branch spiral candelabra. The
family pews were marked by large
pink and lilac satin bows.
The bride was escorted by her
stepfather and given in marriage by
her parents.
She wore a formal Victorian
style gown of intricate embroidery,
mingled with .sheer illusion netr
with an alluring back and richly
detailed front bodice. Embroidered
applique trim with simulated pearls
and iridescent sequins were on the
front bodice. Lace and- dangling
pearls trimmed the high illusion
neckline. Pearl drops fell from
puffed satin sleeves which tapered
to a fitted embroidered cutwork
sleeve of flowers, pear drops and
opalescent sequins. The sheer illusion net back had satin covered
buttons leading to a full cathedral
length train embellished with
embroidered cutouts, simulated
pearsl and sequins.
Silk flowers accented with pearl
drops and sequins on a shoulder
length veil was her hair piece. She
wore a heart-shaped diamond ring,
a gift from her mother, and gold
and ivory heart earrings. She carried a cascading bouquet of white
roses, silk tube roses, gladioli and
English ivy accented with strands
of cathedral beads and white satin
ribbons.
'Miss Laura Shouse was maid of
honor. Bridesmaids were Allison
Gallimore, cousin of the bride, and
Angela Ladd, sister of the bride.
They wore identical gowns of pink
satin and pink satin shoes, and carried clutch bouquets of silk roses
and baby's breath with pink satin
streamers.
The flower girl was Miss Jessica
Leigh Elkins, cousin of the bride.
She wore a tea length pink satin
dress and carried a basket of pink

the yeast. In a saucepan heat and
stir water, brown sugar. shortening
and salt until warm (120 degrees F
to 130 degrees F) and shortening
almost melts. Add to flour mixture.
Beat with an electric mixer on low
speed for 30 seconds, scraping
bowl constantly. Beat on high
speed for 3 minutes. Using a
spoon, stir in the rolled oats and as
much of the remaining flour as you
can.
Turn dough out onto- a lightly
floured surface. Knead in enough
of the remaining flour to make a
moderately stiff dough that is
smooth and elastic (6 to 8 minutes
total). Shape into a ball. Place in a
.
lightly greased bowl; turn once°
Cover and let rise in a warm place
until double, about 1 to 11/2 hours.
Punch dough down. Turn out
onto a lightly floured surface.
Divide in half. Cover and let rest
for 10 minutes. Lightly grease two
8- by 4- by 2-inch loaf pans. Shape
each half of the dough into a loaf.
Place in pans. Cover; let rise in a
warm place until nearly double (45
to 60 minutes).
Bake in a 375-degree oven for
40 to 45 minutes or until done.
Cover loosely with foil the last 10
to 20 minutes, if necessary, to prevent overbrowning.
Nutrition information per serving: 99 cal. (18 percent calories
from fat), 2 g fat, 0 mg chol., 3 g
pro., 18 g carb., 1 g dietary fiber,
68 mg sodium. U.S. RDA: 10 percent thiamine.

Several area students from Kentucky and Tennessee participated in
the recent Murray Regional Keyboard Festival, sponsored by Kentucky Music Teachers Association
on May 4 at Murray State
University.
The Department of Music at
MSU was host for this evetn which
is open each year to all piano/organ
students whose teachers are KMTA
members.
Participants and their teachers
from the Murray area included:
Erica Rowlett, daughter of Don
and Glenda Rowlett, Melody Parker, daughter of Dr. Sam and Janie
Parker, Nathan Hughes, son of Drs.
Robert and Joyce Hughes, and Stacy Schroeder, daughter of Tommy
and Suzanne Schroader, all of Murray, and Robyn Dick, daughter of
Rob and Carolyn Dick of Benton,
students of Dorothy Mason;
Carolyn Jackson, daughter of
Donald Jackson, Ketha KendallHomes, daughter of Eleanor and
Paul Tipton, Misty Clark, daughter
of Calvin and Judy Clark, all of
Murray, Natalie Flowers, daughter
of Jennifer Wright of Paris, Tenn.,
Jennie Wood, daughter of Randy

1/11*
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and Phyllis Wood, and Jennifer
Tucker, daughter of Dennis and
Sharon Tucker of Benton, students
of Eleanor Brown;
David Harp, son of Mary Beth
Harp, Monica Williams, daughter
of Gary and Loveana Williams,
Carrie Griffiths, daughter of Bill
and Lynn Griffiths, and Heather
Jedan, daughter of Dr. Dieter and
Nancy Jedan, students of Margaret
Wilkins;
Martha Saywell, daughter of
Robert and Doris Saywell of Kevil,
student of Dr. Stephen Brown.
Patricia Halbeck, who teaches
piano, piano pedagogy and piano
literature at Austin Peay State University, was the adjudicator. She
holds degrees from Northwestern
University, University of North

carnations flanked by brass candle
holders with white candles.
The three-tiered wedding cake
was decorated with rose buds and
candles on a winding stairway on
,the side. It was topped with a miniature bride and groom under a
heart-shaped lace arch.
The groom's table was covered
with a white cloth centered with a
small brass basket of pink impatiens topped with white balloons
and flanked by two brass candle
holders with white candles. His
cake was decorated with white
doves and wedding bells.
All other tables were overlaid
with pink cloths and centered with
brass baskets of pink impatiens
topped with pink and white
balloons.
Serving were Mrs. Brenda Turner, Mrs. Bonnie Higgins, Mrs.
Rita Elkins and Mrs. Angie
Bennett.
The couple left later for a short
wedding trip.
The new Mr. and Mrs. Balentine
are now residing in Bremerton,
Wash., where he is stationed with
United States Navy.
A rehearsal dinner was given by
Carol and Jerry Balentine, parents
of the groom.
Ruby Elkins, Anna Duke, Rita
Elkins and Brenda Turner were
hostesses for a bridal shower for
the couple.

liktrtsuiste
APlacelbDiscover:
University Plaza
1205-B Chestnut St.

$8

Closed Sunday, June 16th
For Father's Day

IS varieties • on the square
753-9569

•

Ladles' Group
Bathing Suits

Kinney, sophomore from Memphis,
Tenn., and John Grace, senior from
Franklin.
Marie Taylor, associate professor
of music and Keyboard Unit Coordinator at MSU serves as regional
manager of this annual event and
encourages any area teacher who
might be interested in participating
to contact her at the MSU Department of Music, 762-6443.

11111111MEIM

Carolina, and is currently completing her doctorate at the University
of Alabama.
MSU music students assisting
with the festival included Scott
Ferguson, junior from Marion, Ill.,
Bart Dawson, junior from Graves
County, Amanda Simms, junior
from Calloway County, Sarah Bandy, junior from Greenville, Janet

•Ladkos' and Junior rompers (Short and Long)
•Ladles' Plus Sizes -Split Skirts
•Ladlas' and ChIldren's Hand Painted Leggin and
Skirt Sits
•LadMs' Dresses - Many Styles & Sizes to 26

• . • •
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was Miss Neely Green, cousin of
the bride.
The wedding was directed by
Mrs. Martha Green, aunt of the
bride.
A reception followed in the fellowship hall of the church.
The bride's table was overlaid
with a white cloth and centered
with a silk arrangement of white
magnolias, mauve gladioli and pink

NEW SHIPMENTS!

$

P.

and lilac rose petals.
The groom wore a black formal
tuxedo with tails, and a boutonniese of white roses and baby's
breath.
Mark Balentine, cousin of the
groom, was best man. Groomsmen
were Mark Allbritten and Travis
Russell.
Ushers were Chris Vaden and
Travis Russell. Dustin Ladd,
brother of the bride, was ring
bearer.
The men attendants, ring bearer
and stepfather of the bride wore
black formal tuxedoes with tails
and had boutonnieres of pink and
white roses with baby's breath.
The bride's mother wore a tea
length lace dress in peach shimmer,
and the groom's mother wore a
two-piece pastel blue chiffon dress.
Both had corsages of white roses_
with pearls and peach and pink
satin ribbons.
Presiding at the guest register

Area students participate in Keyboard Festival

JO•AN
Look Over Pier is Complete Line of
Wicker & Rattan Furniture Including...

Mr. and Mrs. Donnie Lynn Balesntitie

0

Childrens'
Denim

'Excluding Rorninr$1

Gayle Paytts of Kenlake Foods
spoke at a meeting of Murray!
Kentucky Lake Chapter of
American Association of Retired
Persons held Tuesday, May 28, at
Majestic Royale, Holiday Inn.
Paytes showed a video of the
operation of the plant and held a
question and answer period. He
was introduced by Marjorie
Shroat Dunn, program chairman.
Verlene Ezell, president, presided. John Brinn had members
fill out a Kentucky Legislative
Priority Survey. The chapter will
meet Tuesday, June 2S, at 12
noon at the Holiday Inn and all
interested persons are Invited.
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ABBY
DEAR
by Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY:The letterfrom No
Money Machine" — the parent..who
is cutting corners in order to send
her son to the high school prom —
prompts this letter.
Abby,going to a senior prom is a
privilege — not a God-given right. I
came from from a large family, and
our education (12 years of Catholic
school) was paid for by our parents,
but we had to earn our own money
for all the "perks."
I have raised my son the same
way. At 16, he's already had a semiformal under his belt. He asked if he
could have his Christmas gift of
money in advance so he could pay
$35 for tickets,$15 for a corsage and
$10 for a secondhand tux.
If he wants to continue at the
Catholic school he attends, he will
have to get a sum merjob to help with
the.$1,300 tuition. His class ring will
be bought with money he saves from
his allowance.
Abby,as you've often said:"Give a
man a fish and he can eat for a day.
Teach him to fish and he can eat
forever."
The best gift some people can give
their kids is a kick in the rear to the
job market.
NO MONEY MACHINE EITHER
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Students participating

Kappa De )artineat holds inectin,

Seven Calloway County youth are participating in the Kentucky 4-H
Communications Day on the campus of the University of Kentucky this
week, according to Jane H. Steely. Calloway county extension agent for
4-H.
Selected as champions in their respective categories at area competition, the 4-H'ers will compete with other area winners for state awards.
Presenting demonstrations are: Seth Grogan, Ag Engineering; Melody
Parker, Home Management; Laurie Jo Parker, Other Foods; Angela Fortner, Clothing; Leslie Steely, Dairy Foods; Kristina Todd, Senior Dairy
Foods; Valerie Chapman, Senior Craft4. Chapman will also be presenting
her speech in the 14-year-old cateOry.

it, she telephoned to say that we
would still befriends,butshe thought
it was extremely "ignorant and illmannered" of me to have written to
her instead ofspeaking to her. Abby,
some people are easier to write to
than talk to.
What do you think? Was a letter a
poor vehicle for my message?
IN THE DARK
DEAR IN: I think you used
excellent judgment. Your reasons for writing to Mrs. Smith
instead ,3f risking a face-to-face
confromation were valid.

SCV plans Sunday event

DEAR ABBY: With so many children as well as some adults unable
to read, and the warning on some
labels printed so small that older
people can't read them, perhaps we
phould resume the old skull and
crossbones on all poisons.
Also, now that camping season
has returned, parents should avoid
dressing their children in camouflage-printed clothing for picnics or
camp-outs. If children wander off,
- they would be much harder tolocate.
Bright orange or yellow is the
most visible color. Campers should
DEAR NO MONEY MACHINE: keep that in mind.
DULUTH, MINN.
You could teach a class in child
development. Thanks for writDEAR DULUTH:And a whistle
ing.
hung on an elastic cord around
***
the neck isn't a bad idea for
campers. But make sure the
DEAR ABBY: Please set me elastic cord can't strangle the
straight. Is it considered poor man- wearer should it get caught on
nersto writea letter instead ofhaving some object.
. a face-to-face confrontation.?
Recently;I decided-toquit myjob_
*5*
as baby sitter for a woman I'll call
Mrs. Smith. She is very strongminded and not a person I would
People are eating them up! For Abby's
care to debate, so to avoid being
recipes, send a long, businesspressured to stay on with other ar- favorite
size, self-addressed envelope, plus check
rangements, then kick myself af- or money order for $3.95($4.50 in Canada)
terward, I chose to write.
to: Dear Abby,Cookbooklet,P.O. Box 447,
- I dropped the letteri- in Mrs. Mount Morris, Ill. 61054. (Postage is
Smith's mailbox. As soon as she read included.)

Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club held its Ladies' Night
Out on May 7 at Dumplin's Restaurant. Officers for 1991-92 are,
from left, Lynn Meurer, secretary, Sue Allison, treasurer, Evelyn
Wallis, %ice chairman, and Marsha Tucker, chairman.

Tilghman-Beauregard Camp No. for firing the Artillery salute.
1460, Sons of Confederate VeterAlso participating will be the 4th
ans, will observe Confederate Tennessee whose members will
Memorial Day with services at serve as the Color Guard and will
Camp Beauregard Cemetery on fire the Volley.
Sunday, June 9, at 2 p.m.
Beth Wiman of Mayfield will
The keynote speaker will be the serve as the bugler and will percamp chaplain, Dr. Cecil Fayard Jr. form "Taps" at the conclusion of
Reports were given by Mrs. of Marion Baptist Church, Marion. the service.
Mrs. Carol Barnes, choir director
Castle Parker, secretary, and Mrs.
Camp Beauregard Cemetery is
of First United Methodist Church,
Leon Grogan, treasurer.
approximnately 11/2 miles
located
The chapter will meet Saturday, Mayfield, will be featured
Water Valley. It is
of
east
June . 8, at 2 p.m.. _at Calloway vocalists.
that those planning to
-requested
To begin the service, CommanCounty Public Library. LTC W.L.
big their lawn chairs.
attend
Cowan, U.S. Army JROTC at Cal- der Cletus Murphy said that Capt.
In case of inclement weather, the
loway County High School, will be Jerry Leip and members of the 1st
service will be at Bayou De Chine
the guest speaker.
Tennessee Heavy Artillery will fire
All members are urged to attend, the opening rounds from their can- Cumberland Presbyterian Church,
nons. They also will be responsible
located near the cemetery.
said Mrs. Glenn Wilcox, regent.

DAR Chapter has meeting
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter
of Daughters of American Revolution met Saturday, May 11, at
Majestic Royale, Holiday Inn.
_ "Bill of Rights" was the program
discussed by the group.
Mrs. James Burke and Mrs. Jennings Newman were hostesses.
They also reported on the 100th
Continental Congress held April
14-19, 1991, in Washington, D.C.

t HEAR YE! HEAR YE!

WALLPAPER for a PENNY

NOW *EVERY DAY*
4 SEAFOOD BUFFET
'

Buy one roll of selected
in-stock wallpaper —

c;even se0

*Monday Thursday

$799

GET SECOND ROLL FOR

served 5 p.m.-8 p.m.
testouron't•

*Friday & Saturday

$999
3 c;:zi O
Exeri
Paint

served 5 p.m.-9 p.m.
Open 4 p.m.

Hwy. 641 N. • 753-4141

306 Main St. 759-4979
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Draperies, valances,
sheers, tiebacks, Shades.
Pick one of the 23 distinctive
Norman's of Salisbury custom
designs...or design your own
treatment. Come make your
selections...or call 753-4834
for in-home service.

It's the Lees Carpets sale of the year!
Save money on quality Certified STAINMASTER'
carpet NOW during our Lees Authorized Dealer Sale.
We've got a wide selection of eye-pleasing styles
and textures for you to choose from in hundreds of
today's most desirable colors.
All Lees Certified STAIN MASTER'carpet in
this limited-time sale is guaranteed to resist stains,
protect against soil and reduce static. All these
quality carpets are manufactured to the exacting
standards that have made Lees the first choice
in carpet for more than seven generations of
American homemakers.
Come in today. See the best — and save the most!

Levolor Mini Blinds
and Pleated Shades

All Prices On Draperies & Blinds Include Installation.

•STAINMASTER ts a cert.fled rnark of DuPont Company
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SPORTS
Greene reportedly top choice at Calloway
Murray lodipm & Timm Sports Editor

Ron Greene is the top candidate
to be the new basketball coach at
Calloway County High School, the
Ledger & Times has learned.
The former Murray State coach
is currently head coach of the
Nashville Stars of the World
Basketball League, and declined to
comment Wednesday night on his
apparent interest in the Calloway
position.
"I really don't want to comment
on whether I would be interested or
not," Greene said via telephone
from Nashville Wednesday night.
"I don't think it would be proper at
the present time."
Calloway County school superintendent Dr. Jack Rose also declined
to comment on Greene's status.
"I think at this point in time we
are down to two or three people,"
Rose said. "We're going to try and

RON GREENE

my hands."
Greene and Rose reportedly met
out."
days, if things work
Thursday morning to discuss the
Under the new Kentucky Educaposition, and one source said that
tion Reform Act, the superintenthe two have met on four different
dent does all the hiring and firing
occasions in the last month to talk
in the school system. He is
about the vacancy.
30
for
job
the
advertise
required to
Greene, a native of Terre Haute,
days before hiring.
has spent the last two winters
Ind.,
his
Russ Wall resigned from
watching from the stands after a
basketball coaching duties on April
disappointing four years at Indiana
26 to enter a doctoral program.
State. He and his family returned to
and
record
32-31
a
Wall,compiled
Murray after he resigned from the
made two regional tournament
job in 1989.
Sycamore
as
appearances in his two seasons
He coached the Racers from
Calloway coach, with a 16-16 mark
1978 to 1985, and rebuilt the progthis past year.
into an Ohio Valley Conferram
Bobby
Laker assistant coach
ence powerhouse. He had a record
Toon, formerly the head coach at
of 119-78 in seven seasons, won or
Fulton County, Marshall County
shared three OVC titles and
the
be
to
thought
was
and Murray,
directed three Racer trips to the
top choice before Greene entered
NIT.
the search.
Despite a long and successful
"I've been told that they haven't
coaching career, Greene, a 1962
made a decision," Toon said WedMurray State graduate, has never
nesday. "I've asked for the job, and
would like to have it, but it's out of (Cont'd on page

get it done in the next seven or ten

By DAVID RAMEY

v-

•

Bulls-Lakers NBA series
becoming Jordan's show

_

•

CHICAGO (AP) — After two
games. the Michael-Magic series
has become the Magical .Michael
series.
Michael Jordan staged a specta:
eu;ar dispiavaiteamwork. passing.
shooting and aenal.artistry. Magic
Johnson was stifled by Scottie Pipx,n's bump-and-grind defense.
The Chicago Bulls relied on sensa:ional shooting and re-awakened
aggressiveness to even the
bes-i-o1-71- NBA Finals -rat one game
'ap.cc:e Wednesday night with a
-the Los Angeles
---- Lakers.
••The attacked and we didn't
attack." Johnson said.
• It svas a game that you rarely
see at this time of the season." Los
la,,,Ls -Worthy said. "a
game where nothing goes right for
one team and everything perfect for
the other."
.Thc Lakers. will try to reverse
that trend Friday: nigh( in the first
of thre. games at Los Angeles. All
- thcy -have t'o- do is find a-way- to
stop J0%;dn.
star made only one of
The
three shots in the first 20 minutes
as he got ms teammates involved.
The!: he buried his next 13
atte7vIs. mostly jumpers. and finished wiM 33 points on 15-of-18
shooting.

CAR
FOR NCE
INSURA
Preferred drivers deserve
preferred rates. Check
out our MEDALIST AUTO
POLICY

Holtol Meiugin & Haverstock
211 S. 12" St.

753-341 5

State Auto
Insurance
Companies
11
,3

Chicago. shaking off it.s openinggazne nervousness, set an NBA
Finals record by hitting 50 of 81
shots, a percentage of 61.7. The old
mark of 61.5- was set by ;the Lakers
against Boston on June 4. 1987.
John Paxson made all eight of
his shots and Horace Grant bit
10-of-13. Combined with Jordan.
they connected on 33 of 39. The
entire Los Angeles team hit only
30 of 73.
Jordan. as usual, outdid
ever one.
can do the impossible, the
unbelievable." said Johnson, who
had only 14 points. "It was his
game."
Even Jordan. himself the master
of the miraculous, was impressed.
With 7:4( left in the game, he
made a layup that gave the Bulls
their biggest lear97-71. It was no
ordinary -layup.
He took a pass from .Cliff
Levingston in the lane and drove.
Encountering the long arms of Lakin
er •forward - Sam Perkins•
midair. Jordan shifted the ball from
his right hand to his left as he was
descending and laid it in off the
backboard.
Hearing the roar of the crowd, he
bent at the waist, pumped his fist in
front of him and made a facial
expression indicating he may have
surprised himself.
"He had it going from outside.- Johnson said;"then he drove down
the lane, put tthe ball) in one hand,
then the other, then floated about
five more yards. said, 'Well. I
don't know,' then he put it off the
glass,"It's just one of those creative
moves,- Jordan said. "Sometimes
I don't 'know what's going to
happen.''
He also succeeded on a more
human level.. He made excellent
passes to set up easy inside baskets
in the first half and hit normal midrange jumpers. F+4 finished with 13
assists and seven rebounds. Pippen
and Horace Grant added 20 points
each for the Bulls. Pippen also had
10 assists
In Chicago's 93-91 loss in Sunday's opener. his teammates
watched as Jordan put on a one(Coed on page II)
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Brown and Bain take Hart title
Staff Report
Murray

Ledger & Tires,'Sports

A gorgeous June day greeted the competitors at the
Hart Memorial Tournament Wednesday, and Wanda
Brown and Mary Bain made the most of it.
Brown and Bain fired a 68 in the two-lady
scramble tournament, besting Mary Jane and Pat
Park by three strokes.
"It was a very successful tournament," Hart chairman Betty Lowry said. "The weather really made it
beautiful."
Defending champions Joanna Gibbs and Dana
Stonecipher won a countback for third place. while
Velvet Jones and Rhonda Boone took fourth with a
72.
In the first flight. Connie Lamkin and Donna Wear
fired a 79 to take first, winning a countback as the

four top teams in the flight had 79s. Mary Anderson
and Betty Lowry took second, Tonja Fike and Ethlenc McCallon were third and Rainey Apperson and
Caroline Copeland finished fourth.
In the second flight, Burlene Brewec and Laura
Parker fired an 84 and also won on a countback.
They edged Sue Jordan and Polly Buchanan, who
finished second and third place performers Caryl
Olompton and Waldean Siegfried and fourth place
finishers Margaret Shuffett and Diane Villanova.
In the third flight, Dot Beach and Jo Glasgow
edged Virginia Howard and Hilda Jackson in a
countback, as both teams fired 90s. Billie Cohoon
and Sherry Gibbs fired a 91 for third place, as did
fourth place finishers Lula Bingham and Lois Keller.
Velvet Jones won the longest drive competition,
and Waldean Siegfried took the closest to the pin
award.

Golf tourney to assist Morgan
By JOE HEDGES
MStl Infomtallon Sorvicos

Two years ago the future looked
bleak for Shelby Morgan. She lay
in a coma for 84 days, the results
of injuries sustained in an automobile accident in July 1989.
Among other injuries, she suffered a broken back, neck and
brain stem. For the teenager who
had completed her freshman year at
Austin Pcay State University in
Clarksville, Term., on a golf scholarship, the road to recovery has
been almost remarkable.
She is the daughter of Mike and

Jeanie Morgan of Murray and the
granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Brewer. also of Murray.
Since January of this year she
has been working with the staff at
Murray State University's Adult
Learning Center on basic education
skills in preparation for returning
to college. She is enrolled at Murray State this summer taking a
computer course in an effort to
continue improving her eye and
hand coordination. She hopes to
pick up where she left off on her
accounting major at the time of the
accident.
She continues physical therapy

SAC It
•
TO.1011•0%•

WANTED WW I AND WW II
WAR SOUVENIRS
German, Japanese Italian Russian,
Civil War and
American Military Items

••••

• A.•
NOTHING FOR SALE

The 10th of each month is a very important day to your city
newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment by
the 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and
women. They buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and
sell them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay
them by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets
to, make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each
month. They depend on you to write their pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your
carner.
So...paying by mail is a simple way to avoid the bother of
monthly collection.

Miirray Ledger & Times

•

Flight winners from the Hari Memorial Tournament, held Monday at the Murray Country Club (from
left): Jo Glasglow (seated) and Dot Beach (third flight); Laura Parker (seated) and Burlene Brewer (second flight); Connie Lamkin (seated) and Donna Wear (first flight); and Wanda Brown (seated) and Mary
Bain (championship flight).
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CASH PAID FOR:
Daggers & Swords
Bayonets
Medals & Badges
N az
H
i Feltasg&
elm
s Hats

•/..6$41. Prong

arrYfh,Nit you ?Arno,
may be or ,nft•esr 10
0104,,,,•0 JaPJ".•5! SA0,
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Saturday
June 8
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

up to $5.000
$5 to $50
$5 to $1000
$15 to $800
$15 to $1.000
$25 to $1,000
$2 to $100

Nazi Uniforms
Nazi
ki
ssigna (each)
U S WWII Leather Flight Jackets
to $2&%
up
5°to$
Guns
$200 to $2000
German Lugers
German Steins
Muzzle Loading Antique Guns
especially Japanese

Holiday Inn
S. 12th St. V.S. 641 S
Murray, Kentucky

and speech therapy three times a
weck.
Friends of Miss Morgan are
hosting a golf tournament this
weekend at Murray's Oak Country
Club as a show of support for her
determination and recovery. Proceeds from the tournament will be
used to purchase a computer for the
20-year-old student.
Entry fees for the open tournament are $15 per person or $30 per
team. In addition to raising money
for the computer, golfers will compete for an assortment of prizes.
Among the prizes donated by area
merchants are U.S. Savings Bonds,
a silver set, gift certificates, country hams, a desk calculator and golf
balls.
Golfers may pre-register by calling the Oaks, 753-6454. Tee-off
time both days of the tournament is
1 p.m.
Coordinating the tournament
with the support of the board of
directors of the Oaks Country Club
are Carol Lane, Claire Benton.
Janet Futrell, Saundra Edwards,
Melba Hatcher, Wanda Brown and
Burlene Brewer.

Ledger & Times Sports Editor

Calloway County school
superintendent Dr. Jack Rose
says a decision hasn't been
made about a new basketball
coach, but my money is on
Ron Greene.
Greene, the former Racer
coach, declined to comment on
the job when reached by phone
Wednesday night, but he is evidently interested in stepping into
the high school coaching ranks,
somewhere he has never been
before.
Hiring Greene would certainly
boost interest in the Calloway
County basketball program, and
if he can work the kind of
magic he worked at Murray
State, New Orleans and Mississippi State, Greene could be the
person to give Calloway that
most elusive state tournament
berth, something that the program has never enjoyed in 31
years of basketball. .
But still waiting in the wings
is Bobby Toon, the veteran high
school, coach who has worked
hard the last two seasots atm
Calloway as. an . assistant coach
under Russ Wall, and certainly
deserves the opportunity to be
the Laker boss.
Rose, who has total hiring
and firing power under the new
Kentucky education -refort law,
must now be weighing a great
debate. The public relations
coup of naming Greene versus
the merits of hiring Toon.
It all makes for an interesting
summer.
.• • •
Murray State pitcher Kirk
Rueter is also having to make a
tough decision. He was reportedly surprised to be drafted as
high as the 17th round in this
week's baseball draft.
Rueter has another year of
eligibility left, and if he does
return for his senior year, he
could improve his draft position
and complete his college degree.
There are a number of reasons
to stay. If he has another season like he did this year, ever
start would be in front of a
number of scouts and he could
make much more bonus money.
But the Montreal Expos may
wave enough money in front of
the lefthander to make him
forget about Reagan Field and
commencement next May and
Rueter may be on a bus in
Florida State League in July.
• • • •
The Ledger and Times has
learned of a standout local
basketball product who could be
one of the great talents ever to
come out of this area.
Unfortunately for fans, it's
going to be a couple of years
before he's going to be big
enough to handle the basketball
thoug
mshu.
assistant basketball
coach James Holland and his
wife celebrated the birth of
their son, Anthony Jerome,
Wednesday. Sources close to the
arrival say that A.J. arrived in
this world whistling "Sweet
Georgia Brown" and twirling a
basketball on his hand.
Although national letter-ofintent for the youngster is still
17 years away, the elder Holland said the prospect has narrowed his college choices to
Murray State and North
Carolina.
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Don't Diet
Weightloss Center
Call 759-9999
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Late registration for Racer basketball
camp will be Sunday. June 9 from 1-4
p m at the Currts Center There are special rates for day campers, and walk-up
registrations will be taken Sunday
afternoon

PONY LEAGUE
Hawaiian Tropic defeated Ross Insurance, 14-1 in Pony League play Jason
West ws the winning pitcher, and got
offensive help from Sean Waller and
Raymond Duvall, who hit back-to-back
homers for Hawaiian Tropic Both added
doubles to the attack, while Ryan Cunninghan, Robbie Banker, Peter O'Rourke
and Shane Johnson added singles
Shane Raspberry tripled for Ross Insurance, while Ted Booth singled

PARK LEAGUE
Futrell Tile and Mr Gath's were winners
in Park League Wednesday_ Futrell Tire
defeated Murray Mold and Die, 14-12,
with Shawn Clemson, Josh Garland and
Kwen Trice all getting three hits with
Trice socking a homer, while.Matt Kelleher and Michael Swain each had two hits
For Murray Mold and Die, Tony Urban
and Joey Butterworth had three hits
each, while Robert Urban and Brad Thurmond had two hits with Thurmond hitting
a homer. Jay Boggess also had two hits
with a homer, For Mr. Gatti's, Josh
Schecter, Chris Faughn, Reid Johnson
and Aaron Cowan all had three hits while
Clint Burkeen, Matt Oakley and Adam
Yezerski all had two hits For Kopperud,
Rodney Emerson, Justin Maynard, John
Canfield. Charles Scott and John Kopperud all had two hits while Kopperud
homered

BASEBALL
NEW YORK (AP) — The National
League postponed its expansion vote a
week before it was scheduled to select
two new franchises for the 1993 season
The move came a day after the major
league ownership committee was briefed
on the NI expansion committee's progress by Pittsburgh Pirates chairman Dou-

BASKETBALL
LAS VEGAS (AP) — UNLV coach Jerry Tarkanian met with university president Robert Maxson to discuss his future
at the school he put on the college
basketball map with more talks — and a
possible decision — planned this week.

TENNIS
PARIS (AP) — Ninth-seeded Jim
Courier upset top-seeded Stefan Edberg
6-4, 2-6, 6-3, 6-4 to advance to the semifinals of the French Open Courier, a
20-year-old from Dade City, Fla., will face
12th-seeded Michael Stich in Friday's
semifinals Stich defeated unseeded
Franco Davin 6-4, 6-4, 6-4. Secondseeded Boris Becker will face fourthseeded Andre Agassi in the other semifinal. If he defeats Agassi. Becker will
replace Edberg as the top-ranked player
in the world

(Cont'd from page 10)
coached high school basketball. He
played his prep basketball under
the legendary Howard Sharpe at
Terre Haute Gerstmeyer, an Indiana powerhouse during the 1950s.
After a stellar career under Cal
Luther, he served two years in the
army before entering the coaching

(Cont'd from page 10)
man show, scoring 36 points. On
Wednesday night, he made sure
they established early the inside
game that had been missing.
"Once he gets going offensively,
he can roll over teams," Chicago
coach Phil Jackson said. "He did a
great job getting everybody
involved on the offensive end."
James Worthy led Los Angeles
with 24 points and Vlade Divac
had 16. Johnson, who had a tripledouble and was the key to the Lakers' opening victory, sank only
four of his 13 shots and added 10
assists and seven rebounds.
"Pippen did a great job," Johnson said. "He was bodying, hitting.
moving his. feet. They're trying to
wear me out or take the ball out of
my hand."
Jordan guarded him in the opener, but after he picked up his second foul with 4:05 left in the first
quarter Wednesday night, Pippen
took over.
"I was trying to defend against
Magic full court," Pippen said. "I
left the offense to Michael and he
came through big."
A stuff by Divac gave Los
Angeles its last lead, 37-36, with
4:16 left in the first half. Jordan

ATTENTION
FARMERS

reached at least the seventh inning
in nine of his 11 starts. Martinez beat the Cardinals
without a decent curveball, relying
mostly on a fastball and changeup.
-"He didn't have his best stuff,
but he had good enough stuff,"
Dodgers catcher Mike Scioscia
said. "The curve was a little erratic. I've seen him better, a lot
better."
The Cardinals were pretty
impressed, though.
"He's got poise and he changes
speeds well," Cardinals manager
Joe Torre said. "He throws hard
and that changeup — he stays with
it. It's slower than slow. Even
when you're looking for the
change, you can't hit it."

STREAKS
Nth a
victory Over the Chicago Cubs on Wednesday. Me San Diego Padres won their sirth straight
game — ths beet streak since 5959— and extended
their streak of innings tinthoLit an earned run to 26
Mnriesola has tvOri Ns straight garnse and is three
gamin over 500 for the first time since last ..kine 12
SLUMPS
San Franosoos Kelly Downs lost for In41 tOurth
free decisions Wednesday night and has
allowed 16 runs in 18 5-3 innings in his lint four
starts
tiMe in

STARTERS
In the last ex games. San Diego starters bans
COrrtarled tOr a 082 ERA, allowing pat tour earned
runs in 47 innings
Minnesota's starters hare
pactted at mrvngs or more in 10 Of 53 games this
year
STOPPERS
Cincinnati's Rob Dibble got Ns National League
leading 1416 save, but did it the hard may, allowing
two runs in the ninth inning as the Reds held on to
'.511 the Nee Vork Mots 11-10 on Wednesday Ngm

Clasmgo (Fentandes 2-5) at Cleveland (Swindell 3-5),
6:35 p.m
Benton (Damian 2-2) at Californas (Langston 6-2), 9:35
FmOnly games scheduled
husky's Games
Tessa at Nevi York, 6.30 pm.
Toronto at Balsmort, 6•35 Rm.
Closeland at Mannesuna, 7:05
Qucago St Kama. Qm, 735 pm.
Deuce at Catalan., 9:35 Rm.
&mum at Oakland, 935 Rm.
h6lemulum at Seattle, 935 Rm.

Los

Ansales (0yeds

4-4)

St. Louse (11111 5-2), 7:35

Friday's Games
Las Angeles at Omar:, 2 20 pm.
Phaladelplaa at Causnaan, 615 ;as,

SWINGS
Bob Walk nes has eon thrs. art*. in Ina game*
alter Icing to get a deasion in Pinsburgh's No 41
SLUGGERS
CaliforNa's Lance Parnsh and Dove Parker broke
norne-run droughts tett+ two-nin $hots in the Angels'
7.2 rtctOry over Boston on Wednesday rVit. Pamsh
In hes first honor in 42 al-bats since May 15 and
Parker connected for the first hme in 41.1-bets since
May 21
Callornies Dave Winfien had a two-run
double against Boston on Wednesday night, moving
MT past Wide McCovey into 22nd pace on the allhme RBI list worth 1.558
-•••

STARS
Wad needs y
— Dennis 1:11114nuesen Padres extended Ns
scariness innings streak to 19 with a seven hitter Ho
struck out Iris and walked none as San Diego beat
the Chicago Cubs 5-0
— Montreal's Demo DeShields had four straight
hts — including a two-run double and a two-run
homer — leading Montreal to an 8-2 victory over
liouslon that gave the Expos outfielder six Isis in
sight al-bats in the two-game ss,es sew of the
Astra

3

,

SHELLED
Doc Gooden of the New York Mots gave up 11 NM
and seven runs in lour-plus InNngs aga nal Onannal
on Wednesday night, the fourth consecutne game in
which ella allowed at least five earned runs The
right-riander has failed to last seven innings dunrg
the lour-game span. allowing 42 Nts and 23 earned
runs inn 22 1-3 innings

It

--t 4ttleVe
i- rr
STATUS
Atlanta's Ron Gant saw aclon only as a pnch hater in an 12-11 loss to Philadelphia On Wednesday
rsght atter spraining his too in Tuesday nights gams
SIDELINED
Oakland Mainier Joe Klink luStained a broken right
toot when he was trt by a line drive by liAlweuluees
Dante Eicher* On Wednesday night lies expected
to be out six weeks

-

SCOUTING
Gar Firtrivaid and Peter FlOy combined on a twofers( to lead New Britain (Red Sox) to a 6-0 victory
over liagerstown (Onoles) in the Eastern League on
wson•saay night

305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627

GLENDALE ROAD
CHURCH OF CHRIST
WTE

Payne

— •sin.1

SAVINGS

Olive Blvd.
8:50
Farmer
8:55
1.

Main
W. Poplar

8:40

Poplar

Locust

1991 Pontiac Grand Am SE
Stock
#P1005

Vine

Vine

MSRP $17,539.00
Purdom Motors Discount _1,600.00
15,939.00
Pontiac Rebate -1.000.00
14,939.00
First Time Buyer
-500.00

MORE
MONEY
BACK

Cl,

Ui

Sycamore

Story

Nash

Magnolia
Keenland
Glendale

Stock #P1007

THAN EVER BEFORE
IN CASE OF LOSS!

$19,209.00
-1.900.00
17,309.00
-600.00
16,709.00
-500.00

ASK YOUR LOCAL
Am Ag Agent
ABOUT THE NEW
PRODUCT
AND
REDUCED RATES

Jackson

Purchase Agriculture
Credit Association
641 N. lAcross Noel Cain el
753-5602
See Don Nance or
Bob Hargrove

kir,
•

MSRP
Purdom Motors Discount

CAs'e

Pontiac Rebate

Pegg

Arif,

In

'Satisfied Customers Are Our Main Concern"
Oldsmobile - Pontiac - Cadillac - Buick
1300 Hwy. 121 Bypass
753-5315
Murray

Glendale Road Bus Route For
VACATION BIBLE SCHOOL

Sinking Spring Rd.

0

PURDOM MOTORS, INC,

8:30
Begin from
r
Glendale Road
Church of Christ

.c

First Time
Buyers

96,209x

3
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*
*
*
*

Everyone Is Welcome
Classes For All Ages
June 10-14
9:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.
If

,

—•••••••

Sycamore

0

1991 Pontiac Bonneville LE

US

cfl

2

,
4
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Jane Rogers Insurance

NEW CAR

CROP HAIL TOBACCO
COVERAGE THAT GIVES YOU

Niw

STAYS
Ramon Martin1/1 of Los Angeles has a career
record Junt of 6-0 *eh 1 27 EFLA fie's also 3-0
ml only one earned run 4 n 25 innings la 056 ERA)
in thee career MOM at SI LOWS Busch Stadium
Bottl00 reliever Tony Fosses hos retired the dret Da/
tor hIs Wald in al 16 appearances the year

Milwaukee (August 4-2) at Oakland (Harlow 1.3),
2:15 pTorero (Acker 1.3) al Bauman (Malacki 1-2), 6:35

San Frascueo (B)eck 3-5) et Pattsburgh (Stanley 1-1),
635 pm.
Ptaladelphis (Combs 2-4) at Atlanu (L:annul& 4-4),
640 pm.
Mammal (Nabhols 2-1) at Houston (Portugal 5-2), 7-35

t

Sao Diego at Pirtsburge, 631 pm.
Montreal at Admits, 640 pm.
New Yoh at Howisten, 7.35 Ran.
San Frantic° at SL Lot... 155 p

By Ths Associated Nese
All Tanen EDT
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
• L Pet GB
Tomato
29 2/
547
Swim
26 21
520 IN
24 27
171 4
Milwaukee
23 27
460 sl'A
New Yort
22 27
449 5
Clswalind
21 211
429 6
Balumess
11 32
360 VA
West Division
6.
L Pct. GB
12 20
Oaklaed
615
30 21
Cabfemia
588 I".
Tsar
26 20
565 3
27 24
Seattle
529 d'A
Memesseb
28 25
529 451
Champ
23 26 .469 7S'•
Kara • GPI
11 27 .460 -8
Wedneaday's Games
Tamale 4, New York 1
Clewelaed 2, Otsego 1
Dada 7, fiesen I
Kure Qty 3, Texas 2
Mammas 4, Balumers
Oakland 6, Malsomikee 4
Calton. 7, Bastoo 2
Tbiraday's Games
Seale. (Bitakamd 2-7) at Dcuwi (Guii.1.4 5-3).
1235 pm.
Team (Ryan 3.4) at ELMO City (Saterhasen 6-3), 1:35

labeled the most serious to date.
Schnellenberger told WLKY that
he was confident the series would
come about. He said that Curry and
Newton have been more receptive
to such a series than their
predecessors.
Curry told WKYT-TV in Lexington that he wouldn't be talking
to Louisville unless he was
"genuinely interested."
Olsen and Newton could not be
reached for comment.

1
il '
)
0,t tif
I SI •,, •
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Jane Rogers 753-9627

Spruce

BRAND NEW!

AftdiL

To - etre
gri•I'
'
:
4.4", Ali
re" ''' i s

IA C
.
"i1,•

Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is There,

NATIONAL, LEAGUI
East Demme •
• L
Pea.
GB
Pinaturgh
33 16 .673
Nee York
27 22 .551 6
Si, Loma
27 23 .540 6',5
Meal°
26 25 .510 II
Pinladelptus
23 29
451 II
Montreal
22 29 .431 12
Wan Divans.,
• L
Pct.
GB
Los Aeolus
29 22 .569
Atlanta
26 22 .542
See Durso
29 25 .52* 2
Clacomata
25 25 .500 VA
$an Francisco
19 33 .365 10V,
Hammon
la 33 -.353 11
Wednesiday'a Games
Saa Diego 3, Quetta.: 0
Carcumati ii Nevi York 10
Putsborgh 1 San Francuco 3
Pisladelpla a 12. A'lents I I, 12 imkinp
MODUT....1 8, Hessian 2
Los Angeles 2, Si. Loss 0
Thusday's Games
Dasge ()Attendee -0>.,I
Ctucago (G Maids* 5.3),
120 p.m.
New Yost (Viola 6-2) at Gocinnati (Rap 4-2), 6:33

°..;
.
SU. 44:.en0,4A 14,•
;1:01•fh$
4
'1
:t
.
'
%
el( 1
V

Insuranc• cormanles
HOMO MC* 13100MIngtOn Illinois

UK-U of L discussing
yearly football series
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — The
head football coaches and athletics
directors from Kentucky and
Louisville met Wednesday to discuss a possible football series
between the two schools.
WLKY-TV in Louisville
reported Wednesday night that preliminary details worked out have
the series beginning in 1994 and
continuing for four years.
All the games would be played
in Lexington at UK's Commonwealth Stadium, unless Louisville
builds a new football stadium.
Then the games would alternate.
The two schools have not met in
football since 1924.
Talks between UK athletics
director C.M. Newton, UK coach
Bill Curry, U of L athletics director
Bill Olsen and U of L coach Howard Schnellenberger have been
ongoing for about a year.
Wednesday's meeting at the
Champions Golf Course was

I

State Farm

had just two points and three shots
at that point.
But he scored the Bulls' next
four baskets in a span of 1:38, giving them a 44-40 lead. They led
48-43 at halftime, then made 17 of
20 shots to go ahead 86-69 .after
three quarters.
"We executed very well in the
second half," Levingston said.
"The key to this game is that we
did not have the jitters as we had in
the first game."
With the score 56-51, Jordan hit
an 18-footer to begin a 30-18 run
in the final 8:19 of the third quarter. The closest Los Angeles came
after that was 86-71.
Still, the Lakers got what they
wanted. By splitting the first two
games, they grabbed the homecourt
advantage.
"I think our team still has a lot
of confidence," Los Angeles coach
Mike Dunleavy said. "We can't let
them dictate the play against us at
home. 1 think that was the difference (Wednesday), their level of
aggression."
"We came out at halftime really
pumped up," Jordan said. "We
need to play at the same level of
intensity in LA."

,
"4.1••.0 .
14'
'''''?4!1#•,fisii
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Bulls-Lakers series...

Martinez shuts out Cards
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Ramon Martinez gave the Los Angeles Dodgers' bullpen a day off.
"I think they needed some rest,
so it's pretty good what I did,"
Martinez said after limiting the St.
Louis Cardinals to four hits in a
2-0 victory Wednesday night.
"Later in the game, I felt a lot
better," said Martinez (9-2), whose
eighth career shutout and third of
the season enabled him to join
Chuck Finley of California and
Tom Glavine of Atlanta as the
major leagues' top winners. "I felt
real strong."
The complete game was the
Dodgers' leauge-leading seventh of
the season but their first in 29
games since May 3, when Martinez
beat Philadelphia 7-1. The bullpen
had been showing the strain, blowing three save opportunities in its
last three outings.
Of course, Martinez has always
kept the heat off the relieyers. He
has three 'shutouts and lout COMplete games this season and has

"See me for all your family insurance needs."

ranks at Loyola of New Orleans.
After a two-year stint at Loyola,
he built the basketball program at
the University of New Orleans,
where he spent eight years before
moving on to Mississippi State for
one successful season before
returning to his alma mater in
1978. .

South 9th St.
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ketball
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BASKETBALL
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South 13th St.

Editor

SCOREBOARD

Ron Greene.

South 16th St.

.''

a

Tomorrow, June 7th. the Calloway Coun
ty chapter of the American Heath Assoc'
aeon will host the annual Ty Holland
Memorial Golf Tournament at the Murray
Country Club The two-person scramble
format is open to all dutlers, sluggers and
finesse-shot artists There will be a 1
pm shotgun start following registration
The fee is $35 and includes the golf cart.
arid $20 is tax-deductible Pnzes will be
awarded in several categories including
seniors and women's divisions as well as
long -drive and closest-to-the -pin
contests.
•For more information, contact Andy Hefner, 759-9874.

glas Danforth and given partnership
agreements and financial statements
And II came on a day when the NL and
the commissioner's office denied reports
that Miami and Denver already had been
selected as the two new teams, which
begin play in 1993 and cost $95 million
each The other candidates are St
etersburg, Fla • Buffalo, N Y , Orlando,
r=la . and Washington. D C The NI didn't
set a new date for the expansion vote,
but said it expected to make a decision
by Sept 30, the deadline in its original
timetable
DETROIT (AP) — Wayne County officials have rejected plans for renovating
Tiger Stadium and plan to build a new
$120 million ballpark financed jointly by
the county and the Detroit Tigers County
Executive Ed McNamara unveiled the
plans at a news conference, saying the
decision to build a new stadium was
made after a Detroit city architect determined that two schemes to renovate the
existing 79-year-old ballpark were
impractical.
ST. LOUIS (AP) — The sale of the
Montreal Expos to a group headed ,by
team president Claude Brochu will be
presented to owners for approval next
week Fred Kuhlmann, head of the major
league ownership committee, said his
panel would recommend approval of the
sale The deal must be approved by nine
of 12 National League owners and eight
of 14 American League owners The
owners will meet June 12-13 in Santa
Monica, Calif An agreement in principle
for Charles Bronfman to sell the team for
$100 million in Canadian currency was
announced Nov. 29.
OMAHA, Neb. (AP) — Gary Hymel hit
two three-run homers as Louisiana State
advanced to championship game of the
College World Series with a 19-8 victory
over Florida. LSU (54-19) will face either
Creighton or Wichita State in Saturday's
title game_ Wichita State (65-12) can
advance to the championship with a victory over Creighton (51-21) tonight
Creighton must defeat Wichita State
tonight and Friday to advance

‘4,
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ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT
New Playhouse season mixes old, new
It's a typical summer for Murray's Playhouse in the Park. There
i II be a new executive director, a
smash Broadway musical, two riot.ous comedies in one evening of
theatre and a Pulitzer prize-winning
drama.
At least it has become typical for
Kentucky's most dynamic community arts organization. Even
though most newcomers to Murray
are surprised to find so much theatre activity, area theatre patrons
have come to expect it. This summer. there should be no cause for
•tiisappotrument.
Acting Executive Director
Kathryn Ballard has just returned
from Louisville's Kentucky Center
for the Arts iKCA) where the West
Kentucky Playwrights presented
three new works in the Mandl
Experimental Theatre. She found
Louisville audiences very receptive
to the plays and the performers.
"Touring three nev. plays to the
state's theatre center is something
very new for us." Ballard said.
"and we were very pleased with the
response. People all over Kentucky
are paying attention to what happens at the Playhouse."
KCA officials extended to Playwrights director Becky Reynolds
an :open invitation". to appear at
-the—Experimental. Theatre.

take that as a sign of genuine
appreciation for the hard work
everyone does at the Playhouse, as
well as a testament to the support
we have from throughout West
Kentucky," Ballard said.
But there will be no time to rest
as the opening date of the summer
season approaches. "The Sound of
Music" will have its first performance on June 13 for three
weekends. Despite the large cast
and the challenging music, there is
something typical about it, too.
Three newcomers .Cathy Mallett,
Jeff Holden and Laneue Hunt, will
appear in principal roles. "It's not
uncommon for this theatre to introduce new talent to the community,"
veteran performer Pete Lancaster.
said. Lancaster will he joined by
Margaret Porter Boone who last
performed with him in a 1970s production of "The Music Man."
"The summer gives lots of
opportunities to many people,"
Lancaster said. "We've got some
actors who are on the stage for the
first time, and there are others who
have professional performing
careers."
This summer, the theatre will
also develop other kinds of talent.
Ballard has appointed three new
directors to mainstagc
_performances.

;
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at the Homeplace. Anyone interested in being a part of the production must enroll in the workshop
series. An individual does not have
to participate in the performance in
order to enroll in the classes. Classes will be held June 10-14 from
10 3.itt. until noon at Gleason Hall
at Si Leo's Church, 12th Street,

rv
O

Kentucky miniThe 63-member Louisville Youth Orchestra will make Murray State part of its Western
is no admission
There
chairs.
lawn
or
blankets
bring
to
encouraged
is
audience
The
evening.
tour Monday
charge.

Youth Orchestra to perform at MSU
Murray State University will be
one of the concert stops on a West
Kentucky mini-tour by the 63-piece
Louisville Youth Orchestra on
Monday evening, June 10.
To begin at 6:30 p.m. on the
lawn in front of Lovett Auditorium,
the performance by the ensemble
directed by Daniel Spurlock is
open to the public at no admission
charge. The Department of Music
at Murray State is the concert
sponsor.
The audience is encouraged to
'bring blankets or lawn chairs for
comfortable seating. In the event of
inclement weather, the concert will
be in Lovett Auditorium.

Purchase Dance Co. workshop set
Beginning on June 10. a Preparatory 'Dance Workshop series_ will
he sponsored by the newly formed
Jackson Purchase Qance Company.
The workshop series will prepare
beginning through advanced students for the August 9th-debut performance - of the company at the
Land Between_ the Lakes, Evening

4
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Kyle Mills, an MSU senior
theatre student, will direct "Lonestar." The one-act play is a companion piece to "Laundry and Bourbon," directed by Gaye Brewer.
Brewer is no -stranger to the Playhouse, but will be serving in her
first directing role this summer.
Lee Robbins directs "The Effect
of Gamma Rays on Man-In-TheMoon Marigolds," the season's
final play. It is Robbins' Murray
debut in the director's chair, even
though he has worked with the play
.
before.
"This is an important next step
for the Playhouse," Ballard said.
"There are many fine actors and
performers who have developed
their talents here, and it is time for
us to more actively encourage
directors, stage managers, designers and technicians."
In -the meantime, Pat Clement
and her staff are putting the finishing touches on "The Sound of Music", the story of the von Trapp family. In just a few days, they will
begin another season of theatre in
the same Park where it all started
in 1978. Acclaimed state-wide, a
training ground for amateurs and
professionals alike and a constant
sourte of joy and fun — for Playhouse in the Park, it's another typical summer..

Murray. Karen A. Balzer, Artistic
Director of the Jackson Purchase
Dance Company, will be providing
instruction in basic Graham technique for the workshop. Registration for the Dance Preparatory
Workshop will be at 9:30 a.m. on
June 10th at Gleason Hall. The fee
for the workshop is S25.

Founded in 1958, the orchestra is
made up of young musicians from
the eighth grade through the school
from the Kentuckiana area. Its
music covers the whole range of
orchestral repertoire, from classical
to light pops.
Literally hundreds of concerts by
the orchestra have been performed
throughout Kentucky, including the
Governor's Mansion and the State
Fair, as well as appearances in Chicago, Pittsburgh, Nashville, Buffalo and the International Festival of
Youth Orchestras in Lausanne,
Switzerland.
Spurlock is the second of only
two music directors of the

orchestra. He took the baton from
Rubin Sher in 1975. Guest conductors through the years have
included Robert Whitney, Akira
Endo, Jorge Mestor, Karl Haas and
Lawrence Leighton Smith.
A full scholarship graduate of
the Juilliard School with bachelor's
and master's degrees in doublebass, Spurlock plays principal bass
in the Louisville Orchestra and was
assistant conductor of that ensemble from 1975 to 1979.
He has also made guests appearances with, the Indianapolis
Orchestra and the Kansas City
Youth Orchestra.

Four Rivers Folk Festival

E1 WEEKLY

ir ARTS CALENDAR

ASTEureR.
ServicemFurnit

_

June 3-28
Exhibition — Fifty-seven winning photographs: "Uncommon
Views of the Uncommonwealth,"
free, Monday through Friday, 8
a.m. to 4 p.m.. Eagle Gallery, MSU
campus. Exhibit runs through June
28.
June 7
Reception — for "Uncommon
Views of the Uncommonwealth:" 5
to 7 p.m., Eagle Gallery, MSU,

Carpet &
Specialists

COMNIERCIALRESIDENTIAL
ServieeN1ASTEH of the Lakes

759-1707
STATE AUTO OFFERS SOMETHING SPECIAL
It's the Auto, Home Discount with Special,
reduced rates if both your car and home
are insured with the State Auto Companies. Find out how much your savings
can be.

drlik
Dan McNutt, AAI
Representing
St.,. A,,'.,

UP

PURDOM, THURMAN
& McNUTT

0111.114I1I,•
C on•••••••

State Auto Insurinci
•

4-

407 Maple St.

753-4451

•

24 HOUR

•••
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June 10
Concert — Louisyille Youth
Orchestra Concert, 6:30 p.m.,
Lovett Auditonum, Murray State.
June 13
Meeting — Camera Club, 7
p.m., Calloway County Public
Library.
June 13, 14, 15 and 16
Musical — "The Sound of Music," 8 p.m. Thursday. Friday and
Saturday, 2 p.m. Sunday, Playhouse in the Park.

The third annual Four Rivers Folk Festival will be held Saturday and Sunday at TVA's Land Between the
Lakes' Homeplace 1850. The festival is geared to authentic folk and blueglass music, storytelling, genuine
19th century trade items and foods. More than 20 authentic trade demonstrations will be featured. Oneday tickets to the festival are $5 for adults and $3 for those under 18. Two-day tickets are $8 and $5.
Admission is free for children under six. Bring lawn chairs.

Lewis, Henrickson exhibits up
Two students will share the cotton yarns and lace weaving with
space at the Curris Center Gallery linen.
The daughter of Billie and Sandto exhibit recent work in partial
fulfillment of their degrees from ra Lewis of Princeton, Ky., Lewis
is a candidate for a bachelor of sciMurray State University.
Sandi Lewis presents "What A ence in art education.
Long Hard Journey It Has Been"
"In the near future I am going to
and Lynn Marie Henrickson tides teach summer art workshops and
her portion of the exhibition "Cray- hope to have a teaching job in the
fall in a school system," said Sanola Moonbeams."
Their painting, weavings and di. She is a student member of the
textiles will be on view May 29 National Art Education Association
and Theta Chi Delta.
through June 9.
"In my works, I enjoyed studyFlowers are the subject of Lewis' oil paintings. The patterns in ing the various techniques used in
her weavings are created by explor- the past and incorporating them,"
ing technique, . including tapestry said Henrickson.
She has explored surface design
and inlaid with wool, acrylic and

WRECKER
SERVICE

************************* Wingo artists
* WHEN YOU NEED * exhibit work
* ROOM FOR YOUR * in Mayfield

ii
We at Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury',Inc. want you this summer to buckle-up and have a
safe summer.Ifyou do have an accident there are two things you will need. A Wrecker and
a Body Shop!! We at Parker Ford have both, the most modern Wrecker there is in Western
Kentucky, and our Body Shop was selected No. I in the St. Louis District. We hope you
We will
won't have hicall us, but if the need shoirld arise we have 24 hour on call service.
assist you in any way we can! Again, please buckle-up and drive safely this summer.
-//
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Garages

STUFF!

Lofted
49a177.4

_

Day-753-5273
Night-492-8219 or• 7534833
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•Portable Storage Bidgs. - Offices - Cabins - Workshops*
*
It You Find Any Bid Offering
All Cook Features At A Lower Price
Cook Will Beat It

•• •
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processes, hand -dyeing and
assemblage techniques to create
pillows, an Amish-style quilt and a
traditional -pieced quilt called
"Drunkard's Path." Lynn is also
showing watercolors and fiber with
enamel on copper compositions.
Lynn Marie Henrickson is the
daughter of Charles H. and Judy 0.
Henrickson of Bowling Green, Ky.
Lynn is a candidate for a bachelor of science degree with emphasis
in surface design. She was the
president and founder of Murray
State's local Theta Chi Delta sorority. Lynn plans to return to Bowling Green and pursue work in the
textile field.

FORD

FORD

Parker Ford L
Lincoln - Mercury

MERCURY
LINCOLN

701 Main Street

Murray

MERCURY
LINCOt N

COOK
POIIIINI VIANNOWS

urray

On Hwy. 641 N. Next To Seven Seas
Call: 753-4239 Days of 442-5529 Nights
*************************

753-5273
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The paintings of Wingo artists
Malinda Mays and Lana Copeland
will be the featured exhibit at the
Mayfield-Graves County Art Guild
Gallery, 121 W. Broadway,
Mayfield.
Viewing will begin June 4 and
extend through July 25 during regular gallery hours.
A ieception honoring the two
artists will be sponsored by the
guild on Sunday, June 9, 2 to 4
p.m. at the gallery. The pliblic is
invited to attend the reception and
meet the artists.
The gallery is a wheelchair
accessible facility. Regular hours
for the exhibit will be Tuesday 10
a.m. to 4 p.m., Wednesday through
Friday, 1 to 4 p.m., Saturday 10
a.m. to I p.m. and 2 to 4 p.m. on
Sundays.
For more information about this
exhibit or any of the other guild
activities, contact the guild at (502)
247-6971.
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these
funding to be approved as a part of of the project, Hubbard said that
Kenwestern
benefit
will
projects
the
year,
future budget requests. This
"These
ways.
major
House approved the requested tucky in three
Kentucky's
SI 1,400.000 for general construction projects will aid western
on
shipping
funding for this project. This is the economy by improving
floodby
system,
waterway
second year the House has approved the inland
and
general construction funding for this ing which threatens the property our
along
live
who
of
those
lives
of
Corps
the
allowing
project, thereby
hard to
Engineers to continue its land acquisi- streams and rivers. We workedwestern
these
or
need
the
show
tion and other pre-construction reKentucky projects, and I am pleased
lated activities.
Other improvements to the inland that they were funded," said Hubbard.
The bill will now go to the *US.
waterway system which were funded
in the bill included $501,000 for Senate for legislative action.
investigative studies to improve navigation on the Cumberland and Tennessee Rivers, and $860,000 for studies to improve the locks and dam at
Uniontown, Ky.

Representative
to help seniors
with legal services
June 20 at center

In addition, the house appropriation included general operational and
maintenance funding for the Elvis
Stahr Harbor at Hickman,Ky.,as well
as the operation of Barkley Dam and
Lake Barkley. Funding for the Hickman Harbor was approved in the
amount of $524,000, and $5,703,000
was appropriated for the operation
and maintenance of Barkley Lock and
Dam.
contains
also
bill
The
$109,500,000 in funding for channel
improvements in Arkansas, Illinois,
Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi,
Missouri and Tennessee. These improvements will result in reduced
flooding in the area.
In discussing the House's approval

A representative from the Paducah
Office of Western Kentucky Legal
Services, Inc. will be present at the
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center, located at 607 Poplar,
Murray, Kentucky, to provide services for senior citizens needing assistance. The next scheduled date is June
20, 1991, at 9:30 a.m. No fees will be
charged to individuals aged sixty(60)
and over in accordance with the Tile
III grant regulations. Services are
provided on a somewhat limited bases
in civil (non-criminal) law and public
benefits cases for qualifying individuals and cases. Kentucky does not
certify legal specialties. For an appointment please call 753-0929.

Train derailment prompts
evacuations o300 people

ests appeardianapolis
ansas City
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Two-car accident

House approves water projects
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard(D-KY)
said today that he wrs very pleased
that his colleagues in the U.S. House
of Representatives have approved a
bill which contains funding for several major water projects which will
benefit western Kentucky.
On May 29,the House passed H.R.
2427, a bill sponsored by the House
Appropriations Committee's Subcommittee on Energy and Water
Development. This legislation establishes funding for flood control
programs. Hubbard testified before
the subcommittee on March 21 in
support of the west Kentucky projects.
Of those projects contained in the
bill, the most important to western
Kentucky is the Olmsted Project.
Presently, the Army Corps of Engineers is proceeding with the replacement of the existing structures at
Locks 52 and 53 on the Ohio River
with a single facility on the river
between Ballard County, Ky., and
Olmsted, Ill. This project wil result in
the construction of a new high-lift
dam with two 1,200-foot lock chambers. This new facility would furnish
the much-needed capacity that can no
longer be met by the existing obsolete
structures. The Olmsted Project is one
of the largest civil works projects ever
undertaken by the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers. The total federal cost for
this program will exceed $I billion,
some of which has been appropriated
in past fiscal years with additional
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CAVE CITY, Ky. (AP) —
About 300 people were evacuated
when 32 cars of a CSX train derailed just north of here and authorities
feared a tank car full of propane
was leaking.
An inspection late Wednesday
showed that liquid dripping from
the car was just water that had condensed because the propane in the
34,000-gallon tanker is very cold,
said state Fire Marshal Rodney
Raby. Propane is extremely flammable and is toxic if inhaled.
Clean up began late Wednesday
night. Raby said residents probably
would be allowed to return home
sometime this afternoon.
There were no reports of injuries
following the noon CDT Wednes2 miles
/
day derailment about 21
north of Cave City, said Mark
McDaniel, a spokesman for the
state Division of Disaster and
Emergency Services.
U.S. 31W was closed and the
Federal Aviation Administration
closed the air space over the derail2 hours because
/
ment for about 21
of the potential for explosion,
McDaniel said.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Slow-down a little and you will have
a highly productive and profitable
year. Domestic matters enjoy especially favorable influences in September. Expect romance to play a
major role in the decisions you make
around the winter holidays. A positive frame of mind helps you over
some rough spots.Travel for business
in March and April of 1992. Any
money woes will subside by next
May.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: rock star Prince, actress Jessica Tandy,singer Tom Jones,
poet Gwendolyn Brooks.
ARIES(March 21-April 19): Job
concerns demand the lion's share of
your attention today. Creative selfexpression affords you the relaxation
you need. A tendency to let work
interfere with your personal life puts
a damper on romance.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20):Try
to be more flexible when you set
priorities. Your sensitivity and compassion are challenged by a difficult
situation. Your social life begins to
pick up. Focuson making new friends.
GEMINI (May 2I-June 20): At
the office, your authority is noted by
influential people. Let go of selfdestructive habits and rekindle your
spiritual faith. Find a way to control
by Peter Gott, M.D.
your irritation at minor mistakes.
Romance looks terrific!
severe
DEAR DR. GOTT I have
breathing and persistent coughing, a
CANCER (June 21-July 22):
scar tissue in my lungs. I'm a 69-year- change might be in order. Ask your
your instincts. You need to
Follow
old female and have smoked in excess doctor about this.
aggressively now, whether
more
act
I've
45
years.
pulfor
to
day
of one pack per
Many lung afflictions lead
approves. You may
everyone
not
or
been prescribed Brethine, Choledyl monary scarring, which is untreatand Atrovent and question the side ef- able. Most doctors attempt to treat have to lay down some spending rules
fects since I've been on the medica- these afflictions — such as bronchitis. for a rebellious family member. Be
tion for over five years.
chronic pneumonia and asthma — in firm but fair.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Offbeat.
DEAR READER: As a result of hopes of preventing (or minimizing)
your heavy cigarette consumption, the permanent damage (emphysema original ideas will help you move up
you appear to have developed a and scarring) they cause. In addition the ladder of success. An unusual

DR. GOTT

chronic lung disorder. I'll venture
that you have emphysema. chronic
bronchitis and chronic pulmonary inflammation in addition to (or as a
cause of) your pulmonary scarring.
Evidently, your doctor has chosen to
treat the treatable aspects of your
disease, a wise choice inasmuch as the
scarring itself is permanent and
incurable.
The purpose of therapy is to arrest
the formation of pulmonary scars by
controlling the conditions leading to
them. Therefore, your doctor has prescribed Brethine (terbutaline. a bronchodilator to open breathing pas(oxtriphylline,
Choldeyl
sages).
another bronthodilator) and Atrovent
(ipratropium, an aerosol to prevent
bronchial spasm)
I hope you have stopped smoking
because this unhealthy habit will undo
whatever benefit you might enjoy
from the medicines.
I'm not as concerned about the side
effects of the drugs (jitteriness, nausea and palpitations) as I am about
the effectiveness of the therapy. If the
drugs help you, you can safely continue them under your physician's guidance. If, on the other hand, you are exdifficulty
wheezing,
periencing

June 4 and
5 during regmg the two
;ored by the
le 9, 2 to 4
The pliblic is
reception and

Homes in a one-mile radius of
the derailment were evacuated.
Two shelters were set up at Horse
Cave Community Center and the
Cave City Convention Center, but
most people evacuated' apparently
stayed with friends and family,
according to McDaniel.
Most of the derailed cars were
carrying wood products. There
were 12 tank cars carrying chemicals including arnmonium nitrate,
dimethylene anhydrous, methyl
alcohol and trimethylamine
anhydrous.
Two cars carrying ammonium
nitrate granules spilled their cargo.
Kentucky State Police Trooper
Jackie Strode said the white granules don't represent a danger
unless they come in contact with
flame or liquid. Water and ammonium nitrate could react explosively, releasing ammonia gas.
But it was sunny Wednesday and
no rain was predicted for today.
The train originated in Nashville
and was headed to Louisville.
CSX declined to speculate on the
cause of the derailment.

to drug therapy, physicians often prescribe prednisone, supplemental oxygen and special breathing exercises to
help people cope with the chronic disability of pulmonary scarring.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are so persuasive they can convince anyone of
anything! Witty and outgoing.they attract people like a magnet. Wise parents
will caution these Youngsters about their ttndeney to make decisions too
quickly. Give them challenging outlets for their pent-up energy. They can be
To give you more information, I am very creative. Nobody likes to take shortcuts more than these Geminis do!
sending you a free copy of my Health dale It coyts
Report "Living With Chronic Lung
Disease." Other readers who would
like a copy should send 81.25 plus a
long, self-addressed, stamped envelope to PO. Box 91369, Cleveland, OH
44101-3369.

on your own bird)
(You can now gel personalized daily hortiwope troni Jeane Doom based
only 95 cents per minute Call I -900-98X-778K

and Forever
tTo order a rev ised and updated copy of _teazle Dixon hest-selling book."Yesterday,Today
handling to
How Astrology Can Help You Find Your Piast, in Gixfs Play.- send S14 95 plus Si postage and
able to Andrews
h
.
4
1
pay
Mo.
checks
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PLAY AWAY

BUFFET
Starting Friday, June 7, 1991
Daily 11 a.m.-2 p.m.; Nightly 5-8 p.m.

All You Can Eat

Wt

DO II RIOT

$299 'k

.Netee.

fifTtP Plait

CLASSIC PIZZA
Pizza & Subs
.."'—
Hours: Sun.-Thurs. 11 a.m.-Midnight
Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m.-1 a.m.

FREE DeliveryANY Time,

TRAFFIC

to Elfa B

753-0489

6th & Main

VACATION
BIBLE SCHOOL
June 10-14
6:00-8:30 p.m.
Nursery - 6th Grade
"7-•'"

Commencement Service Sunday Night
June 16tItat 6:00 p.m.

Westside Baptist
Church
300 S. Johnny Robertson Rd.
Murray, Ky. 42071
For More Information
Call 753-8240

This is a test.
Please use the remote control
at the right and punch in
the number of the next page
of this newspaper For easier use,
please punch the "SWITCH" button

OFF

ON

2 3 4
5 6 7

8

9

Thank you

ch”,..)

Sorry, but it didn't work
Newspaper advertising isn't like radio and TV
73 percent of the pnrnary TV sets
in Kentucky households have
remote control. It makes switching
stations easy With the push
of one button your advertising message disappears.
See the commercial. Watch the commercial disappear.
percent said they -do someIn a recent statewide survey of 2,000 Kentucky households,•55
go to the
thing else" when a commercial comes on TV They switch stations Or
refngerator Or let out the dog. Or put the laundry in the dryer

759-1551
Central Center (Next

Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage

(SWITC1i,

Featuring: Pizza, Spaghetti & Garlic Bread

wheelchair
egular hours
Tuesday 10
:sday through
Saturday 10
to 4 p.m. on
Hi about this
: other guild
;uild at (502)

sOuation could open new doors. Reduce spending on non-essentials. Put
more zing in your love life. Take a
trip.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): A
renewed friendship helps you resolve
your differences with a tenant or
landlord. Your imagination is working overtime,raising groundless fears.
Relax. Romance is on the upswing!
Wear your heart on your sleeve.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): You
get a bright idea at exactly the right
moment today. Try to explain your
goals to those who really count.
Seeking revenge will get you nothing.
Love is in bloom again.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): A
selfish attitude will lead to problems
where business is concerned. Financial matters require careful handling.
Take nothing for granted now. A
sense of humor protects you against
feelings of insecurity.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): Casual acquaintances will bring
you good news today. Words said in
haste could create a rift between you
arid a loved one. If you have to discuss family matters, do it privately.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
Making promises you cannot keep
just to please a loved one will backfire. Romance will be best served by
your waiting to see what develops.
Be more receptive to new ideas.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
You could be a big winner if you play
your cards right today. Your friendships and career interests are in the
spotlight. An age difference may
stand in the way of romance.
PISCES(Feb 19-March 20):The
spotlight is on the arts and,other
creative activities. A meeting tvith a
member of the opposite sex could
trigger an outburst of emotion. Keep
a closer eye on your spending.

is ready, your
Newspaper advertising doesn't work that way When your customer
to the refrigerator.
advertising message is there. So while newspaper readers might go
for you.
your message is there when the'.' return And it stays there, working

Call 753-1916

Milerray Ledger & Times
flf TER Plan

Newspaper advertising -it doesn't stop
with the flick of a button.
'January, 11PUI. Shopper Athltules an Kenttk.ks The Preston Croup Lesington
Sponsored by the Kentucky Pres Assonstoon

—
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Space Derby

Dear Abby celebrates 35th anniversary
ish boy who would marry me and take living room before tackling her mail.
care of me." But both twins wrote for She uses an IBM Selectric III typewritheir high school and college papers. ter (she has two, plus one in storage),
not a computor,
including a gossip column, the "CamWhen you write "Dear Abby" do
pus Rat," bylined "PEEP" - for Paunewspaper, the letter is foryour
line Esther, Esther Pauline. Just short
warded to Los Angeles. The mail is
of graduating form Morningside College in 1939, the twins were married, received and sorted in an office,
staffed by six, a half-mile away from
in a double ceremony.
Abby's home. Daughter Jeanne PhilAbby, as we now know her, has
who serves as Abby's editor,
lips.
been married for more than 50 years
the operation. Letters requirdirects
to Morton Phillips, an investor and
ing an immediate response and those
venture capitalist who is also a lively
with a sell-addressdd, stamped enve72.
are given priority.
lope
Abby first lived in Eau Claire,Wis.,
While some letters are life-or-death
where her two children were born.
situations, others are matters of etiShe trained Gray Ladies for the
or settling an argument as
queue
Cross
and worked as a
American Red
weighty as whether a dog can serve as
volunteer in the local hospital. Being a
Gray Lady gave her a chance to "give firing bearer, or who should walk the
bride down the aisle if her parents are
patients something most of them
hungered for - someone who would divorced and she prefers her step'listen' to them." The Phillipses moved father to her natural father.
to San Francisco with their children in
1955, where Mrs. Phillips approached
the "Chronicle", offering to write an
advice column. The "Citron" took her
on for $20 a week, and the rest is
history.
By MIMI MANN
No matter what you "think" you've Associated Press Writer
heard or read, Abby and her twin
NAZLETT EL-SAMMEN, Egypt
sister remain close, communicating
by phone, letters, and (hey. it's the — Hidden beneath a tourist village
at the foot of the Sphinx, Egyptolo'90s) fax mail.
"Being a twin," says Abby, "is a gists have found the remains of a
blessing that only a twin can know." It city belonging to the pyramidmeans "never being lonely, having building pharaohs.
"This discovery is much more
someone to share with - secrets as well
important to Egyptology than all
as worldly goods."
Based in Beverly Hills now, Abby the gold in Tutankamun's tomb,"
Works at home, rising early, and said Zahi Hawass, antiquities_direcgetting in a brisk half-hour walk tor for the Giza pyramids and
donning a jogging outfit, on the wood Sphinx.
"The objects from Tut's tomb
floor around the perimeter of her
are lovely to look at. But they
don't tell anything about real life,
BLONDIE
what was going on at the time Tut
was pharaoh. These ruins will reveI MEAN arr•AL.L.Y OLD.
L.IKE TWENTY
al a lot about the pharaohs, the
nobility and the common man."
For example, what kinds of
houses did ancient Egyptians live
in? What did they eat? How did
society's levels coexist and differ?
Until now there have been few
answers, because ancient cities and
villages disappeared beneath
changing civilizations.
Hawass predicted the ruins will
unravel not only mysteries about
the pyramid builders but those of
CALVIN and HOBBES
V v %.• Jv
v
,J
the civilizations that followed at
N DCA NAN"
!
Giza Plateau, in the desert southr• SNIFF
1.-"J RE SPANKED'
west of Cairo.
'form co4NA AxsosEo
They include the Greeks, the
I
lc
C.ANT
MI PARENTS
Romans, perhaps Canaanites —
GET MN MNSTESIS DEGREE'
civilizations described by early
s
academics and travelers but rarely
evidenced by artifacts.
Getting answers isn't going to be
easy. The ruins lie beneath Nazlett
el-Sammen, a community of 70,000
people whose livelihood comes
mainly from selling tacky items to
tourists.1
Beginning 18 months ago, the
CATHY
ancient city slowly emerged as
laborers dug up Nazlett's neighborhoods to install sewer lines
-q TREAT by the U.S. Agency for
financed
IT!
ao
LW? I OMIT KNOW...I5 IT SAFE' TNE Tacorrmwr tau cosT 43oo,
.FUNNY
wou. MY HAIR 5T1u, SE WWI?
INI mrinipe.
irALL DERIOUSti THE STRUCTURE
MENT wiLL
International Development.
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ZAIST
MPH I SEE Vult DIPLOAIA AND AT
.SoS' 0 E0
Besides giving villagers their
AWE WERE
RID OF INV.,
LEAST FIVE PHOTO REFERENCES
! WILL LAUNCH YOU INTO A CIDLE OF
first
sewage system, the project
WILL
'Cat* ADTUSTINer• THAT PALL MAFROM SATISFIED CLIENTS'
will keep underground filth away
TO RISK
TURE YOU THE REST OF vouft cAvS.
from the Sphinx, which crouches
AT THE
END OF A
between Nazlett and the pyramids.
RELATIONAs digging began, artifacts surSHIP
faced. Uncovered early were stones
of what Egyptologists believe to be
the Valley Temple of Pharaoh
Cheops, whose Great Pyramid is
the last survivor of the Seven WonFOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
ders of the Ancient World.
In August, a sprawling cemetery
15 -tE- DOING IT BETT:Fe
HAVENTREVIFLOPID A
tombs and remains of the
with
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ered a few miles behind the
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Sphinx. The find hinted at a sizegiRL LOHD'S REPtilausG
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Ft
able city nearby.
'SWING
ME
To--ocrT MEANT
GocoD SOO
Hawass, who announced discovScity'eTH[NG II
ery of the buried city last week,
said it stretches two miles and is
the largest ever found from the Old

By Mary A. Pradt
In Japan, certain uniquely talented
craftsmen, such as master woodcarvers and Kabuki performers, arc
designated by the government as
Living National Treasures. If the U.S.
had such a tradition, one such treasure
would be Pauline Esther Friedman
Pnollips-. "much" better known as
'Abigail Van Buren.
-Ike Abby .• ho reaches millions
ot readers in more than 1,200 newspapers. is celebrating her "35th anniversary" as a master of her craft. At
72 that's not a typo), she's going
strong, helping art entertaining her
ro2aders as she has since 1956.tackling
real problems in 25 lines or less.
I knew from a previous encounter,
that Abby is far too modest to talk
about such rarefield concepts as being
a Living National Treasure, so when I
got the opportunity I asked instead,
"What's it like to have virtually every:body 'stow your name? Hov. do you
about being a household word?"
'A household v. ord - you mean like
.,,Drano?" asked Abby, chuckling. "I
-feel as though my life has not been
wasted/.
Well, not unlike Drano. she has
..lcared up a lot of things for a lot of
folks since she started corresponding
:th people as Dear Abby in January
1956. at first for the San Fran,:;sco
Chronicle- and soon afterward tor a
.ated audience
up to now . as silk:
So wil,d
r iktoth k:ar in the ad'. cc
,:ui
As usual, quite an assort- •
activities.
Lk: many women in the '90s.
..;gles a lot of concerns and
• -nents at once. Family and

friends are her highest priorities, yet
she manages to be active in such
activities as Planned Parenthood and
the American Foundation for AIDS
Research, AND turn out 365 columns
each year.
Right now, Operation Dear Abby/
America Remembers is one of the
projects closest to her heart. This
Operation is a highly successful campaign to get_ readers to write to
American servicemen and women
'stationed abroad. This year's campaign was launched last November
and took on a special ur,gency with
more Americans deployed overseas half a million in the Persian Gulf alone
- than had been in decades.
Van Buren first urged readers to
write to servicernembers in 1967. at
the request of Navy men serving in
Vietnam. Since 1983„Abby's effort
has been coordinated by. Army Reserve Sgt. Donald P. Grimes, chairman of America Remembers.
An unanticipated but rewarding
result of Operation Dear Abby is that
many correspondents have met and
become ''more" than pen pals. Van
Buren has received dozens of wedding invitations from couples who
met in this was,from the Vietnam era
right up through Desert Shield.
There may - or may not - be
patriotic implications in the fact that
the Friedman twins, who grew up to
become Ann Landers and Dear Abby,
were born on the Fourth of J uly 1918,
in Sioux City, Iowa.Neither twin ever
sought a career; Abby, like most
Aornen of her generation„ had modest
goals - a good education (not "for"
any thing in particular) and, as her
:sekl. findihg -a nice Jessmoihcr

Tiger Cub Scout Pack 57 recently had a Space Derby at Murray
Middle School. Shown with their ribbons and models are (from left)
Ben Williams, Walt Garrison, Darren Keel, Jonathan Hedges and
Drew Fielder. Pack 57 is sponsored by Murray Kiwanis Club.

Pharaohs' city found at pyramids' base
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Kingdom. That era of iron-fisted
pharaonic rule lasted almost 450
years, ending in 2134 B.C., and led
to a chaotic 74 years called the first
Intermediate Period.
Ruins of that time found under
Nazlett verify legends that the
ancient city was destroyed by a
people's revolt against the pharaohs to begin the Intermediate
Period.
Excavators found extensive areas
of charred remains, a sign that
buildings were burned. Given
legendary accounts on papyri of
such mayhem, Hawass had no
doubt relics and records match.
Still to come, Hawass said,
should be the city of the Canaanites, who lived in the area and worshiped their own god Baal 1,000
years after the pyramid-builders.
By the Greek period in Egypt —
beginning with Alexander the
Great in 332 B.C. and ending with
Cleopatra's defeat by Roman forces in 31 B.C. — the Nazlett area
was already a tourist center.
Romans built an amphitheater in
front of the Sphinx and staged
plays about love and history.
Nazlett el-Sammen itself dates
from the seventh century. It was
named to honor Sheik Hammed elSammen, a Muslim who worshiped
inside an ancient pyramid tomb.

Kentucky Spotlight
By George W. Hackett
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Her
life is a mixture of the ingredients
that go into a good paperback
romance.
Betty Layman Receveur was a
high school dropout, who married
at 14, reared three sons, was
divorced twice. But she always
clung to her dream of becoming a
best-selling author.
For years, there were doubts,
frustrations and rejection slips.
"When manuscripts were
returned, I'd sit down and try harder," said Receveur, whose latest
release, "Oh, Kentucky!,"
received excellent reviews. "People are buying it and that's the best
test of all."
The novel recreates the story of
Daniel Boone and Fort Boonesborough, a settlement constantly under
attack by Indians resentful of the
white man's encroachment onto
their land.
Kitty Gentry, the leading character, was 16 when she crossed the
mountains to reach the fort, where
she encountered hardships and
danger.
Kitty is a "composite of all of
my female ancestors," Receveur
By GARY LARSON
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However,there was no question that, on the
south side of the river, the land was ruled by the
awesome Tyrannosaurus Max.
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History left many clues to the
ancient city's location, but frustrated archaeologists watched over
the last 20 years as Nazlett
expanded to accommodate a tourist
boom. :
Plans to shift some residents and
demolish part of the village for
archaeology created a political
storm in Cairo last year.
Villagers shouted their anger at
laborers and supervising officials
from the Egyptian Antiquities
Organization as the sewage-trench
network expanded.
The officials themselves could
only stare at thousands of pottery
shards, animal bones — some with
butcher's marks — mud-brick
walls, parts of stone tablets.
Although not barred from excavating, they refrained to avoid trouble.
Hawass said excavators will be
content for now to dig up an open
area in the fall to see what's there,
while deciding their next step.
He said one trophy archaeologists would love to find is the
palace of the pharaohs, first-used us
a residence by the pyramidbuilding Old Kingdom pharaohs
supervising work on Giza Plateau:
Later pharaohs used it as a
changing room for rituals, festivals
and dances to honor the pyramids
and their builders.

said. "While doing research for the
book, I stumbled across a document indicating my relatives were
at Boonesborough. The deed to the
land they purchased in this state
was written on a sheepskin signed
by Patrick Henry."
During the Great Depression,
Receveur's family migrated from
Grayson County to Louisville, and
she lived with her grandparents. "I
grew up listening to their tales of
Kentucky lore."
Although she married young,
Receveur was not the stereotypical
uneducated girl with babies clinging to her skirts.
"I read everything, particularly
history. My career began at 20
after receiving an old Royal typewriter. I started a novel, writing at
those odd hours between caring for
the children and ironing."
The manuscript was completed
in 10 years and mailed to a
publisher. "He wasn't interested
but enclosed a nice note. The book
went into the closet and stayed
there for 10 more years."
During the.. next decade, she
occasionally sold short stories that
bolstered her ego but didn't do
much for her finances.
One day, she pulled her old manuscript from the closet, ironed the
wrinkled pages and sent it to Avon
Books. Four months later, Avon
accepted "Sable Flanagan," and
set up a deal for a generous
advance and royalties.
"It was incredible. I started to
hyperventilate," Receveur recalled.
"I felt ill for three days; it felt like
I'd been hit by a truck."
Two other novels followed,
including "Molly Gallagher," a
best-seller that was translated into
German, Swedish and Norwegian.
When "Oh, Kentucky!" was finished, it was a hefty 1,500 pages,
and her publisher, Ballantine,
recommended that it be trimmed
because of skyrocketing paper
costs.
The 500 pages left over will
become a sequel, said Receveur.
"a slow, deliberate writer. It takes
me 15 minutes to peck out a
comma."
Ask her age, and she quips:
"I'm old enough to do whatever I
want to do, and still young enough
to do it."
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the
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with preinterfere
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23 26c/mile, tarp/vacation CASH for mobile home
35 Fond desires
near Kirksey Needs Medi
April I. 1982 and
dated
Series
bonds
1982
38 Tardy
call pay, safty bonus spouse tires $7-$12 each We will
Please
cation
passenger program
Series 1991 bonds, dated March 1, 1991.
39 Chinese
remove Will also buy ax759-4141, Reward offered
1-800-648-9664
faction
les 527-2932
Minimum bid is '4,307,100(98`). Legal Opin41 Mr Boone
Foley, Louisville, Ken&
ion
by
Hays
Rubin
for
wanted
060
40
Y
JUNK cars and trucks
SECRETAR
42 Chicken
Help
tucky. Good faith deposit is '87,900. Usual taxphysicians office Duties to 437-4087
44 Fulfill
Wonted
46 Proceed
exempt basis. Bid Forms and Official Stateinclude medical records in
1 SET of duals 18-4-34
USED and anbque furni
surance and routine office
ments may be obtained from the City Clerk or
manufac
John Deere 1240 4-row
quilts
ACCOUNTING &
tools,
glass,
ture,
Typing skills re
planter Newly rebuilt
from the Fiscal Agent, J.J.B. Hilliard, W.L.
lure assistants Must be duties
901-642-6290
quired Send resume to Fit
after 5pm
a
759-4947
use
and
Louisviltype
Center,
to
able
Lyons, Inc., Hilliard Lyons
chard E Blalock, M 0 . 300 USED and junked au condicomputer Secretary exper
Mur
le,Kentucky 40202. (Signed) Jo Crass, City
201
Suite
tioners. Will pick up
ROUND hay -baler
S 8th St
wince required Send re
Clerk.
ray, Ky 42071
436-2689
436-2904
'Extension #702
sume to P 0 Box 1040A
Clues for 'oda, crossword puzzle.

ray. KY 42071 Attorney.
Donna K. Chadwick,
Route #1, Dexter, KY
42036 Deceased, Norma
S. Chadwick, Route #1,
Dexter, KY 42036 Administratrix Appt. 05-15-91,
Gary R. Haverstock, P.O.
Box 187 Murray. KY
4207FAttorney.
Betty L. Crocker, 209A
North Fifth St.. Murray,
KY 42071 Deceased. erry
W. Inman, 20913. North
Fifth St., Murray, KY
Administrator
42071
Appt. 05-22-91.

A CARRIBEAN BLOW.
OUT We overbought CTUISCS,

47
4
/
r' • .,%•01,
r".:I:4 g
6:;;
/41714'Istflree
o;;
40
-e,o, .0,,

z, • f

AVON representatives
needed Up to 50% commission $8 & $15 kits Delayed billing Door to door
unnecessary Insurance
available Assist Mgr
1 800-866 2243

••••• '•

•

,
' !o.
- . •;

0/

•

4•0
•

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

For Sale
Chow-Chow

Poi

Yard Sale

("5-

•

$150
753-4094

a

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

,).,.'ilfi'
ti14-1';$7,;'41,:t.•--,..-1,
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p
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Backstreet Station
Family Music Shos%

527-3482

MIMME MIME
MINIMMIO =MIME
UM= MIMI NM
MOM MIME
NM ME= ME=
MMEMMIIM MI=
MEM
30 ME=MIN
IMMEM
M MOM ME
HI..
a.
MOM MEM= MOM
II MEM= MI=
=NM MEMO=
EMI= MEI=

1-900-454-3535
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CLASSIFIEDS
lot

240

Fans
Equipoise

Itscollanfous

6 WOODS mower, 3pt
hitch 4 grain bins
1-60008u 1 5000Bu
2-460080 753-9861

Sports
Equipment
COMPLETE ,weight kiting
equipment from business
759 1416
NEW PSE Bow quiver ar
rows sights trigger and
case Bargain Priced
753-1369

Sullivan ,.
Pit

folif 8
(enter

Par 3 Golf Course

GATLINBURG Summit
Breathtaking mountain top
views of mountains Fireplace balcony, kitchen. Indoor pool excuzzis Honey
moon & weekend specials!
brochure
Free
1-800-242-4853 (205)
988-5139
TIME share units and
campground member
ships Cheap, Worldwide
selections Vacation net
work U S and Canada
1 800 736 8250305 771
,inforrna
6296 Free rental
ton 305 771 633f

Golf Carts
Lighted
Driving Range
Miniature Golf
-

CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
is expanding, We now offer PRIVATE Investigator
stamps and stamp supplies D B A Conhdential Invest]
along with silver dollars gabons Southside Shop
proof sets, U S and foreign ping Center Suite *102
Murray 753 2641
coons and coin supplies
Coins and stamps are great
'hobbies, they also make PINE Bark Mulch or Nug
wonderful gifts and invest
gets 2cu ft bag only $2 59
merits Visit us today at the ea Top soil 40Ib bag lust
Ox-Yoke Antique Store $1 79ea Potting soil 40Ib
(Hazel) Treasure House bag only $1 99 ea Also
and Book Rack (Murray) lgal size Shrubs or
the Mercantile (Aurora) and Azaleas are just $2 99 ea
the Book Shelf (Pans) We Coast to Coast Hardware
buy coins and stamps and 753 8604
appraise estates
502-753-4161

Softball &
Baseball
Batting Cages
Lessons ay
Appointment
Jimmy Sullivan PGA Pro
Lynn Suiii,,an PGA Pro
Velvet Jones
753-1152
MURRAY KY

210
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
WOOD for sale 753 9745
229
MUsical
KIMBAL piano for sale Ex
cellent condition $500
753-3868 Please leave
name number

pickup or we
TOPSOIL
deliver 753-0277 or
759-1090 Welch Sand and
Gravel Hwy 641N Almo
.Ky
TOP Sod good nth_ dirt
Ideal for yards and plant
beds 759-1828 753-2446
Bogard Trucking & Exca
vating Inc

2BR energy efficient duplex New paint, extra
clean Central H/A. ap
pliances Available now
Coleman RE 753-9898

PEG'S Dog Grooming

12x60 2BR new refrigera
tor, new heating unit stove
dishwasher 753 2336 after
6pm
12x65 2br 2 full bath New
gas tank optional $4200
436-2639
16 WIDE 2 large bed
rooms Only $186 00 mo
Keith Baker Homes
1-800-533 3568 ask for
Tim
1991 14x50 2br 1 bath
Total electric W hookup.
underpinned Located Riviera Cts_ Lot. 7. 389-0141_
28x72 OVER 1810 Sq. ft
4bir, furnished Only S19.95
per sq.ft. -Keith Baker Horace..
Hwy 79E, Paris, TN.
644-0012 or 1-800-533-3568

LANDSCAPE Lava Roc*
1cu ft bag only $1 50 ea
Black rock 50Ib bag $1 50
ea We also have sanitized
play sand 50th bag only
$2 19 and Lawn Lime 40Ib
bag only $2 39 ea Coast to
Coast Hardware 753-8604

PATIO stones 2"x8'x1 6"
gray or red 69c ea Also
2'x12'square or hexagonal
patio stones gray or red lust
Illeceisneeue
$1 69ea We have red
AGREE Carports 12x21 octagon square paving
Reg $1295 on sale for stones for 55c ea and 18'
$995 20x21 reg $1795 on square bnckfaced patio
sale for $1295 Call May- stories $3 69 Coast to
field 247-7831
_
_ Coast Hardware 753-8604

REDUCED 4hr duubleuide
NOW ONLY $15,900 or
make offer Must sell Keith
Baker Homes, Hwy 79E,
Paris, TN 644-0012 or
1-800-533-3568
SPACIOUS 3br, 2 bath
den with fireplace extra
large utility room 1680 sq
h for ONLY $34900 Now
thru June 8th see this one at
Volunteer Homes Hwy
TN
Paris
79E
901 642 4466
STOP BY TODAY AND
REGISTER FOR FREE
MOBILE HOME to be given
away June 8th during our
anniversary saleabration at
Volunteer Homes Hwy
TN
Paris
79E
901 642 4466
YOUR Choice NEW 2 or 3
bedroom $10 999 00
$127 22 per month
$88500 down 1225%
APR 180 mos Free delivery and set up BEST
HOME CENTER Hwy 45
Jackson TN
South
901-422-2825

••
SERVICE
RANDV NEALE• BACKNOE
Septic Tanks
Sewers
Hauling • Footing
24 Hr. Emergency Service

NEAR University Large
apartment wi2 bedrooms
Large Kitchen dining area
Large living room all fully
carpeted Central electric
HA Range refrgerator
dishwasher disposer and
w d hookup Abundant
closet space $275/mo,
$275 deposit 759-1301
Monday thru Friday(9am to
3Prn)

•

c:•.,ce or. all brands: window air conditioners
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
:711crowaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges

antitires. collect
Ig wornens.
boys,,rs & misses clothes,
old books, kitchenware,
glassware, appliances, lots
ol rrusc Everything goes
Rain or Shine

NEW duplex 2br 2 baths
Garage with auto opener
appliances plus microwave
furnished $450,mo lyr
lease Northwood Dr No
pets 753 2905

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
*All Repairs Are Guaranteed

2BR apartment in Northwood $265/mo 753-3964
I or 2BDRM apartment
753-4109

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steele-Allbritten, Inc.

2BR apt appliances and
lawn maintenance Near
University $275/mo Available 6/1/91 Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR Duplex in Northwood
5300/mo 759-4406

Sales/Management

EARN 50K-70K 1st VA!
FernaleNale

HOLLYWOOD WEIGHT LOSS CLINICS
fastest growing weight management
company is expanding to Murray, Ky
We are currently see)ung a bright enthusiastic
fashionable career minded individual to manage local
office
Experience in cosmetics fashion insurance or real
The lamOuS

The nations

estate helpful but not required

salary PLUS commission PLUS bonuses"
Complete training program
Management advancements'
FUN FUN FUN environment to work in
Call Today 502-885-3873
ASit For Molly Sugarbaker
We otter

2BR duplex. Wit) hookup.
central H/A $325/mo
753-9240
2BR Executive apartment
Central H/A, stove refrigerator dishwasher lawn
maintenance outside storage,deck Available now
Coleman RE 753-9898
CARPETED 2br duplex in
Northwood Patio, carport.
central H/A. stove refrigerator dishwasher and disposal. WO hookup Bedroom wall-to-wall dosets
Many kitchen eabineu 20ftx
30ft storage building with
overhead door References
$400 deposit 5400/mo No
ceu 753-3018

Lots of brand name childrens clothes Ladies quality owning and ,ots of
misc

Something for everyone'

Remodeling Giant
Yard Sale
1305 S. 16th St.

Yard

NICE 1,2 3br apartment
Furnished, near campus
Also 1-3br house, 1-4br
house. VAUD. hook:up. Day_
9-5 753-6111, night
753-0606

Sale
Fri., June 7

8 a.m.-?
1601 College
Farm Rd.
Household items,
girls, lg. women &
men's
clothes,
toys, 1973 El Camino and a whole
lot more.

NICE 2br duplex carport
gas heat deck
appl
lease No pets $425imo
710 Sycamore 753-7457
NICE 3br stove and refrigerator furnished Ceri
tral heaVair Half of the
utilities $450imo deposit
No pets 105 N 16th
753-1953 days 753-0870
nights
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bedrooms Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin, Ky or call
502-437-4113 EHO

8 a.m.-?

Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Tool, light fixtures, mattress
sct, new toll-a-way bed, doors,
golf clubs, chairs, new small
cultivator, walker, old records,
hous8hold items , and much
more Park in vacant lot beside
house

No early sales

CARPORT
SALE

Yard
Sale

812 N. 20'

306 South 4th
7:00 to 4:00

Friday &

Saturday

Tables Wicker furniture and baskets,
clothing, household
and kitchen rtems,
books, and many
miscellaneous

ROOM for rent Private
home 762 3785 daytime or
753-5981 after 5pm

Friday 6-7-91

Houses
Rent

28R. 1 bath Available July
4th on Irvin Garden area 1
smalr outbuilding.
$275/mo + deposit
753-5991

7th

& 8th

1410 Dudley

2BR appliances W D hookup central HA, curtains
carpeted 1004 Main
$360mo $300 deposit
759-1265

mowers,

some

Household, small appliances, lots of missmall
cellaneous,
girls clothes, ladies &
men, toolbox for
small pick-up.

Peavey PA system
couch maple table,
chairs hutch and tea
cart washing machine
nintendo
Jewelry,
tapes, toys, wide variety of clothing and a
TV

3BR 14 bath approximately 4/. miles from Murray in Stella Garden area
Available now Rent negotiable 753-5991

lawn

3-Party
Carport Sale,
Fri. June 7
N7-4
508 Whitnell

* YARD
SALE
Fri. & Sat.

Foe

Bicycles,

furniture, household odds & ends

340

6-Party
Yard Sale

GARAGE
SALE
Friday
June 71"
8- 2

Fri. 8-5 6/7
Sat. 8-? 6/8
94 East, 2-miles
from Murray beEast-Y
hind
Grocery

One block East of
Road
Doran
across from MHS
tennis courts.
Utility cabinets flower
kitchenware
pots
clothes and more

130

411)

Real
Estate

Public
Selo

Your Ad
Could Be
Here
5 FAMILY
YARD SALE
641 South approx. 5
miles. Turn right at
Futrell Tile Sign on
Phillips Rd. 1 mile to
house on left

Fri. & Sat.
June 7 & 8
Lg gas gra, gm:tures. sOaP
dish and towel bars, two smal
elothAng
onlanls
traitors,
through largo star wornans).
toys school desk, baby .tormo
ceramic tie

Friday
June 7
Hwy 121 West
of Coldwater.
Riding
mower,
quilt tops and
household mdse,

LARGE
CARPORT
SALE
Friday, June 7
7a.m. - 2 p.m.
At Stella beige
- house next to
Stella trailer park.
Love sear table and 6
chairs, saddles, dishes,
clothes, Full, queen and
king bed spreads, curtains and much more

Neighborhood
Yard Sale
Martin Heights Sub.
Friday & Saturday
June 7 & 8
8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1545 & 1547
Wippoorwill Dr.
1606 Tabard
Sat. only

Rain or Shine
Neighborhood
Garage/Yard
Sale
Fri. & Sat.
8 - ?
No Early Sales

2 Family
Garage Sale
Fri., June 7
a.m.-4 p.m.
Sat., June 8
8 a.m.-3 p.m.
1718 Holiday Dr.
Murray
Misc. Items, clothes
(boys & ladies),
toys. Nothing will be
sold before 8 a.m.
8

Call 753-1916
BOB HALEY Real Estate
Sales and Appraisals
Roberts Realty 753-1651
or 489 2266
COMMERCIAL building
2800sq ft , next to golf
course on N 16th and Ut
terback Rd 753-0521 or
436-2165 after 5pm
KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
7
homes, all prices
753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
MUST sell 2br trailer and
small cottage on 1'6 acres
Well, electric and septic
Good rental property in
Cro.. e Hollow 436-5005
mni
440e

2 LAKEFRONT lots Pine
Bluff Shores $16 000pr
753-9741 after 5pm
2 WOODED lots in Easy Y
Subdivision, water. cable
$9000 for both 753-2556

4311

Reel
Estate
35 ACRES in Hazel KY
932-5462
BEAUTIFUL view of Ky
Lake 12x60mobile home
with large addition 2bdrm
1bath central H/A partially
furnished on 3 wooded lots
in Pine Bluff Shores Double carport, ready to move
into $14,250, terms available 753-7668 days or
753-2394 nights

supplies 753-4545 or
759-1823
SHOW & pleasure horses
& ponies for sale Hunter
prospects. American sad
dlebreds, country pleasure
horses, & trail riding
horses 753-9390

YARD
SALE

Garage Sale
Fri & Sat.
June 7 & 8

Friday
512 S. 7"
8- 1

Williams Body
Shop, Corner or
Chestnut
Industrial Rd.

8-5 p.m.

Some antiques,
equipment
goff
miscellaand
neous Items

380

Pets
& Supplies
AKC Cocker Spaniel pup
pies 6wks old $75
328-8715

YARD
SALE

AKC REGISTERED Sybe
nan Husky puppies 10wks
blue eyes beautiful markings Males & females Call
before 9pm. 753 0869

Hwy 94 E 10 miles
from Murray Just
past Hwy 1346
Junction
Fri & Sat
June 7 & 8
8:00 till ?

AKC-Registered 1 black
chow 4 months old 1 Rot
weiller 9 months old
489 2926 after 7prn

Lots of depression
glass clothes stereo
fishing equipment. nintendo tapes and other

AKC Rottweiller male 2yrg
old 623-8101

Adults & children
clothes, dishes, anti
ques, many other
items

Moving
Sale
Friday, June 7
8:00-2:00
1315 Roberson
Dr.
Cancel If Rain

3 PARTY
YARD SALE

BEAGLES 1 parR wits old
1 par 15 months old 1
male 1 female each pair
Had shots 437 4425

Friday & Saturday
8 a.m. - ?
1714A Wells Ext.
off of North 18"

HAVE an obedient safe
dog for show or home
Classes or professionally
trained Serving Murray for
over 12yrs 436 2858

St.

Cancel in case of rain.
Tent carpet tables. nin
tends system and games.
books TV, mule coltars,
ciotries china dishes and
iota of rr..soallan•Oull

PART Chow puppies for
sale $5 00/each 436 2571

••

' • ••
•

••

2BI
ate
cer
talc
buil
Bei
plia
43;
3BI
eas
acr
ant
43E

3BI
pla
$6!
$9
751

Presents

Friday, June 7th

LADIES NIGHT OUT

c)

7

Yard Sale
8-12
Friday
June 7
1546 Oxford Dr.
Men, women &
clochildren
thing, household

accessories,
other misc.

1

11111

L.A. Calendar m • E • N
Admission 510x Advance
'1 2c° Door
Show Time 7:30 P M
Men Welcome at 10 30 P M

Cii Ad For One Com .limentar Drink

Saturday June
KEN WILLIAMS BAND
8:00 Till 12:00
SATURDAY LADIES FREE
AND 50c DRAFT
miles west of Paris Landing
250 It/
Cll. Ad For One Com.limentar Drink

Great Big
5 Party
Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
June 7 & 8
2 miles North of
Murray on 641. 4.
lane next to Memorial (;ardens
(Everything will be
there at 8)

GARAGE
SALE
June 8"
Saturday
8.00 a.m. • 12:00 pm.
1101 Martin Ave.
Corner at Edin-

borough
Gatesborough
Subd.

1603 Hermitage
Drive
Friday, June
7th
7 a.m.-2 p.m.

Saturday
June 7 & 8

Friday

8:00 - 5:00

Corner of Sycamore & Ellis

AUCTION
SAT JUNE 8th

10:00 a.m.

Location: Approx. 1 1/2 miles north of
Hardin on Starks Cemetery Rd. at the home
of H.R. & Ruth Davenport. From the 4 way
stop in Hardin go north on 1824 (old 641)
approx. 3/4 miles to Starks Cemetary Rd.,
turn on Starks Cemetery Rd. go approx.3/4
miles to Sale. Watch for signs. Due to
health reason's, H.R. & Ruth have sold their
home and are moving to an appartment,
and will sell the following:
Living room suite, odd chairs, coffee table, end
tables, AM FM stereo, lamps, pole lamp, clock,
pictures, mirrors, gun rack, Maytag wringer washer,
Sears Dryer. 4 pc bedroom suite, 3 pc bedroom
suite (poster Bed), cedar chest, quilt rack. 2 handmade quilts(1 flower garden, 1 dutch doll) These old
quilts have never been used They look like new
ones Dishes, some glassware cake stand (over
100 yrs old) avon bottles, stone crocks, old
smoothing iron, old cast iron tea kettle, wash kettle,
swing, grill Foley Bell Saw Sharp All (like New),
electric chain saw skill saw drill hand saw vice
shovels rakes, hand saw pick, sledge hammer,
fishing tackle, 2 coleman lantern's campstove. 2
wheel utility trailer & several misc items

AUCTIONEER'S NOTE: This merchandise
is all top quality and as clean & nice as you will
find anywhere. Come be with us for this sale.
LUNCH provided.

SALE CONDUCTED BY

•JOHNSTONAUCTIONSERVICE
HARDIN, KY
AUCTIONEERS
PAT JOHNSTON
CHARLES STARKS

437-4446
527-9552
LET US SELL FOR YOU

/ •

24

•
a' •

roa
qus

Lounge &
Restaurant
Hwy. 79E.

4

•

SOL

TIME - Out

.10MS

SIX PARTY
YARD SALE

•

2131
car
sat
On

LOT on KY lake 1 mile
south of Kenlake State
Park in Anderson Shores
terms
Easy
1-800-621 3894 or
474 8826

t yea stereo carte Tempo organ
-among eqapers•t. Pot.. 9.
a.* creme* 2 1 3 watswo takes
, pno•
moped (Wes suppw. 1 2
IL•cagog• and mart mos

Yard
Sale

Cancel If Rains

W(
Es
10
gal
da

Hwy. 121 S to Chorry COrnOr
Rood, left on 1111•C0.4:1 rood.
11,2 mite on nght, (Joel.
Chorry Cornor.Pottorto
Tower I Whiskey Mg*
F
Roods) Follow Signs.

miscellaneous

AKC SCOTTISH Terrier
female puppy $150 SFA
Himalayan kittens $150
Shots & wormed
489-2246

Etc
wa
7E
75:

LOT 1 mile south of Ken
lake State Park Water and
sewer on lot 753-5541

Hwy. 79 E., l'

f.

MC
Sc'

APPROXIMATELY 1",
acre lot 10 miles south of
Murray in Taylor Store
community Septic system
on lot 901-6441888

Phone 642-6674

Saddles bridles and other

1BR upstairs apt near university, appliances
$185irno Available 6/1/91
Coleman RE 753-9898

Thur. & Fri.
June 6 & 7
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
At office of
Shady Oaks
Hwy 121 N.

Ftlrroure,

Baby and childrens clothes, 2
strollers,
baby
and baby swing

YARD
SALE

cilavr

leetwon S ISM I Ifoodoatorol

BULLS AND HEIFERS
DOUBLEWIDE 2br gas PERFORMANCE TESTED
Simmental Geibvieh and
heat Days 527-1987
Maine Anjou crossbred
nights 354-6335
service age Bulls and HO
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
ers Only the very top perelectric or gas Walking dis
formers offered for sale All
753-5209
lance to college
animals health tested and
guaranteed to breed Smith
Broadbent Farms Cadiz
Heating
DAY
KY
42211
And Coolie;
(502)235-5182 NIGHT
AIR conditioner repair free (602)235-5170
estimates 436-2904
GELDING horse for sale

1BDRM furnished Close to
unrversity & hospital Some
utilities paid 753-4012 or
753-8756

•

COO- p.m.

Fri. & Sat.
June 7 & 8
7 a.m.
1513 Johnson Blvd.

2BR 753 9866

Apertmenta
For Rent

211 South 1 s" St.

-1624 West Olive

2-Party
CarportYard Sale

Livestock

Progressive Nursing facility in Western
Ky. is seeking to hire administrator. Must
be currently licenced for Ky. nursing home
administration. Salary & benefits commensurate w/experience. May send confidential
resume and inquiry to Susan Hamilton, Dir.
of Operations. Wells Corp. 1614 Parnsh
A‘.e., Owensboro, Ky. 42301 (502) 6844559.

Friday 6/7/91
7:00 to 1:00

Wooden Flower Boxes
All Kinds Of Things'

I Supplies

Administrator:
Long term care

Saturday
June 8"
8:00 a.m.
till

WHAT'S so different about
the Happy Jack 3 X Flea
Collar" It works' For dogs &
cats' At SOUTHERN
STATES & better feed
stores

370

489-2470

YARD
SALE

YARD
SALE

753-2915

DUPLEX Freshly decor
ated 1Br, unfurnished
$225/mo lyr lease + deposit No pets 753-3913

Mobile
Homes For Sate

Public
Sale

Public
Sale

PET Pen. 1101 Story bop
cal and goldfsh birds re
pbles, small animals dog
grooming 759 1322

1 BR and furnished effi
crency apts Available now
No pets Zimmerman Apts
753-6609

BANK Repos down pay
ments starting as low as
$299 00 2 & 3 bedrooms
doublewide repos also
WOODEN storage build
available BEST HOME
ings 8x16 starts at $1095
CENTER Hwy 45 South,
10x16 $142450 12x24'
TN
Jackson
$2395 Other sizes avail
9014222825
Build
Portable
able Acree
trigs 502-247-7831
JUST Reduced 2br 2 bath
trailer Was $6500 now
$6000 Can be seen at
E 12 Fox Meadows

2.10

-------------

POD
& lkoples

2BR apt in Northwood
753 0521 before 4pm
753 9475 after4pm

310

110

Apartments
For Rent

Business
Services

.••••

•
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CLASSIFIEDS
Homo
For Sale

MOBILE home lots in
scenic acres near East
Elementary School City
water $ 3850
Call
753 7668 days or
753 2394 nights
WOODED lot in Candelite
Estates near Almo
100x195 city water, natural
gas $3450 call 753 7668
days or 753 2394 nights

L building
eat to golf
16th and Ut
753-0521 or
5pm
REALTY of
te range of
rvices with a
n of quality
I prices
toll free
OME Ext
•r trailer and
1'4 acres
and septic
property in
436 5005

Homes
For Sale

BEST 1.01'S IN TOWN!
Woodgate & Preston Heights
Underground utilities Johns
Robertson Rd
area
flomeSellent
753-0375
AVV.THOUSANDSIM

2BR House, vinyl siding MARTIN Heights, Brick,
carport stove refrigerator, 3br, 2 bath, 2 car garage,
sattelite, newly decorated patio, landscaped, used
On 9 acres of land 4 miles little 753-4065, 762-1123.
south of Murray on blacktop
road Owner financing to NEW Concord area Out of
town owner Must sacrafice
qualified party 436-2041
due to illness Spacious,
2BR home Nicely decor- 3br, 2 bath, 4yr old home on
ated needy landscaped 1 acre Extras beyond decentral HA (gas) de scription No reasonable oftatched garage and out- fer refused. Call Collect
building Great access to 602-297-3665
or
Benton or Murray Ap 502-436-5800 for
pliances included $35,000 appointment.
437-4883
3BR brick 5 miles southeast 1360sq ft 1 bath 1
acre' wooded lot new well
and septic Mid $40s
436-2742
3BR brick 17, bath fire
place West of Gatesboro
$65,000.Also 3 city lots
$9 500
$ 1 0 500
753 0800

TELY 1",
iles south of
aylor Store
epbc system
44 1888

460

SI.
17111 ST COMMPACIA
Omer of 17th & Sharpe le
est area
$75,00
Male offer 153-0375

Motorcycles
1978 750 SPECIAL
Yamaha, full tarring, trunk
and bags 23,800 actual
miles 492-8425.
1989 SUZUKI Quad Racer
250 Call after 5pm
436-5692 or 753-4514

Block, brick, stone, complete foundation, concrete work, sidewalks & patios covered with
brick.
15 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.
Call 527-8275 or 489-2149
For A Job Done Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work.

lake 1 mile
nlake State
son Shores
terms
3894 or

Auto
Undoes
NEW and used bres Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753-5500

Air

Auto
Parts
1979 CUTLASS Galas for
parts Good 4 3L, V-8 motor & trans Several good
body parts $375 753-7668
days or 753-2394 nights
82-91 CAMARO or 228
Daytona style hood $300
437-4076
CONDOMINIUM ground
floor unit with garage Low
utilities, wheel chair accessable. For sale or lease.
753-3293.
FOR sale: custom built 3br,
2 bath home offering quality
workmanship and pleasing
interior design and color.
Featuring raised ceilings,
round top windows, marble
faced fireplace, and designer kitchen Call 753-3903

Used

Cars
1972 CHEVROLET,
2-door, hard top 753-0196
1978 MUSTANG, 4cyl,
white wired interior. 120xxx
miles. $600 OBO.
753-0805 before 2pm or
753-9630.

1981 CHEVY Caprice. One
owner, good condition
753-1997.

711 Main St.

753-1222

AUCTION SALE
Saturday, June 8th, 10 a.m.
Rain or Shine
7 miles South of Murray, Ky. on Hwy. 121

00 a.m.
north of
the home
he 4 way
(old 641)
tary Rd.,
pprox. 3/4
Due to
sold their
partment,
table, end
, clock,
er washer.
bedroom
k, 2 handThese old
like new
stand (over
rocks, old
ash kettle,
(like New),
saw vice.
e hammer,
mpstove. 2
ms
rchandise
as you will
r this sale.

VICE
S STARKS
-9552

Will sell a larqe shop building of odd items that
have been piled back for a long time. Come
and be surprised.
1974 Audi 4 door, 1975 Fiat 4 door, 1960
Chevy 2-Tn. truck with metal bed, 1959 Dodge
2-Tn. with metal flat bed and a Chevy Sports
20C. window van. The bodys are sound for the
models. Lots of truck tires and wheels, metal
cabinet, work benches, shelves, large air
compressor, motors, scrap iron and miscellaneous items.
For more details be present and see for
yourself.

Call Otto Chesters Auction
Service
435-4128
Lynn Grove, Ky.

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in reasonably good health &
can answer no to a few questions you
may qualify for preferred rates. Below
are a few monthly preferred rates at
different ages for a $4,000.00 POLICY
MALE
age

age
age
age
age

40
50
60
70
80

FEMALE

$9.09
12.37
17.33
27.53
52.73

age
age
age
age
age

40
50
60
70
80

-

$7.73
9.85
13.33
21.45
40.73

1983 CUTLASS Calais,
automatic in the floor,
bucket seats, AfvVFM cassette, Black with burgundy
interior, tinted windows,
PS/PB. Must sell 474-2789
after 5pm.
1984 BUICK Regal. Good
condition. 753-4706
1984 CHEVROLET Cavalier wagon. Tilt, cruise,
many extras. Nice. 66,000
miles. Can be seen at Garrison Motors 641N.
1984 FIERO, Sharp.
80,000 miles, automatic,
air. Excellent condition.
$2650 OBO. 753-8618
1984 FORD LTD Crown
Victoria. Plush interior, excellent condition. New Michelin Radials $2950.
75.14573.
1986 CHRYSLER New
Yorker, turbo, loaded,
leather, ivory. Beautiful, excellent condition. 1978
Convertible Tnumph spitfire. Red, looks/runs great.
753-8220
1987 COUGAR LS. Cassette, tilt, p/w, p/s, p/m.
Reduced to sell $5950.
Must sell Fast. 753-6022.
1988 CHEVY Beretta Gray
w/burgandy interior. Power
windows and locks, tilt,
cruise. 47XXX miles Daytime 753-5532, After 5pm
753-8353.

753-4199
Hopkinsvile Federal Say. Bldg.
7th at Main, Murray, KY
"Our 29th year of service"

•

Motors
151
/
2 FT. Glastron ski boat.
50HP Johnson Motor. Very
good condition $1900
489-2830 or 489-2715

1988 FORD Taurus, blue,
V-6, air, P/L, dean $4000
753-8268
1988 HONDA Prelude, red,
automatic. All options including tour wheel steering.
44,000 miles $11,000.
753-1691 day or 753-1364
after 5pm

Tickets,
Accidents, DUrs
No Prior Coverage

We want your
automobile
insurance!

7534484
Phone Quotes
Monthly Payments

1988 MUSTANG GT, con
verbble Excellent automobile 25MPG 753-3704 will
Trade
1988 PONTIAC Sunbird
SE, auto. A/C, stereo,
ground effects, sharp
$5500 753-4573

Al A T ENTERPRISE Excavating, dozing, backhoe
service, hauling, levees,
ponds, roads, driveways
parking lots, septic tanks,
foundations, basements.
topsoil, dirt, gravel, landscaping, etc 753-0577
Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm, 759-9816 753-0495
ALPHA Builders Carpentry, remodeling, porches
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance, etc Free estimates
489-2303
ANTENNA repair and installation Replace or install
channel master antennas,
rotors, and amplifiers Randell Beasley Buchanan,
Tn 901-642-4077
ANY remodeling, building,
painting & roofing Free estimates References
435-4632
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted.
Ask for Andy at The Ap-pliance Works, 753-2455

Johnson, trailer 753-7978
CARS
or 762-0330 ask for Mac
'91 Toyota Coroila,...„.......1987 Fitts.
APPLIANCE SERVICE.
10 Toyota Corolla,.........981 17FT Runabout with 115 Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Evinrude 753-0196
Whirlpool 30+ years ex19 Pontiac Grad
1,487 18FT Catamaran.
perience Bobby Hopper,
Multi19 Toyota Camg..........118481 colored jibe/main sails. 436-5848
Galvanized trailer. Good A-Z services Roofing.
'89 Toyota Celli GT,....'1081 condition.
1978 SOL. fencing, painting, plumbLakeway Shores, ing, electrical, hauling, tree
'89 Cressida„,„„„„.....„..215,987 $1500.
Murray. 436-5353.
work, landscaping All arToyota Corolla DX„,.„..27,987 1965 RUNABOUT in good ound handy-man Free escondition with 75hp Evin- timates. 436-2868
18 Honda
rude OB in excellent condi- BACKHOE Service - ROY
'88 Toyota Cressida ......213487 tion. $1000, Call James at HILL. Junior Thorn, operator. 30 years experience
88 Toyota Camry........„.28487 435-4425
Septic system, drive-ways.
1985 CREST 40ft pontoon
17 Chevy Cavalier liagon14,987 houseboat, sleeps 6, hauling, foundations, etc
759-4664.
generator, gas furnace, gas
'87 Dodge Shadow.........23,987 cook
stove, A/C, gas/ BLOCK, brick, concrete finelectric, refrigerator. (2) 34 ishing
86 Toy. Corolla
ements footgallon gas tanks 100hp ings, g
es, drives,
85 !km Colony Park
Johnson Commercial
walks. 3 is. experience
Good Condition Fully 13yrs. in Murray area
14 kid( Century LTD....22,987 equiped
753-2085 or 753-5476 Charles Barnett
753-8662
'84 Toy. TFCti
DON'T throw that old push
1986 17' INVADER, w/140
'83 Toyota
mower away Complete
Mercruiser. 50-75 hours
starting at $45
11 Chevy981 1979 SeaRay, 21', w/240 over-haul,
Riding mowers $135, with
Mercruiser. Cuddy Cabin. engine
off, plus parts All
753-7192
TRUCKS
work guaranteed Contact
1988 PROCRAFT 150 XR4 Johnny Garland at Murray
19 Toyota Long Bed.... 987 Merc.,
Jacking Plate Merc Motors 510 S 4th
'89 Toyota Landcruiser....'16,981 trolling- motor, in dash LICENSED for electric
1 L C R Graph, gas refrigeration
Installa'89 Toyota EICal 414...„ '10,487 flasher,
stainless prop Used very tion
and repair Free estilittle Sharp, priced to sell
'88 Toyota ................. 54.87 753-8451
mates 753-7203
6a m to 2p m
'88 Ford F-350 Van .„......21,787 20FT, 1989 Fun & Sun EXTERIOR painters with
experience 759-9134 ask
18 Toyota 4 Runner,„„.. 11487 cruiser, 90HP V-4 John- for Lonnie or Paul
son, seats 8, AM-FM cas18 Plymouth Voyager...29,987 sette stereo, Ina well w FENCE sales at Sears
finder Bought new, now Call Sears 753-2310
'87 Toyota Long Bed 04,11,987 depth
used very little 753-8636 for tree estimate for your
17 Toyota 1 Ion,,..........'607 40ft AQUA-STAR Cruiser needs
150 black max & generator GENERAL Repair plumb'86 Ford Ranger 4X4.....„26487 Fully
outfitted $7500 ing, roofing, tree work
436-2642
753-9826
16 Ford Bronco
GUTTERING By Sears
16 Dodge Cram LE.....,481 4 HP Evinrude motor used Sears
residential and oom
times with tank $250
mercial continuous gutters
15 Chevy Aso Van .........14,981 3759-1070
installed for your specifica15 Bronco H
tions Call Sears 753-2310
4 SAILBOATS $50 & up
for free estimate
Call 436-2444
'14 Toyota
EVINRUDE out- G W CONSTRUCTION
14 Dodge Ram 150 SE...1087 75HP
board motor. Excellent Gerald Walters roofing
Aubrey 1-4tcher
Calvert • Greg Bradshaw
Tom Thurman
Chris Bearden, Bus, Mgr,
Chad Cochran, Gen. Mgr.

TOYOTA

OF MURRAY
515 S. 12th
Phone
Murray, KY
753-4961

Condition. $700. Call
James at 435-4425.

HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling, paint.
ing, wallpaper. carpentry,
floor covering No Pb too
small 436-2052

LATE model Fish-n-Ski
Skeeter, 16ft, 75HP, Mariner, loaded, clean, like
new Used approximately
25 hours. Bargain price
753-1369

HAULING - topsoil, sand,
bank gravel, washed
gravel, whiterock of all
types, mulch and other type
hauling available Call
Kenny 759-1039 anytime

Services
Offered
Vans
1988 DODGE Caravan
$6500 437-4066
1990 PONTIAC Transport
SE van, loaded 10,000
miles 1988 Buick LeSabre
753-1078

painting, vinyl siding, all
kinds of remodeling Phone
489-2267

HARRIS Flotboat w/
Evinrude motor Bomber
crappie boat w/90 HP Johnson motor, depth finder,
trolling motor, cover. All the
extras. 753-9274.

sin

Premiums guaranteed NOT to increase

McConnell Insurance Agency

Boss

16' CFRESTLINER, 75HP

age

1980 CADILLAC Sedan
DeVille, blue, 1 owner,
86,000 actual miles,
loaded. 753-9240

Kopperud Realty

AlA Landscaping and
grounds keeping Mowing,
trimming, tree removal,
hauling, mulching Major or
minor cleanups 492-8254

CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard 1976 20FT Midas motor
Music Murray's Alpine Car home One owner Ford
Audio Specialist, Dixieland chasis 351 engine 51xxx
Caster, I block from MSl.; actual miles $5800 OBO
753-7275
dorms.
OLDE Tyme Auto Club Car 1979 26FT Class A motorShow and Swap Meet, 4-H home 43xxx miles extra
Fairgrounds, Highway 41 nice condition, tilt, cruise,
North, Evansville, IN June power, roof air, large generator, awning Will sell or
8-9
trade for custom van of
PUNCH 45 $225 15th An- equal value 435-4128
niversary Special! Sunset
Blvd. Muffle Murray's 23FT Jamboree Dodge
Rockford-Fosgate authorized motor home Brand new
dealer. Dixieland Center engine Newly reconditioned 759-4947 after
Chestnut St. 753-0113.
5pm
1987 BLUE Mazda RX7
GXL 56xxx. One owner, 24FT Holiday $3000
excellent condition. Only in- 753-7708 or 759-4533
terested callers. 759-9262
520
after 5prri.

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

Your Ad
Could Be
Here

1979 CHEVROLET Cam
aro. Good condition Air,
AM/FM stereo cassette.
$1800. 753-9553 after
7pm.

OUTSTANDING LAKE HOME
The view of the lake from this waterfront home is gorgeous.
Brick Hi-level, den with fireplace, 2 baths, patio/deck and
excellent boat dock. Well-landscaped_

1986 FORD Ranger, 4wd,
4sp, with overdrrve. V-6
motor 76,000 miles, new
dutch and pressure plate
Will sell below loan value
1991 ACURA Black - 7$9 1070
Integra RS A/C, CD
Player, 5sp, tinted win510
dows, loaded Take over
lease 759-1416

campy,

Call 753-1916

1-7/ Smith
Masonry

Sonless
Offered

1989 FORD Escort 4 door
AM/FM stereo Air/heat,
cruise Extra clean 45 000
miles Owner must sell
$4900 753-6633

YAMAHA Enduro 100
753-0550 alter 4pm

753 0375
1211i

530

Used
Cws

Motorcycles

HOMESELLERS
REALTY
PHI

190

470

460

Ls
For Sale

BOGARD Paving Paving
and sealing driveways and
parking lots Over 20yrs
experience Free estimates 753-9552 or
437-4391
BOOKKEEPING service
offered 759-9655 ask for
Margie
BUSH hogging, Grader
blade work 753-8590

1967 FORD F-100,
352-V8, very good condi.. CARPET and vinyl repairs
and installation Protes
bon $850 527-2225
sional service Glen Bebber
1976 CHEVY, 1 ton, 454, 759-1247,leave message
camper special, loaded
Motor 39,000 miles $2503 CH1M Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior citi759-4414 after 5pm
zen discounts. We sell chim1978 GMC, short-wheel- ney caps and screens.
base. pick-up truck Newly 435-4191
rebuilt motor ps/pb. a/c
Needs body work $1100 CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Corn
492-8861
plete service on all central
1988 CHEVY Silverado cooling, all makes and
4x4, Loaded Excellent models Call Gary at
condition 34xxx Adult dn- 759 4754
ven 489-2408
DAVIDSON Roofing New
1989 TOYOTA 4x4, ex- roots and repairs Tear offs
cab 5 speed, excellent and re-roofs Written guarcondition
$10,000 antee Local references
759-1823
753 5812

MOODY'S mower repair
Pickup and delivery. All
work guaranteed
753-5668
MOODY'S mower repair
Pickup and delivery All
work guaranteed
753-5568

MITCHELL Paving Seal
coating and hauling OWN
MURRAY Fence Co Chain 30yrs experience Free es
link fence, dog kennels, re- timates 753-1537 or
sidential, commercial Free _753-1221,
estimates 753-9785 or MOBILE home parts and
753-3254
service Complete parts ca
PAINTING Interior and Ex- talog Best prices, quality
result Hwy 641, Hazel, KY
terior Free estimates
Small repairs Reasonable 492-8488
rates 753-6844
PLUMBING - Free esti- WILL do painting, recoatmates Affordable rate ing, metal roofs On mobile
Same day service All work homes, barns, or houses
5yrs experience Reasonguaranteed 753-4200
able rates 753-9838 after
PLUMBING repairman with 3 30pm
same day service Call
WILL do plumbing All guar436-5255
anteed 435-4169

Roy Hill
Backhoe Service

RETIREE wants small
lawns to mow Free estimates 753-7041
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307
ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel, sand, dirt, driveway rock 753-4545.
753-6763, 759-1823
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674
SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings. Larry
Chnsman 492-8742

STALLONS Roofing. Siding and Painting Free esb
mates 474-8064 after
6pm

T.0 Dinh Repair and Maintenance. Electrical - Cleaning Sewer. 1210/1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office,
753-0606 after 5pm.
VCCI REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center cleaning servicing $15 most repairs
$35, all brands 3rd Street,
Almo, Open 9-12,1-5
Mon -Fri 9 2pm Sat
753-0530
WILL mow yards Also light
hauling 435-4169
YARD work, mowing trimming odd lobs of any kind
Free estimates 753-8463

ADORABLE, friendly kit
tens Free to a loving home
753 2993

CUSTOAI KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOOOWORKING
All Types Of:

Junior Thorn,
Operator
30 Years Experience
sped:Ili/int! in Septic
I Juks. Semers. Foundations. Hauling. etc.

(502) 759-4664

Custom Woodworking
&
& Bath 'Cabinets
Cabinets

---\,,,

Drop by & see our showroom
-Drop
409 SUNBURYAIURRAY (Bohm, Bunny Bread'
753-5940
.101111141b..........0411111111b,......46,

Public Auction
Sat., June 8th, 1991 at 10 a.m. at the Dan Miller Auction
Barn. From Murray, Ky take Hwy. 94 West approx. 7
miles to Lynn Grove,Ky.Turn onto Hwy.893 go 1/2 mile
to auction. Watch for auction signs.
Will sell a large collection of good antiques, collector items &
good usuable furniture.Selling for the late Mr.Robert Douglas-Estate.
Selling a large collection ofold mantel clocks,kitchen weight &
wall clocks, large collection of lanterns, coffee mills, old
rockers, small gate leg table, old Victrola, old _radios, stereo,
dazy churn, old pictures & frames, old records, books &
magazines, old wood boxes, old scales, lot of old hand saws,"
ship augers, ice tongs, wood rabbit & block plain, furniture
clamps, oblong dough tray, old smoothing iron, kerosene
lamps, electric fans, old lamps, some good old glass & china,
pink & green depress-ion, carnival-glass, stone pieces, goofus glass, small china cabinet, upright piano, organ, fancy old
table, pulpit & church pews from Beech Grove Church, lot of
limited edition prints, old pocket knives, auto. dryer, color t.v.,
5 h.p. garden tiller, table saw, dinner bells, wrenches & tools,
10 h.p. Scat Atwater outboard motor,3 scaffold wagons, 20 ft.
flat bed trailer. Many other items not listed. Auction held rain
or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
'My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

Real Estate Auction
Sat., June 15th, 1991 at 10 a.m. at Dorothy Thurman
home.From Murray,Ky.take Hwy.94 East to Hwy.497,
turn right onto Hwy.497 go straight at Port of Murray,
then turn first road to right. Watch for auction signs.
Will sell 2 bedroom trailer, 1 bath, central heat, washer &
dryer, wood stove, ceiling fan, couch & chair. Lots #745 and
746 in Anderson Shores.
Terms: 20% down day of auction. Balance in 30 days with
passing of deed. Auction held jointly with Terry Paschall Real
Estate.
Terry Paschall - Broker 753-5814

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
435-4144
Lynn Grove, Ky.

INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate

LAWN CARE Mowing, bagging, aerating, seeding, fertilizing Call Bob at 753-1831

WILL mow yards Reasonable rates Free estimates
No lob to large or to small
474-2300

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
lire of equipment including
60tt aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower corn
petaive cost Free esti
mates without obligation
Day or nite 753-5484

../
jo
i
rRmrs

HAULING, yard work tree
removal, mowing Free estimates 759-1683

KITCHEN CABINET REMODELING with wood
grain formica all colors
Free estimates Wulff s Recovery, Murray 436-5560

A LICENSED electrica
contractor JAMES C GAL
LIMORE ELECTRIC Com
meroal and residence], fas
courteous and efficient ser
vice 759-1835

Real Estate Auction
Moduler Home
June 15, 12 Noon
S. 121 to Mt. Carmel Church,turn left, then right to Ky.
Lake Dev. Left at Y, 3rd Road to left 8r right to Isabell
Piazza property.

I

it_ xer

t*VIM
-- I

11111

3 bedroom, kitchen, dining room, utility, 1 bath, electric
baseboard heat, 145 ft. well, 2 car carport with workshop. Lot
110x200, fenced yard.
20% down day of auction Balance 30 days with passing of
deed.

Wilson Real Estate
Wayne Wilson, Broker - Phone 753-3263
Dan Miller, Associate & Auctioneer 435-4144

—
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OBITUARIES
Harry Wilford

Alfred Walkling

Dream Factory provides getaway for Owensboro youth
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
John Simpson usually swims in a
cattle trough, but last week the
10-year-old was swimming in the
ocean off Florida. He also visited
Disney World.
He and his family spent five

nights and six days in Florida,
courtesy of the Dream Factory of
Owensboro.
The fifth-grader, who lives in the
Delaware community, has cystic
fibrosis, a hereditary disease that
affects the respiratory system.

Stock Market
Report

HOG MARKET

Harry Wilford, 81, Farmington. field; two sisters, Mrs. Lula Mae
Alfred Walkling, 73, New Condied Wednesday at 1:15 a.m. at Galloway and Mrs. Iris Bennett,
cord, died Wednesday at 4:27 p.m.
Parkview Convalescent Center. Sedalia; six grandchildren; three
,
Hospital
at Western Baptist
great-grandchildren.
Paducah.
Paducah.
memThe funeral will be Friday at 2
a
was
he
farmer.
retired
A
Born June 24, 1917, in Serena.
in the chapel of Brown Funerp.m.
Christ.
ber of Antioch Church of
III., he was the son of the late HenMayfield. Al Colley will
Home,
al
Mayfield
Laura
Mrs.
His wife.
Prices as of 9 a m
ry Edward Walkling and Anna
Wilford, one brother. and his officiate.
7")
Marie Schepp Walkling.
parents, Walter Wilford and Cora
will follow in Antioch
Burial
Survivors are FA wife, Mrs.
preceded him in Church of Christ Cemetery.
.
Luella Diveley Walkling,_ to whom_ Darnell Wilford,
du
...... -013
Average
Instrial
1939;'
death.
21,
Oct.
he was married on
funeral
Close
the
Prolous
300537
at
call
may
daughter.
Friends
one
Survivors include
two daughters, Mrs. Irene Ann Vit731/2
( Air Products
today
p.m.
5
after
Tenn.:
home
Martin.
Can.
Martha
Mrs.
Lou
to, Aurora, Ill., and Mrs. Linda
,A.T.C. Class A ....... 423/411 431/4A
one son. Harry Gene Wilford. May - (Thursday).
Newberry, New Concord; one son.
36% + 1/a
AT&T
1621/2B
Lawrence Alfrfed Walkling, AuroBank of Murray
am..34
Bell South ....
ra. Ill.; three sisters, Mrs. Marie
Briggs & Stratton ............ 31 - 1/4
Daniels, Grayville, Ill., and Mrs.
Survivors are her husband, Tom
The funeral for Mrs. Phyllis Car143/. • 1/4
Chrysler
Amy
Margaret Knox and Mrs. Mildred
Mrs.
Butler Sr.; one daughter,
1 p.m. in the
at
today
is
Butler
lotta
4 - 1/s
1
/
47
(
SX
Corp
brother,
one
Knox. Ottawa, Ill.;
Funeral Home, Barrow, and one granddaughter,
Lindsey
of
453/4 - 1/4
Dean Foods
chapel
five
Ill.;
Ottawa,
Walkling,
Edward
Barrow, LedbetDollar Gen. Stores. 161/413 163/sA
Paducah. The Rev. James 0. Green Lauren Michelle
grandchildren; two greatButler Jr., PaduTom
son,
one
ter;
581/i + 1/4
Exxon
g.
officiatin
is
dren.
grandchil
one sister, Mrs. Maybelle
cah;
Wickliffe
.36 •••• 1/4
Ford
in
follow
will
Burial
Friends may call from 6 to 8
1/.
Goforth, Paducah.
413/4
General Motors
Cemetery.
Miller
at
y)
p.m. tonight (Thursda
that expressrequests
family
.......................401/2 - 3/1
(;oodrich..
The
Drive,
Mrs. Butler, 52. Oakcrest
Funeral Home of Murray.
Goodyear ....... ............321/1 + 1/2
ions of sympathy take the form of
Paducah, died Tuesday at 5:49 p.m.
The body will be transferred to
103 - 1/11
1.11.M
Baptist
East
to
tions
contribu
at Lourdes Hospital from injuries Church Building Fund, Paducah.
Gladfelter's Chapel. Ottawa, Ill.,
511/4 - sia
Ingersoll Rand
sustained in a traffic accident.
473/4 4.
K-Mart
on Friday where friends may call
Friday.
22 - 'Is
Ky. Utilities
from 5 to 9 p.m.
.
2
223/s
at
Kroger
Saturday
be
will
Services
s.
40
1(;& E Energies
P.m. at Gladfelter's Chapel with
2:45
Thomas Edwin - ha. Murray. died Tuesday at
for
funeral
The
.....341/s
'
•
s
................
N1cDonalcis
Wood
Oak
in
burial to follow
553/. • 1/4
Stokes is today at 2:30 p.m. in the p.m. at Murray-Calloway County (
Penner
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Mrs. Phyllis Carlotta Butler

MFD to sponsor
retirement dinner

etkral-Siate Markel News Service Janet., 1991. Ken
lucky Pyrrha te Ares Hog Market Report Includes 4
Buying Stabons kacetpIs Act IA& Est. 300 Barrows& Gilts
Steady Lu 105 lower, Sows 1.011-2.110 lower.
t 5 1.2 234231 bs..
.351.0041.50
S 1.2 210-230 lbs
_____--3411511105030
LS 2.3 236200 bs
5,1150.51 00
S 3-4 266r0 is,.
.$411.50- 50 50

The Murray Fire Department
will be holding a retirement dinner
Monday. June 10 at the Sirloin
Stockade at 7 p.m. in honor of
Chief James R. Hombuckle and
Assistant Chief Joe A. Allbritten in
appreciation for their 24 years of
service to the City of Murray.

S
S 12 270-350 lb'
IS 1 3 304400 lbs
135
400.525 lbs
IS 13 525 and up..
S 23 300-500 lbs
Roan $33 00 35 III

Thomas Ed win Stokes

Billy Oscar
Watson

John likes to swim but was so
hard on his kiddie pools that his
father finally bought him a horse
trough.
The Dream Factory is a nonprofit organization that helps critically, chronically and terminally ill
children makes their dreams come
true.

541 0642.00
542 00-43 00
1021.43 Ou
&42.111.43.00
N-41.00

INSURANCE
NURSING HOME
COVERAGE
FREE Help Is Claim
For AU My Clients

7890
7538 am -8 pm
LOU V. McGARY
I he average cost of.nursing home is 31,500 to 52,000. month Who will pay the bill for a
nursing home stay for yeti)Call for free information on custodial, intermediate,and skilled

nursing home coverage

4

AUTOMATIC

TRANSMISSION

11„489*- $9,378*
*AFTER
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1LLIARD

Mrs. Nell Waggoner McCuiston

4tLLYONS

X0\\

Every Special Dad deserves
a gift from

George D. Henry

J.H.(Jack) Newport

al731

9 DAYS ONLY!

MU

TIC R I YALE • MAJESTIC ROYALE • MAJESTIC ROYALE

BEST FOOD
BEST PRICES
BEST SERVICE!
Choose
14 oz. T-Bone or
10 oz. New York Strip

We Serve
U.S.D.A. Choice Steaks
Cut Fresh Daily

a• 7

Sunday Noon Buffet

'Features: 'Beast Beet •Ilaked Greek Chicken •Baked Baas SIx 1) Assorted
Vegetables 'Cobbles. •Cake 'Banana Pudding •Fresck Bread

251Ye OFF ALL
Seas, Sportcoats, 'Dress. Pants
Shirts and more!

EveryMilg on- Sale!
Watches, Belts Ties„ Cologne, Socks.

753-0160

University Square
. M1 S., Murray, El 753-1505
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